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ABSTRAcT

This thesis examines whether the Canadian state's interest in
maintaining the long-term legitimacy of cunent social relations has

prompted a co-optive response to Canadian feminists, critique of
pornography. Specifically, I question whether a feminist inte¡est
in promoting insurgent social change - by altering the nature of the
state's approach to pomography - has been co-opted by the

Supreme Court decision in R. v. Butler (lggL). I argue - from a

socialist feminist perspective - that pornography is an institution of
an imperial-capitalist and hetero-patriarchal society.

Through pornography sexual subjectivity is constituted. As
constitutive in and of socio-sexual subjectivity, pomographic
practices reproduce gendered power relations. Owing to the fact
that the state has done little by way of conuolling por.nography, I
argue that the state implicitly supports the ideology of pornography.

From this perspective, I interrogate the possibility of law - as a
mechanism of state power - to transform gender relations. I
conclude that agents of the state responsible for judicial praxis fail
to comprehend the complexity of pornography from a sociolbgical
point of view. Owing to this failure, the law tends to persist in
legitimizing, thereby nonnalizing, hegemonic socio-sexual

subjectivity and practice.
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INTRoDUcTIoN:

It is 15 years now since Canadian feminists took to the streets to protest

the screening of a "repulsive sh¡ed of celluloid" entitled Snuff aÍ. Cinema 2000 in

Toronto (Cole 1989:7). The advertisements for this film promised irs viewers the

ultimate erotic spectacle: the actual murder of a South American prostitute (Cole

i989). The screening of Snuff and films of this genre sharpened feminists' focus

on the pomography trade in Canada. Today, there are more pomographic materials

available than eve¡ before. Magazines, T.V., the telephone, videos, movie

theafes, and even personal computers provide virtually unlimited access to

pornography. While most of rhe pomography in Canada is imported from other

countries, principally it a¡rives from the United States (Cole 1989). Over the last

25 years, the Nolth American pornography trade has mushroomed into a multi-

billion dollar industry. It accounts for 50 to 60 per cent of all videocassette sales,

which find their way into anywhere from one in ten, to one in seven micldle class

homes @ox-Genovese i 991:87).

The 70s and 80s saw several unsuccessful attempts by the federal

government to deal with the proliferation of pornography through parliamentary

refonn. In February of 7992, however, in R. v. Butler, the Supreme Court of

Canada reinterpreted the section of the Critninal Code that deals with obscenity.

This ruling recognized that a tink exists between obscenity and violence; that

depictions of degrading and dehumanizing sex and sex with violence are 'harmful'

to the exten! that they promote anti-social behaviour towards women and men.
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Valverde (1985:122) argues that the "porn quesrion" is actually many

questions:

It involves the issue of male sexual and non-sexual violence; the
problem of masculine sexuality and masculine desire; the
relationship of women to forms of culture seldom recognized as
pornographic; the politicaì question of how far feminists can expect
the govemment and the police to behave in our interests; and also
the problem of the dehuma¡ized porhayal of women in the mass
media.

This thesis engages the political "porn question" as it relates to the regulation of

pornography in criminal law. The purpose of this thesis is to assess the long term

implications for Canadian women of the Supreme Court decision in R. v. Butler.

The central problematic of the thesis will be whether the Butler interpretation of

obscenity law deviates from Íaditional interpretations of the law by articulating

a feminist understanding of'obscenity.' This undertaking necessitates a critical

examination of feminist frameworks and conceptions influencing analyses of the

efficacy of law reform. More specifically, the thesis will address two crucial

questio¡rs: Does Butler "... reprcsent an unwelcome alliance between feminism and

the state" (Cunie 1990:77)? Or, does Butlet' represent an instance where state

interests converged with femi¡ists' interests (rJrsel 7991:262)? These questions

are rooted in an understanding that law generates its own internal contradictions,

and that feminist groups can use law against itself to promote social change

(Brickey and Comack 1987). The narure of counrer-hegemonic struggles to

ffansform the law is a key focus of this thesis. From a sociological point of view,

specific emancipatory sfategies and the outco¡nes of these struggles are
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particulatly important as they help to identify points of successful resistance.

This thesis is organized into four chapters which, for organization purposes

and clarity, are broken down into smaner sub-sections. chapter one sets out the

theo¡etical framework that informs the work in this thesis. This framework

outlines a socialist feminist conception of society, human nature, and the rore of

the state - through law - in mai¡taining the status_quo. Chapter Two flows from

these theoretical considerations to outrine an understanding of pornography that

connects it to the question of the insurgent potential of legal suuggles. Here, I
outline the substantive criteria used to guide my evaluation of the Butrer ruring.

chapter Three focuses on 'obscenity' law and the feminist engagement with the

state. This involves: outrining the history of obscenity raw in canada; examining

feminist appeals for, and responses to, changes in obsceniry legislation; and,

finally, an explanation of the va¡ious notions of 'harm' that have informed and

justified banning certain sexually expricit materials. In chapter Four, I discuss the

arguments presented to the supreme court by the women's lægal Education and

Action Fund (LEAF). As LEAF was the only nationally based feminist

organization to intervene in Butler, I focus on the specific arguments they

presented to the court. Following a sufnmary the supreme court ruling in Butrer,

I formulate a socialist feminist anarysis of Butrer. rn particular, I hìghright the

role of LEAF as a feminist organization engaged in counter_hegemonic legal

snuggle to pro¡note women's equality.
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Cueprpn ONe

Theoretical Framework

The purpose of this chapter is to outline a socialist feminist theoretical

framework. This framework constitutes the basis for my evaluatio n or the Butler

decision. Because the Butler decision engages the role of the state - through law -

in the regulation of pornography,r I address the way in which women's sexuality

has eaditionally been defined and controlled both by the state and by the existence

of pomography in general. Accordingly, this chapter includes a discussion of the

relationship between society, the state and the law as a mechanism of state power.

In the fi¡st section, I briefly outline the basic tenets of a socialist feminist

theoretical paradigm. Included in the second section is a discussion of the feminist

engagement with the state. By focusing on the nature of legal stnrggles, I

highlight the importance of counter-hegemonic political practices.

' In this thesis I use tie term pomography and obsceniqr more or less interchangeably. Howeve¡, I tend
to use the term obscenity when discussing the law as this is the standald by which it evaluates sexuaüy
explicit materials (Busby 1993). I use rhe pfuase sexualy explicit when refening ro visuar and or writte;
materials which I find unprobrematic, that is, sexuauy graphic mate¡ials rvhose purpose is perhaps to arouse
but also ro engage the viewe¡ in a social diarogue on sexuality as it ¡elates to the fo¡ms, càntents and
purposes of sexually graphic mârerials. It is critical to stress t¡ât my focus is on mainstream, freely
accessible, heterosexual pornography rather than gay and lesbian sexually explicit (re)presentations; some oî
which are pornographic according to 

'Ìy 
theoretical f¡amervork. I am aware, however, rhat it is more likely

for gay and lesbian sexualry expricir material to be deemed "pomographic" (i,e. more often than heterosexual
material) owing to misogyny and hornophobiq ¡ather úa ro the e¡ãticization ofdomi¡ance, It is perhaps ûile
to note that the majority of pomographic mate¡ials depict heterosexuality.
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Socíølist Feminism:

Socialist feminism sha¡es with Marxism the same basic method for

describing and analyzing the structure of social relations that shape the human

condition in contemporary society. Beginning with a conception of human nature

that is defined in part by our biological characteristics, and in part by social

activity, a socialist feminist framewo¡k provides an examination of the social

world which accounts for the actualities of our lived experiences -- experiences

that have been shaped historically by the forces of (re)production.

A socialist feminist epistemology and ontology constructs both a theory of

oppression and practices for Ìiberation that is both materialist2 and historical. It

is materialist in the sense that it accounts for the power relations and other factors

that structure people's lives, and historical in the sense that it accounts for social

changes as well as regularities that persist over rime (Hartsock 19g3:150). As

Segal (1987:67) asserts "... all social relations and social practices a¡e connected

with the specific material and concrete world i¡ which they occur, and are affected

by changes in that world." The historically prevailing constitution of the human

physiological and social-psychological character is continuously formed and

transformed through the organization of (re)productive activities. These activities

a¡e dete¡mined by the underlying structures of society - structures that are in tum

created by our theoretical-practical activiry (Jaggar 1983). As a resulr, the human

2 My use of the term materialist refers to the cultural, economic, historical, political, and social: to the
relationship between their organization and id¿as, MateÌialist refers to tlìe dialeclicaÌ relationship of ideas
with our ¡naterial sunoundings.
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condition is viewed as historically va¡.iable and therefore socially aìterable. From

this vantage point, the goal of socialist feminist politics is to fully understand the

nature of social structures and the way in which these structures generate

oppressive social relations as well as those practices that potentially alter

oppressive relations in order to effect meaningful social change.

A socialist feminist expansion and reformuration of the analytic tools of

Marxism understands (re)productive activity as organized a¡ound a ,gendered,

division of labour, where the means and modes of production are inextricabry

linked to the means and modes of reproduction. By expanding the traditional

Marxist analytic categories to include women, socialist feminism accounts for the

lived reality of women's lives. Socialist feminism recognizes the distinct social

location of women and hords that an adequate theory of knowledge must account

for the lived experiences of women - it does not assume that women's standpoint

is "available to all [women] and only to women" (Berger et al 1991:6I). By

rejecting a false unive¡salization of women's experiences, socialist feninism

argues that while men may find it difficult to understand women's specific

experiences, nonetheless, they are able to identify with a woman's standpoint

(Berger er al L99I).

This 'gendered' division of labou¡ is said to be constituted by and

constitutive of women's and men's consciousness. However, socialist feminist

theory lacks a systematic inquiry into the forces that shape the construction of our

social-psychoìogical consciousness, This weakness is problematic since the focus
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of this thesis is an interrogation of pornography. It is precisely because

pornography is a visual (and textual) tepresentation of gendered practices that a

discussion of the role of language in the constitution of human consciousness and

the reproduction of social relations is pertinent to my theoretical framework.

Below, I argue that pomography is a medium in and through which gendered

social consciousness and practices are realized. Accordingly, I expand the

socialist feminist framework to include an analysis of language.

Palmer (1990:3) argues that language, broadly defined as "... sysrems of

signification that extend well beyond mere words to include the symbols and

structures of ali ways of communicating (from the atticulated to the subliminal),

is the essential ground within which social life is embedded.,' Language

articulates as well as constructs human consciousness and the material ¡elations

of (re)production. According to Palme¡ (1990:3), it',... construcrs being: it orders

the relations of classes and genders, ever attentive to specific hierarchies; it is the

stage on which consciousness makes its histo¡ical entrance and politics is

scripted."3

Accordingly, human consciousness and the material modes of

(re)production exist in a dialectical relationship. Consciousness is more than a

mere reflection of material conditions because agents act upon and are acted upon

by historically specific material conditions. subjectivities are constirutive of and

constituted by language, which illuminates the sociological significance of an

analysis of discourse and the practices embodied therein. Recognizing that

3 
Here Palmer (1990) neglects the significance of larguage in orderirg race ,elations. Language

also consbucls racialized being.
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consciousness is socially constituted and constiruting expands our understanding

of the ways in which gendered, classed and racialized ¡elations have historically

been shaped by, yet constrain, consciousness. Within this view, ',... the ¡ole of

human agency in social change and the complex relationship between oppression

and resistance" is highrighted (Morgen r990:2g3). Human activity as shaped by

the dual structures ofpatriarchy and capitalism sets limits on human understanding

- our social practices constitute our knowledge, which i¡ turn informs our social

practices. Human subjectivity is constnrcted fiom "... the ava able knowredges

in a culture as they cfuculate i¡ discourses and institutional practices" (Hennessy

1993:37). Therefore:

... socialist feminists point to the important fact that when we
engage in particular activities to satisfy needs, we also create a
consciousness and personality structure (character structure) that
endures beyond the social activities that shaped it. Character
structure is an internalized pattern of behaviour, daily organized
habit, experienced in terms of identity, which refleõts the
dominance/subordination relations found in production ancl
reproduction. Although people, as both creatures and creators of
society, have the capacity to make themselves, they are not free to
do so as they might like. Unìess they undertake consciously to
change themselves, individuals are restrained by the character
structures they have previously developed by interacting in the
institutional structures of production and reproduction,
(Messerschmidt 1986:30-3 1)

This view of the constitutive nature of ranguage attends to the determinism

found in both Ma¡xist and feminist conceptions of the rore of production and

reproduction in the formation of human subjects. As palmer (1990:5) argues, the

importance of attending to language ,,lies not in establishing the tyranny of

language as some prior, determining feature of human relations, but in excavating,
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and hence materializing, the relations of economy and culture, necessity and

agency, sÍucture and process, that language mediates incessantly." It is an attempt

to locate the construction of subjectivity through language within the realm of the

material context of culturar (re)production. Language deals with the sociar

construction of the subject within and through discourse and,/or discursive

practices. Differences between men and \ryomen are understood not as a pre-social

givens, but rather are understood to be "... socially constructed and therefore

socially alterable" (Jaggar 1983:304). women and men are understood not as

victims or passive bearers of social forces. we a¡e viewed as agents - or 'creative

historical subjecs' - capable of accepting and/or subverting the socializing forces

of our social class, gender, or race (tzin 1992). The systems ofproduction and

reproduction that produce divisions of class, gender and race, interconnect ancl

interpenetrate to shape society's 'superstructural' institutions -- institutions which

in turn interact dialectically, shaping one another and the foundation of society.

Messerschmidt (1 986:30) explains:

Socialist feminism views the ,'base,, of society as a historically
changing system of organizing reproduction, in interaction with a
syste¡n of production. The base entails a dualistic system _

production and reproduction - interacting dialectically. The
interpenetration and interconnection between production and
reproduction most pervasively influences the culture or
"superstructure" of society - thar is, its legal, political, religious,
aesthetic, and philosophic forms - and therefore is most impãrtant
in setting limits to what forms can ultimately exist in a society.
These supersrructural institutions interact with one another as wél
as the base. Consequently, we have dialectical interaction wíthin
both the "base" and "superstructure,', as well as befiveen them,
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These basic structures are posited as both capitalist4 and patriarchal.5 segal

(1987:49) defines patriarchy as a

... social system of male domination, as the power of the father in
the family, as the universal principle and symbol of male
domination, or as men's power to exchange women in o¡der to
form kinship gloups. But central to all these definitions of
patriarchy [is] men's power over women's sexuality and fertility.

More specifically, a socialist feminist understanding of social structure

posits multiple systems of exploitation; the mode(s) of (re)production are hetero-

patriarchal and imperiaì-capitalist. Fo¡ the pu{poses of magnifying the

hete¡osexism of the cunent form of patriarchal relations, I use the term hetero-

patria-rchy. compounding the terms imperial and capitalism signifies that the

successes of the capitalist mode of production a¡e a result of imperialist

colonization practices, expedited through racialization. The expansion of the

capitalist mode of production would have been impossible without the tegalized

slavery of non-European persons (Gayle r992:23s). These sfructures form the

basis of exploitative class, gender and race ¡elations of (re)production. A key

premise of a socialist feminist theo¡etical framewo¡k is that these relations are

power relations.6 This 'systems' framework reveals the dvnamic and

{ capitalism fefers to p¡operty relations which consist of tre orvnershìp of the means and mode of
production by a small number of (predominanrly white) men and the selling oi rheir rabou, power by armost
everyone else (Acker 1989:14), and which makes up the econornic foundation of sociery

5 Patriarchy refers to gender relations such that the means and mode of reproducing hurnan beings is
sociaÌly organized and cont¡ollcd by men as a group.

6 My use of the ter¡¡ power has a two-ford meaning; the term 'power' signifies one's abirity to exert
control over one's own future, while 'power relalions' ¡efe¡s to polilics: social ¡elalions of dominance and
subordination (Kittay 1984r146).
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interconnectedness of contemporary power relations. The relations that construct

class, gender and race are inextricably connected, constituting a web of

domination (collins 199r) affecting experience(s) of subjectivity. socialist

feminism is an analysis that views gender, crass, a¡d race rerations as inextricably

linked, and which does not priorize one o¡ the other set of power relations as the

root cause of women's oppression @oyd and Sheehy 19g6). This approach

underst¿nds that structural determinants shape rather than dete¡mine historical,

economic-social-political relations. Both hetero-paeiarchy and imperial-capitalism

are mutually dependent yet interacting relations providing the foundation for the

modes of production and reproduction that construct class, gender and race

hierarchy/ies.

In theorizing the notion of crass formation and transformation, sociarist

feminists investigate the ways in which "... class is produced and reproduced in

concrete social practices" (Acker lggg:14). I use the term class to ¡efer to one's

relationship to the means of production. The relationships between those who

own and control the means of production and those who have only their rabour

power to sell -- are always already unequal and exploitative.

The term gender is understood by socialist feminists to be one of the

fundamental processes that constitute social rife. Initia[y, feminist theorists used

the te'- to differentiate between biological sex differences with those differences

generated through socialization. Today, however,

[i]ts meanirg has expanded and become more complex, referring
not only to femininity and masculinity, but also appearing as ã
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basis for social life, a ground for establishing identity and
interpreting experience, and a symbolic and material line dividing
work, resources, po',ver, and honor between the sexes. (Acker
1989:1.7)

In short, gender "... is a major symbolic form in which power is justifred', (Acker

1989:17) and sexuality is defined,

Similarly, Muszynski (1989:66) argues that ¡ace is a socially constructed

set of dichotomized relations "... embedded in both patriarchal and class relations."

Racism is a set of complex and systematic practices; colonization and imperialism,

resulted in the commodification of human beings as slaves by white men of the

capitalist class which was facilitated and legitimized through a pseudo-scientific

hierarchical ranking of racialized groups in order to justify the enslavement of

certain groups ofpeople (Muszynski 1989:66). The commodification of ¡acialized

groups was further facilitated by the existence of a patriarchal consciousness

which, once reformulated, came to include ,race' along with gencler as an

exclusionary category (Muszynski 1989). "It is the same mentality that created

woman as other that could be further pushed to create racial dichotomization',

(Muszynski 1989:77). This construction of racialized social relations intersects and

affects class and gender relations in such a way that each set of relations stands

alone only for analytical puryoses. Within this framework, racialization is

understood as an historical consfuction operating in conjunction with gender

oppression and class exploitation.

The centrality of men's control over women's sexuality is one of the key

features of hetero-patriarchal relations and a specific focus of this thesis.
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Accordingly, in the following section, I discuss the shift in the control of women,s

(and children's) sexuality as hetero-patriarchy shifted from a familial to a social

form.

F amiliøI Pøtriørch! to Social patriarchy:

According to Ursel (i986) and Walby (1990), patriarchy is historically

variable rather than a static phenomenon. Recent history has seen a shift in the

degree and form of patriarchy such that private forms gave way to public forms

of control over women and children. As mate¡ial conditions have changed, so too

have the forms of patriarchy.

specifically, urser (1986) argues thar parriarchy has gone rhrough a number

of phases. she posits three distinctive economic modes that historicallv have

organized reproduction:

... (a) comnutnal patriorchy, which corresponds with pre_class, kin_
based social systems; (b) famílial patriarchy, whicñ corresponds
with class-structured social systems characterized by decentrãlized
processes of production; and (c) social pat,.iarcåy, which
conesponds to advanced wage labour systems. (Ursel lig6;154)

More recently, paúiarchal relations have shifted from a ,familial, to a 'social,

form. Familial patriarchy is based mainly on household production, with a

patriarch controlling the rives of women and chitdren - individualry and directry -

in the relatively private sphere of the home. In their positions of power within

the household, fathers, brothers, and husbands tended to have di¡ect conflol over

the daily organization of wonien's lives, often women were subor.dinated to the
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requirements of the household. In particular, this subordination was maintained

by excluding women from participation in the public a¡ena. Acco¡ding to Walby

(1990:178), it is this exclusion from the public arena with all its attendant regâl

rights and privileges that is the causal mechanism in the maintenance of familiar

patriarchy.

In contrast, social patriarchy is based on the control of women _ directly

as well as indirectly - through means other than our exclusion from production.

Walby (1990:77) identifies six key features of social patriarchy:

... the patriarchal mode of production; patriarchal relations in paid
wor*; patriarchal relations in the statel male violence; patriarthal
relations in sexuality; and paeiarchal relations in cultural
institutions including religions, media, education.

In documenting the shift from the control of women by individuar men (as wives

and daughters), to the control of women by the state (as workers), Ursel

(1986:154) stares thar:

Familial patriarchy is the hierarchical sexual organization for the
reproduction of sex - gender identities and relatiãns as it exists in
the farnily; in contrast, social patriarchy is the societal organization
of sex gender relations through rules and laws concerning-marriage,
ptoperty, inheritance, and child custody.

Thus, law plays an integral part in the maintenance of sex gender relations under

social patriarchy. The shift f¡om the control of women as the property of

individual men, to the control of women as legal ,persons, by the state _ through

law - represents the shift from familial to social patriarchy. According to walby

(i990:i78), social patriarchy exists when:

The expropriation of women is performed more collectively than
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by individual patriarchy. The household may remain the site of
patriarchal oppression, but it is no longer the main place where
women are present,

Although, the home remains a significant site of pafiarchal oppression,?

institutions of society such as the law (through marriage, propefiy, and inhe¡itance

rights), education, and religion are central to the maintenance of male domination

and control under the social form of patriarchy. Women's lives tend to be

organized systemadcally rather than by an individual male relative.

It can be argued that this shift from fam ial to social patiarchy occur¡ed

out of capital's requirement for rabour that resulted in women's increased

participation in waged labour. In addition, frst wave feminist activism induced

the erosion of patriarchal control withi¡ the famiìy and the development of social

patriarchy. The socialization of previously privatized labour of women with the

rise of the welfare state under capitarist industrialization resulted in a shift from

a private to a public fonn of patriarchal control (Ursel 19g6; Walby 1990). In

particular, women's sexuality is no longer unde¡ the direct and exclusive control

of their fathers, brothers o¡ husbands within the context of the famiJy; the control

of sexuality has shifted into the sociar realm where the stâte prays a key role in

regulating women's access to information on, and use of, birth control, abortion

and emerging reproductive technologies.

7 lt should be noted that fo¡ many women the home is a site of refuge ftorn the ha¡sh realiries of thei¡
e]efd.av 

l1ves, 
as weÌl as a site for polirical resistance. This is particurily rerevant fo¡ ¡acialized women

who identi$ tie home as a soüce of slrength. According to hoot, 1úoo:+z;, "Brack women resisrea b¡,
rnaking homes where all bÌack people could sbive to be sub¡ects, not objects, rvhere we could be affi¡med
in our ¡ninds a'd hearts despite poverty, hardship, and deprivation, rvherJ we courd resrore to ourselves thedignity denied us on lhe outside in the publìc world,',
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It should be noted rhat familial patriarchy still persists in contemporary

western societies in that men as a group still tend to control the labour power of

women as a $oup (for example, access to family resources, housework, and

leisure time). Nevertheless, social patriarchy reflects an extension of power over

women into the public realm, which has been partially facilitated through law.

Accordingly, the following section examines the relationship between the state and

the law, keeping in mind that hetero-paniarchy and imperial-capitalism

circumscribe the superstructural institutions of society, in particular, the state and

law, I discuss the way in which women have attempted to use the state as a

political tool for libe¡ation,

The Støte ønd the Løw:

A feminist concem with the state and state practices is motivated by

feminism's political project; that is, to understand the complex rerations tlrrough

which oppression is constn¡cted and maintained and in the process to develop

strategies for dismantling these oppressive structures. Such a project is undertaken

with a vision of creating a society free from relations of domination constructed

around class, gender and race divisions (Randall 1988:10).

It has been said that feminism has no theory of the state (MacKinnon

1989:151). What MacKinnon (1989:i59) means is that:

feminism has not conf¡onted, on its own terms, the relation
between the state and society within a theory of social
determination specific to sex. As a result, it lacks a jurisprudence,
that is, a theory of the substance of law and its ¡elation to society,
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and the relationship between the two. Such a theory would
comprehend how law works as a form of state power in a social
context in which power is gendered.

while socialist feminist jurisprudence is grounded within the Ma¡xist tradition of

social philosophy, it nevertheless seeks to fo¡mulate a theory of the

intenelationship between society, the state, and the law that accounts for the fact

that one's class, gender and race define access to power, The state is seen to

reproduce power relations in a variety of ways. As a result, the state is a source

of considerable power for the dominant crass -- a site where power is legitimized

and maintained.

The framework deveroped here views the state as a relatively 'autonomous'

organizer and mediator of exploitative class, gender, and race relations of power.

In orde¡ to maintain 'hegemony,' the state is seen to act in a relatively

autonomous manner, at times appearing to promote the interests of subordinate

groups when its legitimacy is threatened. The state, as a complex site of sociar,

political and economic power, is a central feature in the maintenance of

contemporary class, gender and race hiera¡chies. Maroney (i9gg:26) defines the

state as ".'. an executive, judicial and repressive apparatus .,." of civil society in

which "... power is organized though two distinct mechanisms: hegemony and

coercion." The state, "as a complex set of relations, institutions, agencies,

resources and forces," (Randall 1988:14) acts to ensure the long-term reproduction

of hetero-patriarchy and imperiar-capitalism. As an organizer and mediator of

class, gender and racialized interests, the state maintains and legitirrizes imperial-
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To ensure both its own

legitimacy and that of the social system, the state must at times act in

contradiction to the interests of dominant class (Brickey and Comack 19g7; Snider

1.991).

I argue that a synthesis of socialist feminist theory with a Gramscian

concept of hegemony provides an effective theoretical framework to analyze the

state. Briefly, this framework views hegemony as essential for the reproduction

of exploitative power relations. As Maroney (1988:26) states, hegemony is the

process of engendering spontaneous consent of the governed to the rule of the

dominant social group (bourgeois white men) by promoting particular ideologies

which act as 'social cement.' Ideological hegemony refers, therefo¡e, to the way

in which subordinate groups come to accept ruling ideology as Truth. This concept

explains how the ruling class secures the consent of the subordinated members of

society as a whole so that ruling class ideas, values and practices become the

dominant ideas, values and practices and are viewed as common sense. From this

perspective, ideological hegemony plays a key role in maintaining oppressive

power relations by securing the consent of subordinated gr.oups to what is

essentially theh own domination.

I take my concept of ideology from Ramazanoglu (1989:146-147) who,

developing the Marxist concept, understands ideology as a means of examining

how dominant groups can construct certain representations of material reality that

further their own interests. The emphasis is placed on drawing a connection
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isbetween ideology and people's material conditions of existence. Ideology

conceived here, then, to signify the use of:

... ideas which act to conceal key contradictions in any society, and
ideas which work in the interest of the dominant class. In this
sense ideology is distinguished from krowledge. Whereas ideology
mystifies people's understandings of the societies they live in,
knowledge reveals the essential social, political, and economic
structures and relationships which constitute society. @amazanoglu
1989:146)

Ideologies form a particular discourse which is reinforced in and through

various agents of socialization (for example: education, law, media, religion)

which reinforce certair ways of interpreting social reality while disqualifying

others, thereby constructing a particulff hegemonic order (Snider 1992:g).

Therefore, ideology is not then simply farse consciousness or inaccurate

knowledge, rather it is a means for representing social reality so that the

contradictions which result from systems of (re)production are distofted so as to

appear inevitable or natural. According to O'Brien and Mclntyre (19g6:7 4),

"[i]deology is not simple fraud nor a triumph for propaganda; it is a complex

social production in which class power is clothed in seemly robes of democratic

consent in ways that are experienced intangibly.,, Ramazanoglu's (19g9:147)

conceptualization of ideology reveals its embeddedness in all systems of

(re)production so "... dominant ideas of what is normal, natural, and desi¡able a¡e

closely linked with the interests of those who exercise power.,, Hence, the

exercise ofpower is intimately connected to the manipulation and conÍol ofideas.

Therefore, "[o]ne function of ideology is to mystify reality and block social
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change" (Gavigan I9B7 :267).

Accordingly,

... ideology is seen to play a key ¡ole i¡ maintaining support for the
state in liberal democratic societies.... Included- in ìdeological
representåtion are laws which give the impression the staie is
acting to improve the status of women through formal guffantees
of equality, on the one hand, but which simulraneously rãconstitute
the ideological and material foundations of patriarchy. (Cunie
1990:78)

By concealing these key contradictions by at times appearing to act in the interests

of subordinated groups, the state ensures that both sEuctures of hetero-patriarchy

and imperial-capitalism persist ove¡ time. When certain oppressed groups manage

to expose the contradictions, the legitimacy of the sociar system is jeopardized.

According ro Snider (1992:9):

Where dominant ideology can be publicly demonstrated as untrue,
then, states that âre responsible for the long term survival of the
status quo can be forced to enact policies which do not support
dominant inte¡ests (or at least suppoft them to a lesser aegreá;. tf
they fail ro act, they risk jeopardising hegemony. Most social
institutions, then, have the potential 

-(keeping 
in mind all the

practical and ideological baniers outlined earlier) to be useful in
battles for liberative change.

It is important to recognize that the state is one site of struggle. There is

a dynamic relationship between class, gender, race ancl the stare.

The state does not simply reflect [class] gender [and race]
inequalities but, through its practices, plays an important role in
constituting them; simultaneously, [class,] gender [ãnd racialized]
pracices become institutionalized in historically specific sraté
forms. It is a two way steet, @ringle and Watson t99Z:64;

It is when dominant ideorogy can be demonstrated as untrue that the state can be

pushed to enact policies which do not support the inte¡ests of the dominant group.
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According ro Snider (1992:9) ,,if they fail to act, they risk jeopardizing

hegemony." From this perspective then, most institutions can be potentially useful

in snuggles for emancipatory change (Snider 1992).

Since human consciousness is not strictly determined by social forces,

many social movements have developed out of the confadictory and exproitative

nature of social relations and attempted to bring about emancipatory sociar change.

when the legitimacy of the social structure is challenged, as it has been by civil

rights movements' feminist movements, and ecological movements, the state wilr

reconcile the conflict. This mediation often creates the ilrusion that the system is

a just system and that social injustices can be resolved through an appeal to state

power. According to O'Brien and Mclntyre (1996:7 4):

... it might be said that the consensual state has âs a condition of
its success the need to present itself as a Tlrsl state, as well as to
objectify the principle of justice in a visible legal system. Legal
practice, equality befo¡e the law, legal knowledge, codified lñ,
dernocratic legislative practice, and limited popular paticipation
through party systems are the concrete conditions which cãn do
this.

More often than not the state co-opts the insurgent potential of class, gender and

race struggle by smoothing over the conflicts, once again concealing the key

contradictions that gave ¡ise to dissent in the fi¡st place. In the process, consent

is once again secured through the ideology ofjustice. However, the state can at

times be used against the interests of the do¡ninant group. Walby (1990:159)

argues that political struggles have a degree of autonomy frorn the material base

of hetero-pafiarchy and imperiar-capitarism and that political sÍuggles are
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impoftant in shaping the state,s actions. Hence, while the state may appear to be

more or less autonomous from the forces of production and reproduction, the

actions it takes are in fact influenced by political movements. The concept of

counter-hegemony illustrates that resistance by emancipatory movements can bring

about substantive social change, According to Hunt (1990:312), counter_

hegemony is "the process by which subo¡dinate crasses cha enge the dominant

hegemony and seek to supplant it by articulating an alternative hegemony.,,

Because the state must appear ro be just, it does at times act in conûadiction to

the interests of the ruling class. Legal struggles, according to O,Brien and

Mclntyre (1986:75) are therefore:

... progressive in a dialectical way: they may achieve some concrete
improvements at the same time that they dernonsúate experientially
the partiality of law, its costs and delays, its mystified procedures
and occasional fla¡es of sheer brutality: all of these contribute to
debate and equivocacy about the strained quality of justice. As
Antonio Gramsci understood clea¡ly, hegemonic activity constantly
creates counter-hegemony.

The contradictions of power rerations produce the fissures. It is during these

struggles that cracks develop in the structure, and it is at these moments, when

power relations are conffadicted, that emancipatory movements use the system to

push for insurgent change. counter-hegemony is the process whereby subordinate

groups attempt to subvert power relations. Hence, counter_hegemonic strategies

begin from the experiences of subordinated groups who consûuct counter_

hegemonic discourses by building upon their experiences of the social worrd.

According to Hunr (1990:313-314), this process involves rewor.king cenain
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elements of the prevailing hegemony, to introduce new erements which ultimatery

transcend the prevailing discourse.

The state's role is the ongoing maintenance of the social, political and

economic framework. It employs law as one method of legitimating hetero_

patfiarchal and imperiaì-capitalist felations. Marxist theory recognizes that:

... both theoretically and politically, law and state in capitalisr
societies are complex, double-edged and deeply fiìsured
institutions. Law, society, economy, state and ideológy cannot be
treated as static, undifferentiated monoliths. Instead, they constitute
heterogeneous entities, whose extemal and internal relations are
characterized by continuity and discontinuity, function and
disfunction, mediation, refraction and reinforcement. (Sugarman,
1983:2)

socialist feminist theory builds on these assumptions to construct an analysis of

the state and the role of raw that is incrusive of women's lived experience.

According to Randall (1988:12), "... not only is raw an ideorogicar force which

upholds masculine domìnance, it has a 'material identiry' as well. It structures

choices, options and so on, and in this sense has a real, material presence that at

one and the same time mystifies other concrete ¡elations of power."

For the purposes of this thesis, the raw is conceptuarized as an institution

of society that plays a critical role in the regitimation and organization of

prevailing beliefs and values in addition to being a legitimately coercive

mechanism. one of the central features of law is its monopoly over the legitimate

use of force to maintain order. In short, the law is one of the means whereby the

state legitimately exercises force to maintain social order. Here, the law is viewed

"... as part of the tenain on which hegemony is accomplishecl,' (Brickey and
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Comack 1986:157). Specifically, the law maintains hegemony by claiming to

possess the method for establishing Truth. In the process of establishing these

Truths, law disqualifies other knowledges, experiences and claims. According to

MacKinnon (1989:163) "objectivist epistemology is 'the law of law.' It ensures

that the law will most reinforce existing distributions of power when it most

closely adheres to its own ideal of fairness.,'

Carol Smart (1989:1) argues rhat rhe use of ,law' in the singular implies

that it is a unitary body of principles and practices which provides the mechanism

through which 'law' maintains its hegemonic power. Smarr (19g9:l) states:

It is important to acknowledge the usage of the term 'law, operates
as a claim to power in that it embodies a claim to a superior and
unified fieÌd of k¡owledge which concedes Iittle to other õompeting
discourses which by comparison fail to promote such a unifieã
appearance.

specifically, legal discourse ci¡cumscribes a process through which the dominant

version of rruth and Knowledge are advanced. "Law has its own rnethod, its own

testing gound, its own specialized language and system of results" (Smart

1989:9). This is one of the ways the law, as a claim to Truth and,/or Knowledge,

disqualifies counter-hegemonic futh claims. Furthermore, the appropriation of

'scientific' discourses such as medicine and,/or psychiatry - also based on

objectivist epistemology - expedites the process of establishing Truth, particularly

when hegemony is challenged.

Smart argues that while the law appears to embody "... the ensemble of

rules according to which the Fue and the false are separated and specific effects
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of power attached to the true" (1989:9), in practice it is refi.acted in narure.

According to sma¡t (1,989:r64),law's refracred nature is exhibired in and through

contested ancVor inconsistent applications of legat principles and method.

That is to say that law does not have one single appearance, it is
different according to whether one refers to statute lãw, judge_made
law, administrative law, the enforcement of law, and so on, lsmart
1989:164)

Thus, the potential of law for social change depends ',... on the ki¡d of law

employed (civil, criminal, administrative); the level of the srate targeted (federal,

provincial, local); and the relationship between the particular struggle and the

broader social forces of resistance, domination, and change', (Snider 1991b:1),

understanding the law "on the level ofpraxis" (snider 1991b:l) illusfares rhar law

is a contested terrain (smut 1989). Law is riddled with discrepancies affecting

different levels of power and having diffe¡ent objectives and purposes depending

on \/ho attempts to use them (Smart 1989:164). Therefore, in addition to the

context and the process within which law legitimates Truth claims, the law is -

and does - at times act in contradictior to dominant interests. snider (199rb:1) has

argued:

.,. law is not invincible; it does not always work in ways which
further the aims of those who use it. And it is not always possible
to predict in advance the effects law will have in practice. Because
it is not a homogeneous all-powerful monolith, it does not,
necessarily, universally or inevitably, reproduce capitalism or
patriarchy.

The contradictory nature of law is due in part to the liberal democratic ideology

of "blind justice" and "equality of all,' which constructs the law,s appearance of
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legitimacy; a legitimacy that is necessary for the presewation of capital

accumulation and white male domination. To ensure the legitimacy of such

exploitative relations, the law must at times live up to the tenets of liberal

democracy (Brickey and Comack i987:103). Owing ro the state,s role as a

mediator and legitimator of power relations, the¡e is a limit to the power the

ruling class has in determining the content of law. In particular, law making is

influenced by struggle. Inevitably, the process of law making is dynamic. And,

while "'.. those social classes who control society's resources are more likely to

have thei¡ interests represented by the state through criminal law than âny other

social groups," the state must at least appear to acknowledge the demands of

subordinated groups (Charnbliss 1976:67).

Identifying that the law is a site of struggle suggests that the law does not

exclusitely reflect but also constructs the conditions of historical development

(Brickey and Comack 1987:105). Legal discourse is more than a direcr

articulation of hegemony because, as Kuhn (197S:63) argues, "... ideology is not

necessari.ly a direct expression of ruling-class interests at all moments in history

... at certain conjunctures it may even move into contfadiction with those

interests." This insight suggests that engaging the law politically is an avenue for

promoting social change both ideologically and materially. Accordingly, the

potential fo¡ law ¡eform to alter social conditions - rather than simply reconstitute

existing social conditions - warrants ferninist praxis through commitment to law

reform as a mechanism for transforming social relations.
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As an institution of a hetero-patriarchal and imperiar-capitarist state, the

law (re)produces and legitimates exploitative heterosexist, cìass, gender and ¡ace

relations of power. The law reflects and (re)articulates hetero-pafiarchal and

imperial-capitalist ideology. But, in order to sustain hegemony, the state must be

'seen' to be acting in a 'relatively' autonomous manner, at times appearing to

promote the interests of subordinate groups when its legitimacy is threatened. To

this extent, the bourgeois state can be said to resorve conflicts through law reform

which at certain times strengthens the position of subordinated groups.

Toward ø Feminist Ilnderstønding of l*gøl Struggle:

Throughout the last decade, feminist legal scholars have been debating the

efficacy of engaging the state through law to elevate women,s social status. The

dispute is due, in part, to the diversity of the feminist movement itself. As a

political movement for social change and as an intellectual tradition, feminism

approaches the issue of the state's responsibility to women diversery. The legacy

of the women's movement reveals that because the state has always regulated the

lives of women, the question of feminist engagement with the state (and the law

in particular) has persisted since the late ninereenrh century @land 1992). As

O'Brien and Mclntyre's critique of law suggests, the impetus of feminist

jurisprudence is derived f¡om "... contempo¡ary efforts to develop a specifically

feminist politics in which regar reformism is distrusted as a bourgeois brind alley

and a certain discontent with radical critiques of law from a Marxist perspective,,
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(1986:71).

Because law refo¡m is theorized as a response by the bourgeois state to

counter-hegemony, the question of engaging the state through law reform is

tenuously approached by socialist feminists. Not only is the state seen to smooth

over the contradictions inherent in power relations, it promotes a false appearance

of genuine equality. Indeed as Snider (1991a:255) argues:

Reforms which aim at empowering women must challenge
structures of patriarchy, question the status quo which reflects male
values, and undermine the quest to keep women down both literally
and figuratively.

Therefore, when feminists enter a legal struggle with the state the aim must be to

transforrn the prâctices which structure hetero-patriarchy and,/or imperial-capitalism

in order to empower women.

Many feminist activists and schola¡s question whether law, as a coercive

institution of the stare, can be relied on to effect this structural change (Barnsley

1988; Currie 1990; Srna-rt 1989; Snider 199ia; Ursel 1991). Ar the same rime,

however, it is recognized that:

[t]he state is a web that sur¡ounds us, intrudes into and shapes our
experience, limiting the control we have over our lives. We need
to ¡eveal and challenge the ways the state intervenes in our lives.
Such a challenge is not only necessaly but possible, for the state is
not a monolith: it does respond to pressure. (Adamson et a/
1988:1 16)

Sirnilarly, Snider (1992:7) recognizes the state as a site of considerable struggle:

... is by no means a 'level playing field', equally open to ali forces
and agents. Its shape (or tilt, to continue the geographic metaphor)
reflects earlier struggles, and each new stnrggle is interpreted and
resolved in light of the resolutions or compromises which preceded
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it.

Flowing fiom a theory of the law as an hegemonic apparatus of the state

is the view that state lefo¡m s tend to reconstitute existing sociar conditions, Thus,

in this analysis, a primary criterion for evaluating the success of legal struggles

will be the extent to whtch a particurar reform chaüenges the structures of hetero-

p a t riar c ha I a nd I or imper ia I - capíta lism.

While it is important ro assess legal sÍuggles theoretically, it is equally as

important ro consider them practically. conside¡ snider's (1991:2s7) argumenr:

... law is part of a social formadon which generates its own intemal
contradictions [therefore] resistance to it will determine which of
these contradictions can be built upon to fi¡st weaken and then
transform the existing structure.

The challenge, therefore, is to identify tìese conÍadictions to avoid reconstituting

existing power rerations, thereby (en)gendering legal strategies that are potentialry

insurgent (Brickey and Comack 19g7).

Thornton (1991:454) argues that is it precisely because of the nature of the

law that the feminist movement cannot afford to ignore it:

In light of th_e privileged status of law within our society, it cannot
be neglected o¡ social relations will continue to be ieproduced
within legal discourse as they have been, that is, from a masculinist
point of view.

Nevertheless, as Snider (1992:24) aryues:

... history shows us that law has limited independence from
structural forces, and limited potential to act as ãn independent
instrument of social change. Legal battles may be a means to an
end however; the end being to inc¡ease the power of women, on
the ideological, political, or economic leveli. Thev mus! never
replace strategies designed to empower, nor be confused with them.
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Law reform, then, is best envisaged as a defensive tactic, to be
used when it cannot be avoided.

citing Eisenstein, Randall (r988:15) argues that chaüenging the raw through legal

reforms begins to "erode rear matefiar aspects of patriarchar privilege,' and that,

moreover, challenges to ìaw Íansform "patriarchy as ir presently exists.', For

these reasons, argues Randall (i988:15), ',... we must continue to engage in the

specific sEuggles which a¡e pæt of the feminist political agenda and many of

these will inevitably involve confronting the state.,'

An evaluation of the potential of criminal law must recognize the nature

of the c¡iminal justice system and its relationship to power. within this

framework, the importance of evaluating the insurgent potential of a particular.

legal struggle is particularly important for determining which strategies are not co-

optive, but which are instead fansformative. In this spirit, I will discuss the

'Women's 
Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) as they engaged the state in

pornography litigation at the Supreme Court level. Before tuming to this

discussion however, I outline, in the following chapter, my theoretical perspective

on pornography. Included in this discussion is an a¡ticulation of the role

pornography plays in the normalization of contemporary gender relations.
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CHAPTER TWO

Pornography

The Social Regulation of Sexuality

The purpose of this chapter is to place pomography8 within a context of

the social regulation of women's sexuality. I argue that pornography constitutes

the means through which women,s sexuality is explicitly defined and controlled.

The goal of this chapter is to attempt to contextua!íze pornography within the

broader social, political, economic, historical and cultu¡al context of social

patriarchy. The main a¡gument presented here is that the pomographic genre

functions primarily as a means of defining and contolling sexuality. Sexuality

is viewed as giving gender its constitutive meaning. More precisely, sexuality is

defined and conn'olled sociarly through pornographic (visuar and written) mate¡iars

that objectify and commodify women by depicting us first and foremost as

nymphomaniacs whose sore ambition is to prepare and present ourselves for the

sexual pleasure of others.e pornography,s construction of women,s desire to be

sexually violated is a key feature of the social legitimation of vioìence against

women. Through pornography we ate taught that violence is pleasurabìe -_ that

.3.Following MacKinnon (1985:r ftnt.l) I incrude the use of men, children or lranssexuals in rhe subjecrposilion usuaÌly occupied by rvomen in pornography. When pomography is frnograptry the genitals of thesubjects involved a¡e irrelevant.

' My l9€2 edition oî Roge!' s Thesaurtts of English words & plrases ,loronto: 
Acade¡nic p¡ess, contai¡ssynonyms. for ùe words ¡¡,nrp,/r, nJntpher, and n¡nphonaniac which a¡e rroítan and loose ,,onønrespeclively' Funk & llagnells canadìan coltege.Diitiinary ltor"rt 

"aition¡, 
toronro: Filzhen¡y & whitesideLtd ' 1989' defines 'nyrnphomania' as a psychiatric condition in wom"n *tí"ti.u¡ir"sts irself as 

,'an extsemeand ungovernable sexuar desire in wo¡nen " This is indicative 
"r t¡" rr"liry that ,vonan, is a crearuredefined by her very Natu¡e as an i¡satiable sex ñend.
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sexual violence is what women really want,r0

In Chapter One, I argued that consciousness is constructed in and through

the material world of lived socio-economic relations and practices. The concept

of sexualiry developed here is similarly understood as constructed out of the inter-

relationships between and within the material relations of reproduction and

production. For the purposes of this thesis I focus on a specific form of alienation

-- women's sexual alienation. For the moment, I set the question of the feminist

engagement with the state aside and focus in the fllst section of this chapter on

explicating my understanding of the cultural process of pomography (Valverde

1985). In the second section, I retum to the question of legal regulation by

connecting the matter of pornography to legal-political stn:ggles. Here, the

criminal law is considereð, fo be one avenue for dealing with pornography. As

Busby (1993) argues, the criminal law can be a means for controlling the most

problematic forms of pornography (such as, for example, child pornography). In

concluding this section, I outline the substantive crite¡ia to be used in my

evaluation of the Blrtler ruling.

Alienøtio n and S exuality :

A mate¡ialist analysis of the human condition argues that humans are

alienated from all aspects of our own (re)productive labour. Sexuality is

materially embedded in the fabric of society and therefore is historically specific,

r0 l¡rdeed, advocates of sado¡nasochisric pracrices argue r¡at violence/pain is integral part of women,s
liberation (see, for example, Eisenstein 1988),
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socially constructed and socially alterable. Included in this conceptualization of

sexuality is a recognition that sexuality embodies complex relationships that are

determined in pan by social institutions that perpetuate particular notions about

women's sexuality, and indeed about women's nature more generally. Sexuality

is critically examined on the basis of its material foundations. According to

Berger et al (1991,:61-62):

... socialist feminism offers a theory of sexual alienation from the
standpoint of women. Patriarchal capitalism socially constructs
women as sexuaì objects valued primarily for their sexual capital.
Women's economic survival often requires them to present
themselves as sexually pleasing to men in the labour and/or
marriage markeçlaces. Women receive the sexual attention of men
whether it is welcome or not, and their sexuality is defined by
masculine desires and for men's rather than women's enjoyment.
Thus women's sexuality is socially const¡ucted first for exchange
in the markeçlace and second for ownership by the (male)
employer and,/or husband.

One consequence of sexual inequality is that women have lirnited power

to socially define sexuality, resulting in sexual alienation. Bartky (1990:35)

argues that:

The historic suppression and distortion of the erotic requirements
of women are clearly an instance of sexual alienation, for just as
wo¡kers can be alienated from their labour, so can women be
estranged ffom thei¡ own sexuality.

The expression of sexuality ought to be a self-affirming power (Kittay 19g4) and,

yet, in contemporary society sexually explicit materials are a means of

subordinating women both literally and figuratively.

The sexual objectification and commoclification of women constitutes a

unique form of alienation (Jaggar i983). Because men rather than women have
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historically defined sexual relations and practices, an understanding of sexuality

is de¡ived from the point of view of men,rr rather from the point of view of

women (Jaggar 1983). The historical requisite that women be the sexual

commodity of men, ¡ather than persons with ou¡ own interests, needs and desires

further alienates us from ourselves, each other and indeed from men. lVomen's

lack of conÍol over the social practices involved in the dehnition of the sexuality

results in a distorted view of sexuality.t2 This exclusion of women from cultural

production is a significant feature of women's alienation -- we lack control over

the cultural production or construction of sexuality. According to Bartky

(1990:3s):

Women have little control over the cultural apparatus itseif and a¡e
often entirely absent from its products; to the extent that we are not
excluded from it entirely, the images of ourselves we see reflected
in the dominant culture are often truncated or demeaning.

When women a¡e evaluated primarily for the capacity to reproduce

normative modes of femininity - femininity that fetishizes o¡ reifies parts of the

female anatorny - our value is reduced to little mo¡e than the sum of our bodily

parts and functions. Indeed, it is often diffìcult to resist and redefine this

construction of ourselves purveyed by the dominant male culture (Jaggar 19g3).

As a result, we tend to experience sexual subjectivity through a particular male

identification of ourselves as fetishized parts of bodies. In short, women (and

_ 
¡ì I hesitate to say white powerfur men - rlÌose who conkol the relations of ruling, because in many

cultures outside of No¡lh America and Europe men rend lo control the orgaìizational prãctices of sexualily.

¡2 I a¡¡ not arguing thât rvomen (or men) possess an ¿Js¿rti¿¡ sexuality, bur that our needs and desi¡es -
our definition of ou¡selves - remains cultu¡allv absent.
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men) experience their sexuality through the lens of an historically specific filter

which is a masculinist standpoint.t3

Deriving erotic satisfaction from the internalization of the male

identification with fetishized parts of our bodies leads to what Bartky (1990)

identifies as feminine na¡cissism -- perhaps a significant aspect of femininity, but

only one manifestation of the larger alienation from our bodies due to sexual

objectification and commodification. The internalization of objectification - where

we can be at once the objectifier and the objectified - is undeniably connected to

a social order obedient to both the imperatives of imperial-capitalism and hetero-

patriarchy (Bartky 1990:42). I contend that pornography is one of the ntain

vehicles for the articulation and circulation of sexual ideology. For the remainder

of this section I focus on pornography itself and the ways in which it functions

as a reproductive mechanism of hetero-patriarchal gender relations.

Ponrcgraplty:

Nearly every discussion of pornography begins with the challenge of

defining it. Accordingly, for pornography to be fully undersrood it must first be

defined. In my view, the challenge of this section is to demysrify pomography

by intenogating its operation as a socially privileged means of representing

rr I argue that men loo a¡e alienaled fror¡ their sexuality given 0re impe¡atives of i¡¡perial,capitâlist and
hetelo-PÂlriârchal gender relations. Bartty (1990) identifies the irnpact of these social ¡elalions on wome¡
but fails to consider lhe impâct of such reÌations on ,,¿r¡ as well. A fâilure to do so implies that it is 'naturâl'
fo¡ men to objectifo ard comrnodify rvomen, Ignoring ùe impact of gende¡ relations on men denies the
mÂterial conditions unde¡ which men too st¡uggle,
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sexuality. As MacKinnon (1991b:808) notes, ,'[t]he fact that pornography so often

presents itself as love, indeed resembles much of what passes for it under male

dominance, makes its consÍuction as hate literature a chailenging exercise in

demystification to say the least." Accordingly, establishing - by definition - what

pornography is and does to women has been a notoriously difficult and politically

divisive enterprise. Consequently, Kuhn (1985:21) has noted that ,,[a]ny feminist

whoventurestowriteaboutpomographyputsherselfinanexposedposition.,,By

writing about pornography, I, too, am in a position of exposure to personal rather

than intellectual criticism. It is critical to stress, therefore, that this discussion is

located in the context of a sociological analysis of pornography. My analysis of

pornography is info¡med by my social location -- as the object of men's

pornographic desi¡e. More precisely, however, it is info¡med by sociological

analysis of pornography.

The etymology of the wo¡d pornography literally means the depiction of

prostitutes (Cole 1989). Segal (1992:1) nores rhar:

Definitions of'pornography' have changed dramatically since the
word was fi¡st used in the mid nineteenth century to separate off
the dangers of'the sexual' from offensive religious and political
material. At that time any type of sexualÌy explicit writing or
image, whether scientific, medical, poetic or popular, was equally
liable to censorship. Throughout the twentieth century, howevei,
recurring obscenity trials resulted in the progressive uncoupling of
the 'pornographic' from anything which could be claimed to have
'scientific' or 'literary' value. Yet despite this narrowing of legal
definitions, the meaning of 'pornography' remains today as
contentious as ever; if not more so.

Owing to shifting historical meanings attached to the pomo$aphic and to
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the cunent diversity of definitions of pornography, a consistent definition is

difficult to estabrish. This diversity of definitions seemingly depends upon such

factors as age, sex, religion, politics and morality. Such differences a¡e often

understood to be the result of individual personar taste. This understanding of

pornography rests on the assumption that pornography is fundamentalry a personal

issue; that pomography is about individual sexual preferences, rather than it being

about political' economic and social power and powerressness. In this sense,

pornography's political nature refe¡s "... to the power relations that exist between

men and women, power relations which often remai¡ inva¡iant across different

patriarchal political systems" (Kittay 1gg4:146). Indeed, for many feminists,

pornography is unde¡stood "... as a dynamic process that includes all the social

relations involved in the production, dissemination and consumption of violent,

sexually explicit imagery and written material', (Hearn 19g7:54).

The operative definition of pornography that informs this thesis highlights

the representation of disparate power relationships as sexually arousing and

desi¡able. I am in agreement with Smart that ,,... pornography nnkes power

sexual, it âlso turns women's subordination into a 'natural, phenomenon because

it becomes equated with (hetero)sex which is also herd to be 'narurar',, (19g9:117,

emphasis mine). Further, such an understand.ing recasts pornography not only in

terms of power relations between sexual par.ûrers, but also identifies the

relationship between pornography and corporate power, state power and the law

(Sman 1993:184).
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In taking (hetero)sexuality out of the sphere of the natural, many
feminists, adopting quite different theoietical stances, began to see
pornography as a form of deployment of power. Not all may agree
that it ¡epresents a simple deployment oi po*". by men aga"inst
women, but at least the issue of power, and hence pólitics, bóame
central, Once the issue of power was addressed, dìubts were cast
on the liberal moral argument that only the public sphere should be
the realm of legitimate political (legal) interventiõn, leaving the
private. free of any^ fgrm of investigation (anatytical, legãl or
orherwise). (Smart 1993:l g4_ i g5)

Viewed from this perspective, pomography becomes more than just a question of

sexuality; it also questions the character of power more generally. In particular,

it questions the vvay in which power relations are concealed in and through

pornographic materials in the same way that power consÍucts social reality more

generally. MacKinnon (1985:7) argues:

Once power constructs social reality, ... pornography constructs the
social reality of gender, the force behind sexism, the subo¡dination
in gender inequality is made invisible; dissent from it becomes
inaudible as well as ra¡e. What woman is, is defined in
pornographic terms; this is what pornogr aphy does.

Hence, the power of pornography is its power to construct not only noffnative, yet

alienating, conceptions women's sexuality, but to construct them in such a way

that sex and inequality are fused.

F¡om a socialist feminist point of view, pomography is conceived of as an

institution of civil society. Institutions of civil society embody a specific set of

notms and practices which a¡e used to regurate a particular broad area of social

life' specifically, the insriturion of pornography plays a key rore in the reguration,

legitimation, reproductiotl and normarízatiorr of hetero-patria¡char and imperiar-

capitalist gender relarions. Although, according to Berger et al (1991:62),,,... an
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explicirly socialist feminist anarysis of pornography has yet to be deveroped, the

socialist feminist critique of sexuarity implies a criticar stance toward much

conlemporary pornography.,' I am ir agreement with Berger et al (1991:62) that,

from a socialist feminist perspective, "[p]ornography can be seen as reinforcing

pat¡iarchal institutions, including the preva ing form of male domination over

female sexuality." Male dominated societies have consistently subordinated

women and it is no coincidence that women have, throughout history, been treated

as women are portrayed in pornography (Hester 1992). pornography is a means

for articulating the norms, techniques and practices of sexuarity that subordinate

women (Hunter et al 1993). According ro MacKinnon (1991b:g02), the

consumption of pomography "... institutionalizes a subhuman, victimized, second

class status fo¡ women by conditioning men,s orgasm to sexual inequality.,,

conceptualized as a sociar institution that reproduces hetero-patriarchar ideorogy,

pornography articurares and in so doing constructs sexual sociar rerations.

Pornography is but one manifestation of oppression; a key feature of which is the

material legitimation of women's subordinate status. As Itzin (1992:6g) argues:

The part played by pornography in the subo¡dination of women has
been unacknowledged, underestimated or ignored. But it is part of
the picture, part of the apparatus of oppreision which contributes
to constructing and maintaining the sexual subordination of women.

Pornography contributes to the subordination of women by sexualizing

domination and inequaliry (Cole 19g9). pomography celebrates, authorizes, and

legitimates rape, battery, sexual harassment, prostitution and child sexual abuse

(MacKinnon 1985). Through pornography, oppressive power relarions are
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glamorized (Sma¡ 1989; Walby 1990). pomography objectifies women and rhis

"..' objectification of women fulfils a crea¡ function in the maintenance of mare

power" (carol and Po ard r993:4g). In short, pomography is hetero-patriarchy,s

self-image (Assiter 1991), where a women's rapability is ontologized (Vadas

1992:95),

Pornography is more than simply ',expression,, or ,,speech,,, 
the industrial

production of pomography that exploits its workers, feeding from thei¡ social

vulnerabilities, is "... a practice consisting of specific activities performed by real

people" (Cole 1989:18). According to Kuhn (19g5:22):

On one level, the contemporary pornography industry may be seen
as part of a general trend to i¡creased investment in, and
consumption of, leisure goods and sewices, part of the tendency to
promote privatised forms of rapid gatification which characterises
late capitalism.

This increase of the investment in and exchange and consumption of women as

a sexual commodity - characteristic of rate capitalism - reinforces and rcproduces

the very conditions that produce women as objects for male consumption.

Moreover, it is precisely because women are objectified and commodified that

work in the pornography industry is viewed as ,women's, work. Fo¡ exarnple,

ltzin (1992:65) nores rhar:

Pornography is an industry in which women and children a¡e
exploited economically and sexually a¡d which trades on women,s
and children's economic subordination. It is - like catering,
cleaning and factory work - one of the traditional areas of womenis
work, It can be rhe only avai.lable way of making a living for
some women. The pornography industry exploits the pooresi and
most vulnerable women, whose opponunities to ea- ã living are
also limited by sexism and sex disc¡imination. It particuìarly
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exploits black and ,Third World' women and children, trading on
race discrimination and perpetuating racist as well as sãxist
s tere o typ es.

Viewed from this perspective, working in the pomography industry is not an

unconsfained choice of many women. As MacKinnon (i9g5:33) notes, ,,the

further fact that prostitution and modelring are structura y women's best economic

options should give pause to those who consider women,s presence there â true

ac! of free choice."

The increase in sadistic pomographic imagery coincides not only with the

sophistication of technology during the i¡dustrial expansion, but also with the

concomitant shift from private patriarchy to public patriarchy with the rise of the

welfare state. women's sexuality is no longer under the di¡ect control of their

fathers, husbands, or brothers within the family; that control has shifted into the

public realn with pornography being one of the key institutions for reproducing

hetero-patriarchal relations of sexuality. Bany (19g0:307) argues thatpomography

is a collective fo¡m of sexual objectification and viorence against women because

its messages have something to say about women as a group rather than being

specifically directed at individual women (as is the case with feminist issues like

rape or wife-assaultra). Similæly, West (19g9:110) argues that pornography

currently reflects the "regar text" ofpatriarchyi a body of knowledge that functions

to legitimize and coerce sexual hierarchy:

The recent inc¡ease in the amount of pornography and its change

, ,. 
r{ 

. 
Neve¡rìeless, fhe prcducrio¡t of pornography is a fe¡ninisl issue like rape a¡d wife-assâurt becauseindividuaì wo¡nen are the objecß in its produclion.
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in content ... represents the transition of patriarchy from a political
hierarchy enfo¡ced tfuough brute st 

"ngih 
- boots and fisis _ to a

political hierarchy enforced instead through the legalistic
mechanisms of authoritative texts _ legitimation, mystificatiõn, and
abstÌaction.

Therefore, as the organization of hetero-patriarchy changes pornographic practices,

texts depicting sexual practices change as welt. In particular, as women gain more

autonomy in the so called 'public' realm, pomographers have become more

prolific and the practices they reproduce have become more ove¡tly

sadomasochistic' In this sense, pornography is a political phenomenon, existing as

a misogynist society's answer to women's demands for equality (Diamond

1980:191).

The proliferation and,/or diffusion of pornography thoughout society is a

central means for the construction of normative heterosexuarity. For exampre,

Walby (1990:97) argues:

There a¡e further new fo¡ms of control through sexuality. While
sex was supposed to take place only inside marriage there were
restrictions on the public portrayal of sexuality. The gradual
removal of these restrictions has opened the way to such thìngs as
the widespread availability of pornography. Degrading imagðs of
women as objects of male desire are to be found not only in hard_
core pornography but are the staple of many forms of advertising.
The mai¡ site of control over women through sexuality has shifted
away from the individual husband or father in the home to more
diffuse patriarchal practices in the public sphere.

As an institution of civil society, pornographic practices are supported (even

legitimized) by state pracrices (Barry 1979; Hughes 19g5; Longino 19g0). The

production of pornographic materials are social practices that confibute to the

constmction of social difference(s) and gender hierarchy (Kuhn 19g5; Hennessey
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1993). According to MacKinnon (19g5:ig), "... ro rhe extent that gender is sexual,

pornography is part of constituting the meaning of that sexuality.,, pomography

is the sociar construction of sexuality -- raciarized and genderized; a social

const¡uction that sexualizes inequalities. pomography institutionarizes and

¡einforces the sexism and racism in the st¡uctu¡es of society. According to Itzin

(1992:60), pornographic representations a¡e instrumental in the process of

constructing identity for both men and women.

As an institution of society, pornography exists in a dialectical relationship

to the material foundation of society. This is why, for example, we see sexual

myths and ¡acialized sþreotypes as a domina¡t cha¡acteristic of pornography.

More precisely:

Pornography presents the stereorype of supersexed blacks and kinky
homosexuality and feeds it to the predomìnantly male heterosexual
consumer for his private pleasure. Racism anã sexism blend with
the other characteristics of pomography to provide entertainment
based_on sexual objectification, violencé, and contempt fo¡ worten.
It is the media of misogyny. (Bany 1979:207)

The fact that pornography, in Busby's (1993:4) words, ,,... sexualizes bigotry,

contempt, and even hatred for every class of people white men have constructed

as less than fully human: white women, women of corour, Fi¡st Nations women,

disabled women, lesbians, prostitutes, and feminists, as well as men from

subordinated groups" is no mere coincidence. Forna (1992) notes in particular

thât:

Black women as represented in pornography are synonymous with
deep carnality, animal desi¡es and uncoitrolled iust. The black
woman is portrayed as the most sexually voracious, the most
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wanton of all females, 'Naturally' less civilized than her ,,vhite
counterpart, she exists solely for sex and is even mote sexually
insatiable.

In addition to sexualizing inequalities of race, pornography also sexualizes

child¡en. Kelly (1988) and Cole (19g9) argue thar pomography is part of a cycte

of abuse women experience which often begins when women a¡e sexualrv abused

as child¡en. According to Itzin (1992:66):

... it has been shown that many women who participate in
pornography and/or prostitution a¡e in fact themselves survivors of
child sexual abuse. Statistics in the USA indicate that l5Va of
w-omen jnvolved in pornography are incest survivo¡s. The pattem
of repetition of childhood abuse i¡ adulthood, either in the päsition
of abuse¡ or abused ... may attract women to pornography.

More precisely, MacKinnon (r991b:797) describes rhe ove¡an characrer of

contemporary pomography, which is worth quodng at length:

Children are presented as adult women; adult women are presented
as children, fusing the vulnerability of a child with thã slurtish
eagemess to be fucked said to be natural to the fernale of every
age. Racial hatred is sexualized; racial stereotypes are made into
sexual fetishes. Asian women are presented so pãssive they cannot
be said to be alive, bou¡d so they a¡e not recognizably human,
hanging from hees and right fixturês and crothes iooks in crosets.
B.lack women are presented as animalistic bitches, bruised ancì
bleeding, struggling against theh bonds. Jewish women orgasm in
reenactments of actual death camp tortures. In so_called lesbian
pornography, women do what men imagine women do when men
are not around, so men can watch. pregnant women, nursing
mothers, amputees, other disabled o¡ ill woÃen, and retarded girti
their conditions fetishized, a¡e used for sexual excitement.

Pornog.aphers provide fuel for sexualized i'equalities with the net effect of

maintaining the religious prejudice, racism, and gendered inequalities, while

physically harming women in the process. Moreover, pornographic materials
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include lesbian and gay sexual practices.

Gay and resbian pomography can also be seen to a_rticurate a hetero-

patriarchal and imperial-capitalist social structure when it reconstructs the

implicitly hetero-patriarchar values of traditional pornography. The practices

represented in lesbian and gay porn, while depicting same genital sex, often refrect

the same power relations (rules and rituals) basic to hete¡osexual pomography __

seduction and conquest. For example, Busby (1993:12) notes:

Lesbians and gay 
.men a¡e not exempt from expressing or

modelling the coe¡cive sexual pracfices åeeply embedded in the
gendered, homophobic, and racist culture thãt has shaped us all.
Sexuat imagery that eroficizes rape fantasies, feminizes or
infantilizes the violated party, sexualizes Nazism, or designates a"bottom', who derives 

.p_l*_rur9 
from being Oegráaea Uy ã ,top 

,may further some individuals, freedom but it is ãifficult to see håwit meets the criteria of an equality analysis. Similarly, sexually
explicit imagery presenting child sexual abuse cannot be justifieã
simply because it is c¡eated for lesbians or gay men.

I argue that the extent to which any representations of sexuar pr.actices diffe¡ from

the norm is the extent to which these representations challenge the ideology of

objectification and domination. certainly, the framework within which resbian

and/or gay sexual reprcsentations work can begin to challenge the dominant

ideology as can other forms of sexual practice and expression __ including

heterosexual ones.

understood at the absrract lever as discursive representations that articurate

and ¡einforce this hetero-paFiarchal ideology, pomography can be explained as:

... a set of li,ed relations constructing subjects in ¡elation to the
social formatiolr through representations: ,ïdeology 

consists of apractice of representation and a subject .onrõr"t"d for that
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representâtion and hence in the moment of its operation inscribes
both a subject positioning a¡d a ser of relations. (Kuhn 197g:63)

This view of the role of ideology allows us to see pornography as practices that

construct subjects constitutive of and constituted by hetero-patriarchal ideorogy.

Through pornographic media, heterosexual relations _ objeclsubject relations - are

constructed as "normar" sexual relations. Indeed, the hegemony of heterosexuarity

is buftressed by the practices of pomography. In pornography, women are objects

constructed primar y for the male subject seeking pleasure (Assiter lggi). For

example, Hester (L992:72) argues that pomography is one of the central ways in

which men are differentiated from women and children. ln particular:

The cruel objectification of men (sadism) as well as the objectified
woman (the masochist) is presented as natural. Thus, women are
constructed as (eroticized) objects in order that men, by
comparison, can be constructed as powerful and dominant subjects.

Therefore, this materiality of pornography influences and shapes men,s and

women's consciousness of masculine and feminine subjectivity. For example,

Itzin (1992:67) nores thar pomography plays a significanr educarive role:

Pornography also plays a part, together with other fo¡ms of sex_
objectified, sex-stereotyped presentations, in the social and
psychological conditioning of all men _ in constructin g nornn!
masculinity as the noì'm and maintaining the whole system of male
power. Pornography presents to men how it is permissible to look
at and to see women. It relentlessly cornmunicutes, this is what
women are, this is what women want" this is how women deserve
to be treated, It educates men in what it communicates. Men leam
to see women in terms_ of their sexuality and sexual inequality as
presented in pornography.

Hence, pornography, has a powerful impact on women,s and men,s

sexuality and therefore our own sexual practices. Howeve¡, sexuality is by no
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means determi,red by pomogaphy. In this sense, pornography is sirnila¡ to

language; it structures ways of communicating with one another sexuoüy.

MacKinnon (1985:19) argues:

pornography codes how to look at women, so you know what you
can do with one when you see one. Gender is án assignment mäde
visually, both originally and in everyday life.

Because, as I stated earlier, human subjectivity is composed frorn ,,... the

available knowledges i¡ a culture as they chcurate in discourses and institutional

practices" (Flennessey 1993:37), pomography can plainly be seen to shape

subjectivity. Similarly, ltzin (LggZ: 6.1 ) ar gues:

In pornography, women's subordination is sexualy expricit and itis sexualized. pornography conditions male sexual a¡ousal and
orgasm to sexual objectification and sexual violence: to women,s
subordination. Through pornography men experience the sexual
subordination of women as sex and they experience sexual
inequality and sexual vjolence as sexually e*citing and sexualìy
arousing "" By estabtishing a physicar and entotionar ossociatio'tt
between sexual inequality or sexual violence and. sexual arousal,
and by comnunícaring that ,wonten's 

worth Ìs in theit.sexual value
olone,' pornography sexualìzes wotnen's social .value.(Emphasis in
original)

However, many women and men resist cur¡ent hegemonic notions of femininity

and masculinity because sexuality is not determined by pornography. pomography

contai¡s no built in mechanism that ensures that we a practice the messages it
sends out, hence our sexual practices do not necessa-rily imitate its ideology.

Nevertheless, the fact that women's sexuality continues to be.other, defined

through pomography - and the fact that women consistently repo¡t being forced

to imitate its specific contents -cannot be ignored.
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There is more to pornography than its production. pomography is a

commodity that is bought a¡d sold (rerativery) freely. As a resulr, it is a murti-

billion dollar a year industry, protected in part by organized crime. As such, state

regulation or control of pornography necessarily presents a threat to those with a

vested economic interest @any r9g0). Both economic profit and sexual power are

derived from the (re)production, sale and consumption of pornography.

Pornography is identified as a culturar process of production for profit, as well as

consumption and reproduction for the purposes of predonúttantry heterosexual

male pleasure. "Women are the objects of pornography, men its largest

consumers, and sexual degradation its theme', (Barry 1979:206). Itzin (Igg2tg.l)

notes that:

In the USA in i984 the pornography industry grossed gg billion,
said to be more than the music indusffy and iÉe movie industry
combined, Six of the ten most profitÀbte newsstand monthlies
we¡e 'male entertainment magazines' and the combined circulation
of Playboy and penthouse was g¡eater than Time and, Nev,sweek,

He¡e the role which pomography plays in the education of men (ancl perhaps

women) is unde¡scored.

In addition to being a lucrative commodity, consu¡ned by individuals for

the purposes of sexual pleasure, pornography,s ideas are put into practice in sexual

relations (Kelly 1988). The practices caprured by the images and wo¡ds in

pornographic magazines, video, films, etc., are re-enacted over and over again in

sexual ¡elations (Cole 1989; MacKinnon lgg7, Igglb). This dimension of

pornography often goes unnoticed, yet its impact is profound. Ba:ry (1979:206)
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refers to porno$aphy as 'cultural sadism' and argues that it ,,... is a distinct social

form that consists of practices which encourage and support sexuar viorence,

defining it as normal behaviour." The representâtion of women through

pornographic "... practices ¿ue woven i¡to the fabric of curture and as such they

give cultural sadism its own evolution and history and support it by an ideology

that legitimizes and justifies it', (Bany 1979:206). This diffusion of pomography

throughout mainstream culture is the principle means through which cultural

sadism becomes part of the sexuar practices of individuals. These practices

represented in pornography articulate masculinist ideology. The sexual domination

of women is mai¡tained in part through this ideorogy. on the basis of mare serf-

interest in patriarchal power, this ideology reifies women, making them into

something they are not -- the naturally masochistic sexual object existing only for

male sexual pleasure. This is not merely the ideology of an elite group but rather.

something thât has been diffused into mass consciousness @ury 1979:217).

Pornography is the principal means whereby these notions are systematized and

structured into an ideology of cultural sadism that legitimizes and perpetuates

sexual violence (Bany r97 9:219), This ideology is maintained and legitimized to

justify behaviour towards women that reproduce sexual inequality. As

MacKinnon(1 985: 1 8) argues,

From this perspective, pomography is neither harmless fantasy nor
a corrupt and confused misrepresentation of an othe¡wise nátural
and healthy situation [...] pomography is not imagery in some
relation to a reality elsewhere constructed. It is noi a distortion,
reflection, or symbol eithe¡. It is a sexual reality.
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The very existenca of pomography legitimizes and maintains hetero_

patriarchal gender relations. This is perhaps a somewhat functionalist analysis, but

for analytical purposes I think we can look at pomography as performing a critical

role in the reproduction of heterosexist (aggressive, masculinist) gender relations.

Its powerful ideorogies (and practices) reinforce the ideorogy and practices of

hetero-parriarchal gender rerarions (Currie 1992; Diamond r9g0). pornography,

as ideology, establishes that our innermost desire is to sexua y subordinate

ou¡selves. According to Longino (19g0:53_54):

Pornography cannot be separated from sexism in this way: Sexism
is not just a set of attitudes regarding the inferiority of women but
the behaviours and social and economic rules thai manifest such
attitudes. Both the manufacture and distribution of pomography
and the enjoyment of it are instances of sexist behaviour.

In this sense, then, pornography as social expression plays both a pivotal role in

maintaining sexist gender relations and is a symptomatic manifestation of deeper

underlying social problems. It is regarded as being simultaneously symptorn and

cause:

As.. symptom, pornography is reflective of ceftain sociaì andpolitical ¡elations between men and women; although as a min or,it reflects_through hyperbolic distonions. As .au.å, pomo$aphy
i,s a contributing factor, perpetuating a social order in which men
dominate. In its causal effect pornography is hate literature (where
"literature" is meant to. cover noirnr.Jy the written word by
spoken, graphic, and cinemagraphic maierials as well) and is
morally wrong, for it contributes to a political and moral injustice.
As such it deserves the same moral ãnd legal sanctions as other
defamatory materials. In its âspect u, ,yrltorn, we can see the
disturbing reflections of a mode of sociui int"ruciion so prevalenr
rhat rhe pomo$aphic hyperbolic image is not only toleratèd, but is
experienced as an occasion for sexual, pleasuräble, arousal fo¡
many. (Kiuay l9B4:145)
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In addition to the diversity of generalized conceptualizations of
pornography, there are also a range of pomographic practices around which certain

distinctions are made: hard-core versus soft_core, violent versus vanilla,

pornography ve¡sus e¡otica (chaster and wiìson 1gg4). According to Kirtay

(i 984:150):

Where the lines between 
_ 

the erotic and the pornographic a.relegally or.morally or aesthetically drawn va¡iËs from culture toculture. This is perhaps because almost anything can trigger sexual
desire, providing only that it has been ,roíirir"ld at some time in aperson's history (and each person's individual history is bothreflective of and a part of culiure).

I reject the cultural (and legal) distinction between hard_core and soft_core

pornography, as well as the distinction between pornography and erotica.rs

Typically, distinctions made between the erotic and the pornographic are rooted

in classist notions of sexuality. For example, McCo¡mack (19g0:g) notes:

This distinction between so-called erotic art and pornography based
on some vague principre concears a basic distn¡st of thè masses:
the e¡otica of the elites expresses a civilized sensuality, while the
erodca of the masses is a projection of theil lust.

In addition, sexually explicit materials defined as .ha¡d_co¡e, 
(as distinct

from 'soft-core') are done so in ¡eration to the condition of the penis, rather than

with ¡efe¡ence to violence or misogyny. I fi¡d this d.istinction to be highly

problematic given that there is nothing inherentry viorent or misogynist about an

erect penis. Tole¡ance for the more 'benign, forms of pornographic pracdces

cha¡acte¡ized as soft-core o¡ erotica tends to deverop with reference to our

.¡5.4s 
stated earlier, the rejection of rhis distinction is not meanr ro indicate thar a, sexualry expricitmate¡ials a¡e pomographic.
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ixtolerance for exfemely violent and,/or misogynist forms of pornography. So

called soft-co¡e pomogaphy is thus viewed as having less impact than hard_core

pornography in terms of its social influence on the individual; in terms of

constituting our understanding of sexuarity. soft-core representations have become

acceptable in comparison to ha¡d_co¡e representation, yet soft_core pomography

is the principle vehicle for the dissemination of popular ideas about women,s

'Nature.' The¡efore, distinctions between soft_core and hard_core pornography are

misleading, given that misogynist messages about women have little, if anything,

to do with the state of a penis. I argue that pomographic representations and

practices can be illusÍâted, on a continuunt of sexuar practic¿s sim a¡ to the way

in which Kelly (1988) discusses a conrinuum of sexual violence.

Kelly (1988:76) explains her concept of a continuum:

My use of the concept of a continuum is based on two of its
meanings in the Oxford Ettgtish DictÌonary: first, ,a basic common
character that underlies many different eventsi; and, second, ,¿
continuous se¡ies of elements or events that pass into one another
and which cannot be readily distinguished,,

My appropriation of the concept of a continuum and its application to the

pracüces of pomography is an attempt to step outside the often classist or

moralistic dichotomies created by distinctions made between erotica and

pornography, or between soft-core and hard-core pomography, respectively. Mine

is an attempt to identify first, the basic common cha¡acter that underlies

pornography (the ideology of misogyny) and, second, to identify rhe practices

linked to the ideology of misogyny that exist as continuous (as in not mutually
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exclusive) elements in pomographic materials.

By conceptuaìizing the practices represented in pornography as a

continuum, a good sex/bad sex dichotomy is avoided. Misogynist, often violent,

degrading and dehumanizing behaviours (incruding the sexualization of inequality)

such as those practised and portrayed in pomography exist at particular points of

a continuum. The concept of a continuum enables the exploration of the range of

sexual practices represented within pomographic texts and allows us to see the

ways in which many sexually explicit materials avoid sexualizing inequality.

Additionally, this concept of a continuum can be applied to pomographic

attitudes and practices. pornography does not negatively affect some persons and

not others, rather, its ideology exists as a common element (or character) in men,s

attitudes about and practices with women. For example, MacKinnon (19g5:44,

ftnt 97) notes that "... resea¡chers ... find it difficult to document differences

between sex offenders and populations of normal men on virtually every

dimension." This is perhaps why, according to MacKinnon (19g5:44):

Received wisdom seems to be that because there is so little
difference between convicted rapists and the rest of the male
population in levels and patterns of exposure, response to, and
consumption of pornography, pornogràphy,s rolè in rape is
insignificant.

Far f¡om being insignificart, the role played by pornography in the rape of women

is invisible (or viewed as insignificant) precisely because it consnucts

pornographic attitudes and practices as normative,

Challenging pornography means challenging the very ideals of a sexually
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exploirive society (Bany 19g0:30g). The challenge to pornography threarens ,,...

the sexual values promoted by masculinist ideology. In so doing, we are

confronting the sexist doubre standard which, while legally condemning acts of

sexual violence, in fact ideologically vaìidates them in media such as

pornography" (Barry l9g0:30g). The practices sanctioned within pomographic

materials reproduce hetero-patriarchar practices (norrns) sanctioned by the rarger

society ln particular, the state's failu¡e or inability to enforce obscenity law is

a key feature of pornography,s status as a 'legitimate, discourse. For example,

B arry (1980:307-308) explains that rhe intersection of pornography and the law

estabiishes the conditions within which pornography is normalized:

Pornogrøphy has become a valid, legitimate institutíon, ne¡Íher
condentned nor supported by taw. ihe use of women as sexual
objects is so pervasive as to be generally accepted as a normal
representation of women. Such conditioni constìtute what I have
caìled the ideology of cultural sadism, an ideology that permeates
thinking and attitudes so deeply that its consãquences (in the
practice of sadism or masochism, for example) are assumed to beto some degree normal if not biologically determined. (Emphasis
added)

This lack of condemnation by the law cons$ucts the conditions whe¡e

pornographic practices are considered to some degree no¡mal _if not biologically

determined. Indeed, the misogyny of pornography is rendered Iegally

inconsequential if not invisibie.

There are a number of ways in which the invisibiJity of pomography can

be challenged, a discussion of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. However,

in the followi'g secrion I discuss the rerationship between feminist poritics and the
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pornography's pa-rticularly violent forms.
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way to handle

Pornogrøphy ønd Legal Struggle:

The issue of pornography continues to be a source of anaryticar divisions

and political disagreements among activists and scholars in the canadian feminist

community (Cunie 1992). Much of the discussion about the legal regulation of

pornography in Canada has occurred in responsé to various govemments, proposed

changes to the obscenity provisions in the criminal code. some w¡iters contend

that criminal law reform in general has failed to improve the sociar conditions of

women's lives (Currie 1990; Snider 1991a; MacKinnon l9g7; Sma¡t i9g9).

Indeed, the tactics used by feminists to deal with pornography have been

nume¡ous and diverse, and yet pornography remains amulti_billiotr dollar industry.

Socialist feminist theorizing on the state's ¡ore in the crfuninar regulation of

obscenity suggests that criminal law should be approached tenuously.

For socialist feminists, symmehy between theory and practice results in the

rejection of many sFategies for change that engage the apparatus of the state. The

law is cautiously employed as a means for ameliorating the conditions of women,s

lives because of the inhe¡ent dangers of reconstituting oppressive social relations.

Many socialist feminists (see, for example, Burstyn 19g5) object to the use of

criminal laws prohibiting pornography on two levels. First, it is asserted that legal

refonns arc a ¡eaction by the state to ensure the maintenance and legitimacy of the
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social system when hegemony is th¡eatened by dissident organizations.16 Second,

due to the nature of the criminal justice system, it is assefted that dete¡minations

of what materials constitute pornography are a matter of interpretation, and that

interpretive acts by agents of the søte result in anti_feminist _ especially

homophobic - apprications of the raw. snider (1992:11) argues rhar this uneven

application of the law is due to the patriarchar and capitalist values that permeate

the legal system:

F¡om law passage to sentencing, then, officials exercise wide,
unchallenged, and virrually unmonitored discretion _ over which
complaint is believed and which ignored; who is charged and who
is let off with a warning; which crimes are high prioriiy and which
are given short shdft. These unwritten .u1", huu" been well
studied, and we know thât the system targets as offende¡s those
with the fewest ¡esources þolitical, 

".onolrrri., 
ideological), who

can be processed with the least resistance. In most juiisdictions,
for most offenses, this. means young, poor, minority group males
are singled out .... patria¡chal valueJ dõminate this process at least
as profoundly as the more frequently documented biases against
working class people and mino¡ities. (Snider 1992:11) -

Even though, in practice, the law is classist, heterosexist, and racist,

pornographic materials ought to be legally prohibited. The problem, however, has

been to determine the best way to approach the c¡iminal law so that feminist

political goals are achieved. This is particurarly difficurt because these goals

include facilitating the production of sexua'y expricit materiars that chatenge the

current hetero-pa*ia¡chal hegemony. Given state agents' power to define what is

16 l¡deed t¡e state acts to ensure the.long term maintenance of the capitalisr accumulation process ,paficula¡ly rvith respect to Pomography rvhich, as I have state¿ ea¡lier, is a Jult¡-billion doÌlar induslry. Asa resulE pomographers have considerable access lo stafe resouces whiáh ensu¡es that Ihei¡ financial inte¡estsare protected Gee, for example, Catìerûre A. MacKinnon (l9g?) ,,,More 
Than Sir,ply a Magaz ine,: ptayUoy;s

Money" in Feninisn IJnnodiJied),
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and/or whar is not pornographic, the problem of defining which pomographic

materials we wânt to see regulated has been a pafiicularly daunting task.

It is precisely because pornography is a representation of the normative

practices of Íaditional (male) heterosexuality that it tends to be neither condemned

nor supported by law. As Bany (19g0) succinctly argues, rhe legal condemnation

of ceüain acts of sexual viorence is in fact ideologically sanctioned in the

practices of pornography thar suppoft sexism. Smart (19g9:116) queries:

There is, of course, no guarantee that legal regulation would be
effective any more than rape law or e-qual lay legislation is
'effective' in feminist terms. This raises tÀe qu"riion of whether
on this topic which involves such a diversity oi f.-inirt views on
sexuality and the representation of sexual desires and fantasies, is
it a wise sfaregy to appeal to law at all.

Nevertheless, this question raised by Smart (19g9) and many orhers (Bursryn

1985; Snider 1991; cunie 1992; valverde 19g5) in ¡eration to rhe reguration of

pornography risks leaving the law and iß agents to their own devices. If feminists

abandon or ignore the power of law, it will continue to be enforced and

interpreted in ways that reinforce traditional values. In a sense, then, abandoning

the cdminal law risks throwing the baby out with the bath water because, as Itzin

(1992:427) aryues:

Legislating against pornography could not guarartee the elimination
of sexism and sexual violence anyrnore than the abolition of
slavery ended racism and racial violence. But black slavery in the
USA - once, as pornography is now, a major intemationai profit_
making industry - was ended. Those particular p¡actices of racism
and racial violence were ended through tegislàtion. Legislation
could also be used to end the abuse of women through pomography
and the pracrice of sex disc¡imination which takãs the form of
pornography.
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while applications of the criminal law against obscenity may serve an ideological

(hegemonic) purpose by giving the impression that pomography is socially

unacceptable (and that as a sociery we deal with it effectively) when it is

permeated throughout society, the c¡iminal law nonetheless can provide one

avenue for political change.

The discussion oflaw reform thus fa¡ has remained at an abstract level. As

a framework for assessing law reform, however, it does not go far enough, Snider

(i991a) stresses the need fo¡ feminists to engage legar strategies that empower

women rather than the state apparatus. Because of the ,,... law,s power to define _

as well as to subordinate and disqualify - women,s experiences,, (Comack

1993:53), it is important to assess the impact of law reform from women,s

standpoint(s). standpoint theory recognizes that experiences are mediated by

one's social location; that race, class, gender and sexual orientation intersect ancr

procluce diversity. My knowledge of pomography is informed both by my

experience(s) of pornographyrT and the understanding that women experience

pornography in a variety of ways; either as consumers (willing or not) and/or

participants in its production and/or when we/they are forced or choose to act out

its script, Accordingly, my particular experiences oflwith pomography provide the

basis of my analysis. This analysis - informed by my own experiences _ along

with a literature review, enables me to shape an analysis of women,s experiences

,, ,r? 
I-don¡t inrend ro universarize parlicurar experiences ofpomography, Instead, my airn here is to create...rne. space lo¡ an absent subject, ând an absent experience of aclual women spcaking of and in theaclualities of their everyday rvorJds,, (Smiú l9g?:107),
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of pornography and to consider the potential of obscenity regislation to empo\A/er

women to resist and/or engage porno$aphy. Locating women,s cliverse

experiences of pornography - including my own _ yields an analysis of obscenity

legislation that goes beyond the iever of abstraction outlined above to the lever of

the particular. Through this anarysis of obscenity regislation I incorporate these

tenets of standpoint theory to illustrate that women have differing experiences of

pornography; experiences that may include joy and pleasure as well as anger and

pain (see, for example: Hesrer 1992; Eisenstein lggg; Ellis 1990).

cole (1989:61-68) suggests the fo'owing substantive crireria for evaluating

obscenity law ¡efo¡m that begin to address the impact of obscenity law on

women's experiences of pornography.

l. Considet. pornography as practices, not merely pictut.es, words or icleas

(Cole 1989:61):

The law should recognize that pornography is not simply a collection of pictur.es

or ideas, but that its production and sare "... i¡vorves very specific activities,

including trafficking in women, using women without thei_r.consent, and physically

assaulting rryomen" (Cole 1989:62).

2. Target the harm wonten experience (Cole 19g9:62):

The law must recognize that the women are harmed in the experience of

producing pomography, and also ,'... when its users fo¡ce the women they know

to buy pomography, look ar it and/or replicare the activities in its pictures,, (Cole

1989:62).
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3. Make the lav, women-cenfi.ed and not gettder-,1eutt.al (Cole 19g9:63):

The law must recognize the inequality of gender relations and that pomography

is a gender specific activity because it is women who are victimized by its
practice (Cole 1989:63).

4. Make the law women-inítiated and womett_d¡.ive¡t (Cole 19g9:65):

Law must provide a means fo¡ articulating the harm that pornography causes. If
the law gives more power to the male dominated judiciar system to (re)articulate

thei¡ own traditional beliefs about pornography, it cannot be viewed as

empowering women. The law should provide the opportunity to act based on

women's experiences of pornography.

5. Compensate the victins of pornography (Cole 19g9:67):

Law regulating pornography should include a mechanism that provides monerary

compensation for the women who are injured by pornography. If pomography is

considered a crime acted out against a woman, then the state should compensate

its suwivors.

6. Advance gender equality (Cole l9g9:67):

The law must view pornography as the result of gender inequality and must

acdvely promote the eroticization of sex equality.

7' Pemtit,rtistic and educationar diarogue ort sexuarity (cole 19g9:6g):

The law must be dynamic so that it facilitates sex education and sexualry expricit

artistic expression that attempts to formulate visions of eroticized equality.

The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to this ongoing dialogue among
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feminists by assessing the insurgent potentiar of the supreme court decision in

R' v. Butler' I exprore the possib ity that the Butrer decision represents an

inst¿nce whe¡e feminist concerns to promote social change coincide with the

state's interest in maintaining its legitimacy, thereby acting in cotúradictio, fo íts

own long term interests to secure the consent of subo¡d.inate groups (Jrsel 1991).

This consideration engages an issue of considerable import to feminist politics.

If the state's tendency is to co-opt and depoliticize feminist issues, then a

fundamental issue to be considered within feminist anaryses of the law is the

extent to which - and under what cit'cumstances - particurar reforms are co-optive

and/ot insurgen¡. snider (r99ra:241) argues that socialist feminist movements

must be cautious because:

... legal reform as a Þctic merely redefines problems which are
caused by an inherently exploitative 

"cono-i. structure into
debates over individual rights. Understanding social problems in
these terms, then, trivializes them and 

"n.orrulg", 
the population to

understand them in liberal terms, as issuãs of èqual rights
allocation, demanding ¡emedies to be found in the courts and not
in the streets. Such ,'solutions', di¡ect attention away from the
system's class bias, and obscure the fact that this system is based
on a sffucture of exploitative relations of production that give rise
to the very social problems it purports to iolve.t,

From this point of view, law reform tends to redefine probrems that are a result

of the conflicts which emerge from exploitative class, gender and ¡ace relations,

reconstituting an understanding of these issues in riberal terms. with respect to

the criminal law specifically, these observations have an even greater significance,

13 Here snider focuses on the cråss bias in raw, a socjarist feminist perspective ¡ecognizes rhe race,ge¡der, class a¡d hetercsexist bias in law.
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particularly since the criminal justice system has proven to be an unreriable a'y
(Snider 1991a:239). In my view, Snider (1991a) argues correcrly that engaging

the criminal justice system is dangerous: morally, practically, potitically and

theoretically. Entrusting more power to the criminal justice system ,,... means

investing it with increased control over women's rives, conÍor that is essentially

invisible and unmonitored. It means giving over power which should be kept in

feminist hands to a state bureauc¡acy with its own agenda - one which will not be

consonant with feminisr goals" (Snider 1991a:239).

This analysis of Butrer engages the question of whether the state has

(re)articulated its own definition of pornography or if this new interp¡etation

represents an instance where a change in law transforms the ,,,.. material aspects

of paFiarchal privilege" (Randall 19gg:15), thereby artering social conditions

¡ather than reconstituting them, Before turning to an evaluation of the Butler

decision, I outrine a brief history of obscenity raw in canada. This incrudes a

summary of the antecedents to the cunent version of the 1959 ,obscenity, law

contained in section i63 of the Critninal Code.
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CHAPTER THREE

History of Federal Obscenity Legislation in Canada

The purpose of this chapter is to summa¡ize the evolution of obscenity

legislation in canada in o¡der to contextualize the current criminal code

'obscenity' provisions which proscribe pornographic material. A brief

examination of the rerationship between 'obscenity' regulation and the state is

useful for illustrating the difficulty the courls have had in dearing with the

regulation of pornography. As Mahoney (19g4:33) argues:

The question of obscenity, mo¡als and the tole of law has been
debated for hundreds of years, largely by men. Women have been
conspicuous by their absence in decisions regarding the definition
of obscenity and the cha¡acterization of its hLms.

Accordingly, I discuss, from a socialist feminist perspective, the emergence of the

current canadian defi¡ition of'obscenity'in criminar law to illustrate its gradual

transformation. This Íansformation is due, in part, to feminist organizing for

equality' while there are other avenues in raw with which to dear with sexualry

explicit materials, the focus here is on federal reguration, in particular, crirninal

Code prohibitions of ,obscenity.'re

In the first section, I examine, beginning with feudal society in England,

the origins and nature of 'obscenity' raw as it ¡erates the social, poriticar and

¡e The custolns Ta¡iff Act which re8ulates the impo¡tâtion of obscene mâterials into canada referent¡allyincorporates 
-crininar 

code provisioni. I¡r addiriån, our*"itv ì. t"e;l*d provìncialry rhrough firrncensor/clæsification boa¡ds and lie va¡ious provinciar Human Rigiu. co'¿ät*"u.r, rhese avenues are notdiscussed here.
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economic changes of the day. Historica[y, obscenity laws have been justified on

the basis of morality. Typica[y the reguration of 'obscenity' has been rinked to

the power of the chu¡ch and later to the state. To this extent, its proscription

adopts different imperatives according to the sociar, economic and poritical

organization of society. Canadian obscenity legislation has invariably promoted

classist, sexist and racist hetero-sexuarity. This observation exposes the ideological

nature of obscenity law because of the way i¡ which it attempts to normarize -

indeed, make compulsory - hetero-patdarchal sexuality. Undoubtedly, historical

state regulation of obscenity amounts to state sanctioned homophobia. According

to cunie (1992:192-Í93), obscenity "[l]egisration reinforced the monogamous

heterosexual family by giving the male-dominated courts the power to censor

images that do not conform to this model.,'

The second section focuses on the feminist strategies for the ¡eform of

'obscenity' Iaws in canada; more specifica y, on feminist responses to federal

legislation meant to reform section 163 of the criminar code that dears with

obscenity. For the sake of clarity and consistency, I focus on the responses and,/or

strategies of national women,s organizations, such as the Canadian Advisory

Council on the Status of Women, the National Association of Women and the

Law, and the Women's Legal Education a¡d Action Fund (LEAF). lVhile these

groups do not undertake to speak for all Canadian women, nor are they

identifiably liberal, ¡adical or materialist in their analyses, their writings

nevertheless represent a genelal feminist response to federal attempts to reform
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obsceniry legislation in Canada.

Historicøl Backdrop

In the English feudal society, literacy was a privilege available only to the

clergy and, as a result, the majority of the population was illiterate. According to

Kuhn (1985:24):

When the tenn pornography first came into use, virtually the only
medium in which representations could be reproduced in very targe
numbe¡s was print. The printed word demãnds literacy, and nòt
everyone was able to read. As a w¡itten medium, pornography was
consequently limited as to the audience it could ieach, unà,ee.,
to have been something of a gentleman's pastime.

In addition, most of the literature available was theorogical in nature and subject

to ecclesiastical aurhorizarion (chaster and w son 19g4). Tayror (19g4:3) argues

that:

Attempts at the legal definition and regulation of obscene material
have a long history in the United Kingdom. Some form of
licensing of literature exisred from the time of Henry VIII (1509_
47), although the p¡eoccupations of such censorshþ were more
frequently political and religious than they were directly mo¡alistic.

As a rcsult, maferial censored in a feudal society tended to be prohibited for

reasons of blasphemy. Sexually explicit material was the¡efo¡e banned on the

basis of heresy rather than strictly sexto -- a condition for censorship that

continued until the seventeenth century (Lacombe 19gg; chaster and wilson

20 Ir is unclea¡ if the chu¡ch objecred to depìctions of sexuality because rvomen,s sexuarity was

":Tidï:d 
inheren.tl¡ herelicar or if pariicular materiar. ,u"r" bunn"J i""'urse rhey questioned rhe regitimacyof the chu¡ch It is possible to surmise that any depicrions of sexualìty not sanctioned by the church, such

as homosexuality and/or sex outside of ma¡¡iage, would have been vie;d as a threat to the hegemony of theChu¡ch.
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1984).

Industrialization and urbanization soon gave rise to a new, more literate

middle class along with a new system of state power. The state (supported by the

monarchy) rather than the church began to assume greater conEol over societal

affairs ln addition, the invention of the printing press facilitated the increase in

literacy and rhe mass production of printed materials (chaster and wilson 1gg4).

According to Kuhn (1.985:25);

Developments in techniques of mechanical reproduction of
photographic images and consequently in the capacìty to produce
Iarge quantities cheaply opened up limitleis horizons for
pornographers. The apparent realism of the photographic image
undoubtedly proved an added attraction for consumers, too.
Mechanical reproduction of still photographic images, then, offered
a breakthrough in the public availability of poilography. The
advent of cheap, mass-produced visual poinogräphy opened up the
ma-rket to the less well-off, foreign immigrants, the illiterate, the
working classes.

It is significant, then, that prior to the invention of the printing press, the mass

production and circulation of pornography was irnpossible. In addition, by the end

of the sixteenth century, the state had taken ove¡ the licensing authority of

publications from the church and the printing press became an important political

rather than ecclesiastical tool (Chaster and Wilson 19g4).

By the end of the seventeenth century, the capit¿list expansion of the

printing industry ensured that any relìgious restrictions on printing had been

¡emoved. The state, however, had not relinquished its control over the production

and distribution of published material. pubrications were regulated by a number

of common law resfrictions against tibel, slander, defamation, and sedition
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(chaster and w son 1gB5). Ir is no surprise, then, thar during this time materials

that were considered 'seditious' ¡ather than 'brasphemous' were rinked to

immorality and therefore banned. Little regard was given to ,obscene, 
materials

unless of course such materials subve¡ted the repressive morar imperatives of the

state. According to Chaster and Wilson (19g5), the state was more concerned

with the suppression of overt sexuality rather than violent sexuality.

In 1727, Edmund Curl was prosecuted for publishi ngVettus in the Cloister

or Nun in Her Smock, which was considered obscene because it subverted a

religious morality sancrioned by rhe stare (Iaylor 19g4; Lacombe 19gg).

According to Cole (1989:69):

The judge ruled that th_e peace of society could be disrupted by
something other than force _ specificalþ, by an attack 

-against

society's morality.

This case iilustrates what Mahoney (r9g4:37) cha¡acterizes as conservative

morality' wherein obscenity is understood as inherentry ev , thus posing a threat

to the "'.. organizational snucture of society and its institutions.,' Thus, the first

case of'obscene'libel to be adjudicated in canada established in canadian law

a specifically conservative mo¡ar framework for obscenity legisration (core 19g9).

According to Mahoney (19g4:39) "[t]his early case had two important

consequences: it introduced the concept of obscenity as a punishabre offense, and

it placed the responsib iry for public morality in the hands of the judiciary.,,

Meanwhile, throughout this period, the role of women _ including the

redefinition of sex roles - was undergoing transformation. These changes were
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linked, in part, to the changing modes of production and reproduction. Gradually,

the productive fam y unit gave way to a "putting out" system in which goods

were produced for a fee with the raw materials provided by a merchant.

Eventually, these goods were produced by craftspersons working collectivery out

of workshops. This signalred the beginning of the separation of work from the

home, and with the advent of the industrial revorution and the shift from piece

work to waged labour, the separation was practically complete. Eventually, the

primary role of the 'new' white middre crass woman became one of .housewife,

and 'mother,' while working-class women had little choice but to labour in the

factories,

Just as work was becoming more alienating, sexuality became increasingly

divo¡ced from genuine social and sexual relations between people. prevailing

ideas about 'proper' sexuality were centred a¡ound the role of the middle-class

woman -- a tiny minority of the poputation, since most women wer.e working

either i¡ the horne or i¡r the factories to support their families. Working-class

women - without whose economic contribution the farnily could not survive _

could never aspire to the standa¡ds of femininity advanced by the dominant upper

class (chaster and wilson 1984). It is during this shift in the organization of

productive and reproductive practices that dominant attitudes towards sexuality

and sexual practices began to change. At the same time, both pornography and

prostitution were on the increase (Chaster and Wilson 19g4).

Throughout the eighteenth century and up until the mid_nineteenth century
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when 'obscene' materials began to be prosecuted, ,obscenity, continued to be

proscribed on the basis of blasphemy and sedition rather than so called 'immoral'

sexuality alone. During these two centuries, legislation was passed and court

precedents were set in an attempt to deal with ,obscenity' or, more precisely, to

regulate sexuality. The passage of legislation coincided with the printing

revolution and a growing concem by the ruling class with coneolling the

proletariat; a social group that was becoming increasingly divided from the middle

and upper classes. During this period, the control of women,s sexuality was

increasingly becoming a matter of public concern. For example, The Vagrancy

Act of 1824 provided the fi¡sr codified prohibition of obscenity, while The

custot¡ts consolidation Act of 18s3 was passed to prohibit the exhibition and

importation of obscene books or prints. Finally, with the passage of rhe obsce¡te

Publications Act of 1857 - the first legislation aimed at proscribing 'obscene libel'

- magisfrates and the police were granted the privilege of entering private

premises to seize any material they deemed to be obscene therein, None of these

acts contai¡ed a specific definition of the term 'obscene'; the determination of

which was to become established through legal precedenr (Lacombe 19gg:34_35).

According to Cole (1989:69):

Between the 1600s and the mid-1900s, the legal definition of
obscenity in western legal terms became fairly well-settled,
focusing on the notion of "conupting public morals', - a catch-all
formulation that proved to be highly elastic and capable of
sustaining varied political interpretations, depending on the social
context of the day. In the 1800s, an element of ctass privilege
was grafted onto the law of obscenity, as the combined forces of
mass literacy and industrialism raised new concerns about the
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effects of obscene material on the ,,propriety" 
and indusFiousness

of the working class. It is intriguing to note that this was the flrst
context in which there is any concem expressed about the ha¡ms of
pornography: the literature of the United Kingdom Society for the
Suppression of Vice said that pomo$aphy caused sex crimes, but
only when it fell into the hands of the working class.

cole (1989) points to a shift in concem with the sexuar pracrices of the working

classes. This class cha¡acter of morality expressed in obscenity legislation became

firmly entrenched in canadian law wirh the establishment of the ',Hicklin test.',

In 1868 a man named Scott was indicted for writing and distributing

pamphlets entitled rhe confessíonal unmasked in which a¡e detailed the methods

used by priests to extricate erotic confessions f¡om tepentant women (Taylor

1984)' This case provided the first legal definition of 'obscenity' and introduced

the notions of 'depravity' and 'comrption' into the regal rearm (core i9g9;

chaster and wilson 1984). In the judgment, Lord cockbum rendered his test for

the existence of 'obscenity' in a given publication:

I think the test of obscenity is this, whether the tendency of the
matter charged as obscenity is to deprave or corrupt those whose
minds a¡e open to such immoral influences, and into whose hands
a publication of this son may fall. (cited in Lacombe 19gg:35)

It appears that the courts were conce¡ned with inappropriate sexual arousal (Boyd

i984) and the effects of which on those whose minds were more susceptibre to

'comrpting' influences. "If the materiars had a tendency to 'deprave and comrpt

;.. minds open to such immoral influences,' they were likely to be found obscene,,

(cole 1989:69). It is at this point in the history of obscenity regulation that the

courts begin to adopt what Mahoney characterizes as 'liberal morality,; morality
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that is concemed \.vith the harm to individuals caused by the censorship of

'obscene' materials, rather than its potential to disrupt the social order. According

to Mahoney (1984:38), "... liberal morality is not concemed with the materia|s

inherent character, but rather asks whethe¡ more harm will be caused by banning

it than by permitting its publication. The suppression of material is regarded as

harmful since it is believed to erode the fundamentai freedoms upon which

democratic society is based." Given the class, race and gender bias of the law, it

can be assumed that the court's concern is never^theless rooted in the maintenance

of the status quo, even though such concern is disguised in a benevolent yet

patemalistic notion of rhe 'protecrion' of individual rights.

'Obscenity' was made an offense under codified law in 1g92 whereby _

with the introduction of the Draft criminal code i¡ canada - the Hicklin test was

adopted. Although met with considerable judicial and academic criticism (Boyd

1984), the Hicklin rest informed canadian corrrmon and codified law until 1959

(Chaster and Wilson 1984; Lacombe 1988), ,,.,. when the parliament of Canada

enacted its own definition" (Mahoney 1984:58).

Following the adoption of the Hicklin test in 1g92, ,obscenity' 
cases were

few and fa¡ between, with only f,ive reported cases between 1900 and I940, all of

which we¡e conce¡ned with the ensuing corruption of morals as a resurt of

exposure to 'obscene' material. All cases followed the Hicklin precedent and, in

all cases, the intentions of the authors we¡e of little regard to the court's

detennination of obscenity (Boyd 1984; Lacombe 19gg).
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A number of significant changes were made to the test between 1944 and,

1959. Most notably, in 1944 the test was altered with the addition of criminal

intent or mens ¡'eû2'(Lacombe 1988), In 1953, the court considered thar part of

the population that is readily susceptibre to moral infruences22 (Lacombe rggg).

In 1954, there were two new qualifications made to the Hicklin test: the notion of

contemporary standa-rds and the requirement that the material must be considered

in its entirety.23 Thus, the courts recognized that materials which 'deprave' and

'comrpt' one generation may not similarly affect the next (Lacombe lggg:35-36).

ln 1,957, amongsr heared c¡iticism of the Hicklin rest, a Special Commimee

of the Senate, created in 1952 and headed by E.D. Fulton, gave its

recommendations to the House of Commons (Boyd i9g4; Lacombe 19gg). These

¡ecommendations eventually took the form of Bill c-5g which was introduced to

Parliament by E.D. Fulton (who had now become the Conservative Justice

Minister') and became law in 1959. This bill, meanr nor to displace the Hicklin

test but to expand and clarify irs intent @oyd 19g4), ,'... resulted in the

amendment of section 159 of the crirninal code and in the addition of subsection

(8) which defined the word 'obscene',, (Lacombe 19gg:36). Subsection (g) _

which remains unchanged to date (except for its section number) _ reads as

follows:

2t Coht+,a) v. The King (1944, 2 D.L,R. 530)

22 R v. Nationol Net's (106 C.C,C. 26)

2t R. v. Ma ìù Seckar llarburg Lttl. aìd Otheß ((lg'4) 2 Al1 E,R. 683)
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For the purposes of the Act, any publication a dominant
characteristic of which is the undue exploitation of sex, of sex and
any one or more of the following subjects, namely, crime, horror,
cruelty and violence shall be deemed to be obscene. (Lacombe
i 98 8:36)

This amendment "... produce[d] significant changes in the structure of the legal

control of obscenity" @oyd 1984:25). According to Mahoney (19g4:5g):

By enacting the legislation, parliament appeared to depart from the
common law raditional emphasis on the immorality of explicit sex.
Pa¡liament enlarged the definition of obscenity to include the

portrayal of certain forms of violence if accompanied by the undue
exploitation of sex. Violence could not by itself be obscene. This
became k¡own as the "sex plus" requirement and its effect was to
limit the reach of the obscenity law to sexual depictions.

In the flrst 'obscenity' case to be hea¡d before the Supreme Court of

Canada following the passage of Bill C-58,ã the ,community standard, test for

'obscenity' - now defined as 'undue exploitation' - was inh'oduced in an attempt

to correct the subjective evaluation of the materials by providing an objective

standard; a standard of 'obscenity' which the community would tolerate.2s In the

decision, Judson J. noted:

There does exist in any community at all times - howeve¡ tlie
standard may vary from time to time - a general instructive sense
of what is decent and what is indecent, of what is clean and what
is dirty, and when the distinction has to be drawn, I do not know
that there is any better tribunal than a jury to draw it. (Boyd
1984:25-26)

2a R. v Brottie t19621 S.C,R. 681

¡ The norion of 'tolerance' was adva¡ced by Fulton who, in a House of commons Debate suggested tìat
the concept "undue exploitariorì" rcfened to "generally something going beyond whal rÌen [sic] of good w l
and common sensc would torerate" (Lâcombe 198813?). This notion of'undue' exploitation be!ins to lega y
establish the disrindion between soft-core and hard-core pornography, signifying thar certai¡r va¡eriJs oi
pomography which exploit women are not'undue' because tlìey are tolerated by the 'comrnuniry,,
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In addition, this judgment recognized the relevance of a¡tistic and literary merit

of a work in determining whether or not there is ,undue exploitation.' Mahoney

(1984:58) notes:

... the majority of the Supreme Court held rhat the new definition
was the exclusive test of obscenity, thereby renderin g the Hicklin
test obsolete. The comerstone of the definition of obscenity
became the "undue exploitation of sex" rather than the ',tendency
to deprave and corrupt". Community standards were to determine
whether or not the exploitation of sex was ',undue',, but because the
C¡own was not required to adduce evidence of community
standards, this determination was often made by thejudge based on
his understanding and appreciation of 

"o--uñity- 
levels of

tolerance.

In a subsequent case,2ó the court determined that the community standard

of tolerance test is a test of national 'community standards' (Boyd 19g4) rather

than standards of a specific community. According to Boyd (19g4:27), the

community standards test deviates from the Hicklin test in that no determination

of harm is necessary, "... it is sufficient that the publication in question exceed the

accepted sønda¡d of tolerance." The elimination of 'harm' was highly

consequential for women given that the community standard of tolerance would

accept exploitation of women so long as it was not 'undue.' Accordingly, this

decision marks a significant departure from the Hicklin test. The concern of the

court appea.rs no longer to be the 'conupting' influences of,obscenity'on what

were perhaps conside¡ed to be the 'lesser' classes: those persons whose minds

were more susceptible to conupting influences. The focus of concern âppeats to

26 Doninion Nøts tuul Git's r,, The Qneert ((196't) 3 C.C.C. I and 2 C.C.C. lO3 (1969) (Man. C.A.)
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have shifted to a consideration of the prevailing tolerance of the community. The

fact that such "community standards" are rooted in class privilege - or that this

language perpetuates the moral hegemony of the ruling class by re-articulating and

obscuring a class based definition of'obscenity'in democratized terms - seems,

in my view, to have escaped critical attention. However, Cole (1989:70) argues

that, cunently:

Obscenity doctrine does not ask whether materials unde¡
consideration violate women, it asks whether the materials violate
Canadian contemporary community standards .... The community
standard test was designed to avoid ci¡cumstances in which judges
had to rely on their own personal tastes or on conventional moralist
standards to determine whether something was obscene.

The Canadian courts continued to rely on the ,community stanclards' test

established in R. v. Brodie (1962) and R. v. Dominio¡t News and Gifts Ltd. (1963)

in which its effectiveness for verifying the 'obscenity' of a given publication was

asserted before the courts (Cole 1989:70). At this juncture, case law established

that 'obscenity' was to be adjudicated on the basis of "undue exploitation of sex',

with "undueness" measured in acco¡dance with a judicial determination of

"community standards"; standards which are subject to transformation over time.

The "community standatd" test for the "undue" exploitation of sex ,,... required a

judge to articulate a 'general instinctive sense of what is decent and what is

indecent"' (Busby 1993:2).
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Feminist StrategieslResponses to the Stste

Feminists have noted that judicial interpretations of the community

standards test results in uneven apprìcation of the raw. Given that the community

standards are still very much defined from within a hetero-patriarchal framework

(wherein Faditional notions of 'fam y' and rerigious morarity supersede feminist

egalitarian vaJues), the law continues to give the male-dominated courts the

authority to suppress material that fails to confo¡m to the community standards of

society; standa_rds that, ironically, judges are given the power to define.

In the seventies and eighties, pornography was an issue that precipitated

considerable outrage and action on the part of women's organizations. Many

women's groups - info¡med by social sc.ientific and personal evidence linking

pornography to violence in women's lives - conducted workshops and participated

in many consciousness raising activities and argued fo¡ the need to eriminate or

at least control the amounr of violent and degrading pomography in Canada. This

section outlines the continuing attempts by the state to define ,obscenity, in

criminal law and the responses by Canadian feminist groups to such legislative

intervention. Cole (1989:70) notes that:

The history of criminal obscenity litigation is, in many ways, the
history of how women's reproductive self-determination and
sexuality have been repressed. Since thei¡ fi¡st enactment, Canada,s
obscenity provisions have been used to tegulate infon¡ation on
birth control, abortion, women's sexuality, altemative sexualities
and dissident politics.

This awa¡eness - coupled with the state's blatant suppression of gay, lesbian and

feminist materials and its irnplicit support of hete¡osexual pomography _
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contributed to the growing dissatisfaction âmongst many progressive organizations

by the early 1980s. In particurar, the fo¡mar crirninal charge against the owner of

Pages bookstore in Toronto for a window display created by a feminist att

collective in 1985 demonstrated that "... sexual representations designed to

challenge sexist social norms violate community standa¡ds,, (Cole 19g9:75).r7

More specifically, the purpose of this section is to illustrate and contextualize this

history by focusing on the struggle between women's organizations and the state

over the regulation of pornography through contemporary ,obscenity, legislation;

in short, to historicize its cunent form.

According to Cole (1989:72), the late 70s and early gOs were years in

which a new discourse developed around the meaning of pomography, informed

in part by a growing awareness of the power of the pornography industry.

According to Cote (1989:70-71):

Against all the powerful currents driving these new legal initiatives,
feminists began to add their voices and opinions to the discourse.
This movement began with the declaration that pomography harrns
women in very specific and particular *ays, and that those harms
are different from whatever harms have naditionally been
associated with obscenity. Instead of focusing on the effects that
pornography has on public moral behaviours, public orde¡ and
speech, or on the way pomography leads to nebulous notions like
"corruption" or "depravity,,, feminists began to talk about how
pornography harms women, both directly and indirectly.

ln 1977, Women Against Violence Against Women (WAVAW) was

formed by women in Toronto with the support of the Rape Crisis Centre of

ù 
..R. 

I Esther Bogto and Marc Glassntan O,ìt. p¡ov, Court, Nov 26,27 1985. Judge Sidney Harrispresidi¡g (uffeporred) (Cole I 989: I 76),
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Toronto. The mandate of the group was to analyze the law dealing with the

regulation of pornography (Lacombe lggg). It was evident that the law and its

agents of enforcement were incapable of controlling pomography, since

pornography was flourishing in ca¡ada. ch'd¡en were being used in its

production without penalty, and violent and degrading pornography was

increasingly available in the markeþlace (Cole 19g9).

In response to the feminist analysis of pornography and state sanctionecl

control of sexuality - generated in part by the members of wAVAW _ Ron

Basford, the Ministe¡ of Justice for the conservative government, introduced Bilr

c-51 in 1978' Bill c-51 was an omnibus b'l that introduced amendments ro those

sections of the Criminal Code, the Ca¡ndia, Evidence Act, and the parole Act

(Canadian Advisory Council on the Starus of Women 197g) dealing ,,... with rape,

prostitution, parental kidnapping, ch d abuse, loan sharking, altemative sentencing,

and a number of other matters dealing with the trial process" (Lacombe 19gg:4g).

In addition, the Bill proposed specific amendments to ,,... the crintinal code to

make the production and distribution of material depicting obscene acts invorving

child¡en an offense punishable by ten years in jail,, (Lacombe 19gg:47). The bill

included the following definirion of obscenity:

Subsection 159(8) of the said Act is repealed and the following
substituted therefor:

(8) For the purposes of this Act, a matter or thing is obscene where

(a) a dominant characte¡istic of the matte¡ or thing is
the undue exploitation of sex, violence, crime, horior,
cruelty or the undue degradation of the human person; o¡
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(b) the matte.r or thing unduly depicts a rotally or
partially nude child

(Ð engaged or participating in an act or
simulated act of masturbation, sexual intercourse,
gross indecency, buggery or bestiality; or

(iÐ unduly displaying any portion of his or her
body in a sexually suggestive matter.

(9) In this section, "child,'means a person who is or appears to
be under the age of sixteen years.

The Canadian Advisory Council on the Sratus of Women (CACSW) report

released in 1978 affurned the definition of obscenity advanced by the state.

Nevertheless, the authors doubted that this definition would prove any more

effective in practice than rhe existing legislation (197g:3). This b l fa ed to

become law when it died on the Older paper because of a change in government.

In 1981, the Liberal Justice Minister Jean Chretien proposed similar

legislative changes as those introduced in B I c-51 in an attempt to deal with

"kiddie porn." According to Lacombe (19gg:4g), these changes were eventually

withd¡awn because more effort was di¡ected at reforming canada,s antediluvian

rape Iaw.28 Following these unsuccessful attempts to define obscenity through

legislative amendrnent, two major federar committees were struck to ilvestigate

pornography and prostitution. The F¡aser committee was provided with a

mandate from the federal government to review obscenity legislation, and the

Badgley committee on sexuar offenses Against children and youths was

- 
2 This eventua'y curminated in lhe repeal of the old rape rarv and the addirion of three new categoriesof "sexual assault" in I983.
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established to look into the harmful effects of pomography and prostitution.

Between i983 and 19g5, both committees travelled to each province in the

country listening to submissions from various agencies and women,s

organizations The Badgrey committee submitted its report to parliament in 1gg4,

and the F¡aser committee submitted its report to pa¡liament in 1gg5. In their

reply to the Fraser committee Report, the Nationar Association of women and the

Law (NAWL, 1985) asserted that the recommendations of the Fraser committee

established a sound basis for future legisìation. NAWL accepted the

recommendations of the F¡aser committee, provided that the modifications thev

suggested were to be included in future draft Iegislation.

Meanwhile, back in the courtrooms, judges were beginning to abso¡b the

feminist assel.tion that pornography causes real ha¡m to women. For example, in

1983, in R. v. Doug Rankine and Act III Video,zs Borins, J. ,,hande<i down a

judgment in an obscenity trial that made it prain that the grassroots feminisr

organizing and the development of feminist critiques of the law had made an

impression" (Cole 1989:72). Mahoney (19g4:62) argues:

The Rsnkine case represents the first time a canadian court has
exami¡ed an alegedly obsc-ene depìction specifically from the poinrof view of the victims of the sexual uüur., ,utlir. than of the
sensibilities of the observers. Mr. Justice Borins, howeve¡, still
maintained that a high degree of explicit sex is obscene.

similarly, in R. v. Ramsingh3, the recognition of ha¡m rather than sexuar

A R. v. Doug Rankine and Act III Video 1983 9 C.C.C, (3d) 53 (Onr. Cry. Cr.)

!0 R. t'. Ransinlh lg}4 t4 C.C.C (3d) 230 (Man. e.B.)
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explicitness was characterized as obscene:

While Borins J. would require that sex and violence be
accompanied by degradation and dehumanization in order to f,ind
depictions obscene, Ferg J. in Ransing¿ suggested that degradation
and dehumanization alone could be obscene.

A few years later in R. v. wagneft the generar principres set forth in Rankine

and Ramsingh and were again articulated with significant new considerations.

According to Mahoney (1984:62-63):

In his analysis of the meaning of ,'undue exploitation of sex",
Shannon J. of rhe Alberta Court of eueen's Bench distinguished
three different types of sexually explicit material: violenì, non_
violent but degrading and dehumanizing, and erotica. He described
the three categories in detail, providing examples of each, and held
that the Canadian community will tolerate erotica, but not material
falling into the other two categories. Unlike Borins J. in Rankíne,
Shannon J. was of the opinion that explicit sex per se is not
obscene. He said that "[i]t is the message that counts, not the
degree of explìcitness". By emphasizing "the message", the Court
is saying that the context of the sexual depictions is the paramount
consideration.

Moreover, shannon J. held that, due to the social harm caused by sexually violent

or degrading and,/or dehumanizing pomography, tl.te Crimínal Corle provisions

proscribing 'obscenity' do not infringe upon the freedom of expression guarantee

in The Charter of Righx and Frcedonts (Mahoney l9B4),

According ro Women's tægal Education and Action Fund (LEAF 1991:g),

in Tov,ne Cinenta Theatres t'. The eueen, the court acknowledged that the

violence in - and therefore the hann of - pornography constituted "undue

exploitation of sex" without concern for community standards, thereby inrplicitly

tt R. v.lVagner (un¡eporred Alta. e.8., 16 Jan. l9B5)
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stating that the objective of secrion 163(8) is the avoidance of ha¡m.32 while,

according to Mahoney (1984:63), judiciar acknowledgment of violence in

obscenity was rare, it appears that by this point in the deveropment of canadian

case law the existence of violence in pornography constituted ha¡m and therefo¡e

obscenity. The principre of social ha¡m seems to have supplanted the notion that

sexual explicitness p¿r s¿ constituted a jud.icial determination of obscenity

(Mahoney 1984).

In June of 1986, following the submission of the F¡aser Report, Bill C_114

was introduced to Parliament by the Minister of Justice, John crosbie. Bill c-114

introduced encyclopedic amendments to the criminar cod¿. Rhodes (19gg:134)

notes:

Since the Fraser Committee Report, the Conservative government has
made repeated efforts to i¡troduce amendments to the Criminal Code
which would eliminate the vagueness of the cunent wording and explicitly
define the types of activities which, if depicted, could be censored.

An exhaustive definition of 'obscenity' - specifically ,pomography, _ was

proposed for the new legislation. For example, degrading pornography was

defined in Bill C-114 as

any pornography that shows defecation, uriration, ejaculation or
expectoration by one person onto another, lactation, menstruation,
penetralion of a bodily orifice with an object, one person treating
himself [sic] or another animal or object, an act of bondage or an]
act in which one person attempts to degrade himself or another. 

-

Pornography was defined as "any visual matter showing vaginal, anal, or oral

. . " This is-an imporrant recognition because until this decision, presurnably if the cornmunity wourd
'rolerate' ¡¡erì's desire to måsturbâte to picrures of women being sexuaìry brutarized, then any such practices
were acceptable ¡egardless of 0tei¡ ha¡m to women.
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intercourse, ejaculation, sexually violent behaviour, bestiality, incest, necrophilia,

maslurbation or other activity." Pornography that shows physical harm was

defined as "any pomography that shows a person in the act of causing or

attempting to cause actual or simulated perrnanent or extended impairment of the

body of any person or of its functions." Finally, sexually violent behaviour was

defined as "sexual assault and any behaviour shown for the apparent purpose of

causing sexual gatification to or stimulation of the viewer, in which physical pain

is inflicted or appa¡ently inflicted on a person by another person or by the person

himself." Further, the bill contained a number of supplementa-ry tecornmendations

regarding the sale and distribution of pornography in addition to provisions

regarding defence of artistic and/or education merit.

This bill was c¡iricized by feminists fo¡ its ridiculously broad definition of

pornography. In response, the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of

Women (1986) submiued A Critique of Bill C-l l4 as proposed Legislation on

Pornography to the legislative committee reviewing the proposed legislation on

pornography. The purpose of this paper was to provide the committee with a

feminist analysis and critique of the proposed legislative amendments. In essence,

CACSW provided the committee with an evaluation of Bill C- 1 14 based on

feminist principles of non-violence, equality, and women's right to freedorn and

privacy. Th¡ee criteria for a feminist evaluation of pomography legislation flow

from these themes (CACSW 1986):

Han¡ - does the legislation prcvent hann to women, child¡en and
society at large?
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Healthy sexuality - does the legislation allow for an appreciation ofhealthy
adult sexuality?

Equality - does the legislation respect the legal, social and economic
equality of women?

Working with the concepr of harm, CACSW provided a th_ree-tiered approach to

the ha¡m caused by pornography.33 First, pomography is understood to

undermine the tenets of a democratic society with its "propaganda of misogyny"

and is therefore considered honnful to society as a whole. Second, pomography

is considered to precipitate "generalized,' hatm to wonrcn as a group because it

presents women as sexual objects desirous of sexual humiliation and/or sexual

violence, thereby undermining women's equality and social esteem. Third, the

production, distribution and consumption of pornography engenders physical and

psychological harnt to wonten and children who labour in the pornography

industt'y a¡td to v,onte, and childre^ who arrc coerced into acting oLtt its script.

Bill C-114 failed to become law. However, the public dissatisfaction with

the existing C¡iminal Code provisions governing the regulation of pomography

made it impossible for the government to let the issue rest (Cole 19g9). The

following year, therefore, the government introduced Bill C-54; a bill tliat

delivered essentially the same laundry list approach to defining pomography as the

earlier d¡aft legislation (Cole 1989:77). This bill was again meanr to replace

cunent provisions in the Criminal Code under,,Offenses Tending to Comrpt

33.In my vierv tlìis three tiered approach to harm is reflected in the LEAF factu¡¡, and if is an approach
agreed upon generally by the Canadian femilist comrnunity.
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Morals" that define 'obscenity,' and to replace them with a definition that

diffe¡entiates between 'erotica' and 'pornography.' Erotica was defined in Bill c-

54 as:

any visual matter a dominant characteristic of which is the
depiction, in a sexual context or for the purpose of the sexual
stimulation of the viewer, of the human sexual organ, a female
breast or the human anal region;

Pornography was defined in Bill C-54 as:

(a) any visual matter that shows

(i) sexual conduct that is refened to in any of
subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) and that involves or is conducted
in the presence of a person who is, or is depicted as being
or appears to be, under the age of eighteen years, or the
exhibition, for the sexual pulpose, of a human sexual organ,
a female breast or the human anal region of, or in the
presence of, a person who is, or is depicted as being or
appeats to be, under the age of eighteen years,
(ii) a person causing, attempting to cause or appearing to
cause, in a sexual context, permanent or extendecl
impairment of the body or bodily functions of that person
or any other person,
(iii) sexually violent conduct, including sexual assault and
any conducr in which physical pain is inflicted or
apparently inflicted on a person by that person or any other
person in a sexual context,
(iv) a degrading act in a sexual context, including an act by
which one person treats that person or any other person as
an animal or object, engages in an act of bondage,
penetrates with an object the vagina or the anus of that
person or any other person or defecates, urinates ol.
ejaculates onto another person, whether ot not the other
person appears to be consenting to any such degrading act,
or lactation or mensÍuation in a sexual context,
(v) bestiality, incest or necrophilia, or
(vi) masturbation or ejaculation not refened to in
subparagraph (iv) or vaginaì, anal, or oral intercourse, or

(b) any matter or commercial communication that incites, promotes,
encourages or advocates any conduct refened to in any
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subpara$aphs (a)(i) to (v);

In addition, any person who deals in pornography is considered guilty of an

offense punishable either on summary conviction or by indictment.34 Indictable

offenses a¡e liable to prison terms anywhere from five to ten years based on the

subject matter for which the person dealing in pornography is charged. The

defence of a¡tistic merit, and educational, scientific or medical purposes are

included.3s This bill also c¡iminalizes the use of children þersons under the age

of 18) in pomography or theatrical performances punishable by up to ten years

imprisonment unless the defendant can show the court that they "took all

reasonable steps to ensure that no person in the matter or communication, was

depicted as being, appeared to be or was described as being under the age of

eighteen years." Finally, Bill C-54 proposed that possession of child pomography

be considered a criminal offence punishable by sumrnary conviction.

Amid the expressions of disapproval voiced by ,'numerous groups in

Canada representing a range of interests,', (Rhodes 19gg:133) CACSW (19Sg)

responded once again to the govemment's proposal with a re-articulation of their

reco¡¡mendations for pornography legislation outlined in thei¡ 19g6 critique of

8il1-i14.36 The National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC) also

! For the purposes of llis bill "a person deals in pornography if tie person imports, makes, prints,
publjshes, broadcasts, distsibutes, possesses for tle purpose of dist¡ibution, sers, rents, offers to se or rent,
receives fo¡ sale or rental, possesses for the pr.'pose of sare or rental or displays, in a rvay that is visibre to
a mernber of the public in a public place, the pomography,"

15 These provisions, horvever' were viewed as highry probremaric because they were reverse onus. This
places the responsibility on the accused, ¡ather Lhan the state, to prove the aristic, educarionaÌ, scie¡rtific or
¡nedical merit of the material (NAC 1988).

tu A detailed descriplion of the response articurated by CACSW is unnec€ssâry here given tÌÌat the
essentiâl point is that the government's p¡oposals continued to fa sho¡t of the expectations of canadian
women's organizations such as CACSW a¡d NAC,
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responded to the proposed legislation, NAC submitted their Brief to the House

of contntons Justice contmittee on B r c-54 in which they rejected the

"legislation as neither an effective nor an appropriate means of dealing with

pornography" (NAC 1988:1). The following sratement in NAC's brief provides

a good summary of the positions espoused by women's organizations across

Canada:

Some N.A.C. member groups support the use of the
Criminal Code to address the harm pornography poses to
Canadians. These groups endorse the use of the state'i gr"atest
legal sanction - the Criminal Code - as the most appropriàte and
effective response to porno$aphy.

Other groups do not believe that criminal sanctions are the
most effective means of controlling the use and proliferation of
pornography, nor the most appropriate way of redressing the harm
pornography causes. Instead, many of these groups support the
development and implementation of civil remedies _ iuch as
municipal by-laws, film and video classification, human rights
legislation and the creation of a statutory right of action based on
the harm inflicted by pomography.

Still other groups see a combination of civil rcmedies and
criminal sanctions as being the most effective means of controlling
pornography (1988:3).

On behalf of its member groups, NAC argued rhar Bill C_54 was a

"superficial and simplistic legislative response," and submitted ,'four criteria

essential for any legislative response to pomography,,:

1) That any legislation focus on violence tather than sex acts;2) That legislation not affect the distribution of sex educarion
materials to people under 1g;

3) That legislation not reinforce heterosexism and thereby
discriminate against lesbians and gays and thar;4) Any legislation put the onus on the Crown to prove that
material charged does not have educational or artistic merit
rather than placing the onus on the artist or educator to
prove rhar it does. (NAC 19gg:4)
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According to NAC's brief, Bill c-54 fails to meet any of these crite¡ia.

Similarly, it fails to address the fundamental harm of pomography. NAC

identified pornography as ,'... integrally connected to the economic, social,

cultural, legal and political inequalities women currenrly face,, (19gg:g). As a

result, NAC ¡ecommended that a grcater focus be praced on providing resources

for a full range of services and programs for incest suwivors, battered women and

rape victims, in addition to media literacy education, job training and re-training

for women, and affi¡mative action programs. Finally, NAC suggested that the

governrnent not limit itself to crimÌnal code amendments and encouraged the

committee "... to further investigate va¡ious arternative civil remedies to

pornography and encourage the government to further explore the enactment of

such legislation as a positive step towards redressing the harms posed by

pornography" (1988:8). Bill c-54 fa ed to become raw as an election was called

before the bill could properly pass.

In my estimation, the feminist strategies fo¡ ¡eform of the obscenity larv

can be cha¡acterized by a lack of strategy. The responses to the va¡ious bins put

forward by the govemment and the numerous submissions to the Fraser

Committee appear to be responses without a specific or coherent strategic

agenda.37 This was due, in part, to the feminist dissensus as to how to deal with

pornography. Issues such as abortion and rape law ¡eform were immediate issues

upon which we could achieve consensus and, consequently, could be strategizecl

17 Rhodes (1988:134) notes thaf ¡nost of the sub¡nissions to the Fraser corn¡nittee ,',..provided 
an

emotional purge for all women who a¡e sickened by the extent of yiolent and degradi'g pornogruphy, tut f"rri
atte¡¡pted to address Ihe specifics of Iaw reform,,,
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more easily and effectively than the divisive issue of pomography. Nevertheless,

\ryhat can be drawn out from the above discussion _ and, indeed, from much of the

feminist legal theory on pornography, the subsequent response to the va¡ious bills,

and precedent setting court decisions - is the concept of lldrn. As Mahoney (19g4)

argues, the courts have shifted their understanding of hæm f¡om a conservative

position, which understands obscenity as a ha¡m that threatens the organizational

structure of society, to an understanding of harrn from a liberal position, which

understands the censorship of 'obscenity' itserf as ha¡m to society because it

inhibits free expression. Therefo¡e, the courts see their role as one of determining

whether the ha¡m caused by censorship is greater than the harm caused by

'obscenity' to individual members of society. In order to contextuarize the

feminist principle of harm articulated in Butler, it is necessary to outline the

conservative and liberal conceptions of harm as these principres are expressed

through the legal regulation of .obscenity.'

Consemative, Liberal and Feminist Notions of Hann:

From a conservative point of view, sexually explicit materials are

intrinsically immoral and are judged harmful on that basis. Beneath this

conclusion of the inherent immorality of sexually explicit material ,,... is an

assessment of whether o¡ not the materiar poses a threat to the organizationar

structure of society and its institutions (Mahoney l9g4:37). Hence, the

conservative approach to obscenity regulation focuses on the preservation of
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society in general ftom the com,rpting influences of sexually explicit material.

According to Mahoney (1984:44):

... the conservative morality creates and advocates what is to many
an unacceptable sexual ethic, one that asks the law to subordinate
sex to procreation and condemn all sexual interaction outside
marriage. Sexual morality is seen by conservatives as the ,,glue,,

holding together the ¡est of the structure of society.

Rather than the content of the sexuar inte¡action depicted, it is the expression of

sexuality itself that threatens the integrity of the social sffucture. Thus, legal

restrictions are placed on sexuany expricit material because of the harm that it

causes to the social order.

The liberal approach to harm is simila¡ to the conservative approach to the

regulation of'obscenity' in that a concern is with the ha¡m caused to a democratic

society if 'obscene' - or for that matter any - materiars are censored. unlike the

conservative approach, however, the liberal morality underlying a conception of

ha¡m does not concern itself with the inherent cha¡acter of the sexualry explicit

material to be banned "... but rather asks whether more ha¡m will be caused by

banning it than by perrnitting its pubrication" (r\4ahoney i9g4:37-3g). The riberar

position focuses on the suppression of any material as harmfur because of its

potential for eroding the fundamentar freedom of expression (right to political

dissent) upon which a democratic society is based. The harm caused by

censorship is weighed against the hann the expunged materials cause to an

individual. so long as the materiar in question does not cause direct ha¡m to the

indiviclual, liberal ethics encourage its unrestricted expression (Mahoney 19g4:3g).
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For example, the canadian civil Liberties Association and the Manitoba

Associafion for Rights and Liberties argued in their "Factum of the Intervenors"

in Butler that:

Freedom of expression is fundamental to a free and democratic
society because a diversity of thoughts, opinions and beliefs is
prized for its inherent value to both the community and the
individual. Freedom of expression has been said to be the
"indispensable condition of nearly every other form of freedom,,
and as being "little less vital ro ma¡'s [sic] mind and spirit than
breathing is to his [sic] physical existence". Indeed it has been
said that it is difficult ro imagine a guaranteed right which is more
important to democratic society than freedom oiexpression.

Moreove¡, these liberal organizations state that:

The guarantee of freedom of expression ensures that it is the
individual and not the government that decides which of the
diversity of thoughts, opinions and beliefs the individual accepts,
listens to or believes. The freedom is a manifestation of the beìiei
that individuals can only be creative, realize thei¡ individual
potential and be intellectually robust if they are free to choose from
the widest diversity of thoughts, opinions and beliefs no matter
how unpopular, distasteful and contrary to the mai¡stream. An
integral part of realizing ones potential is the freedom to define the
terms of that potential. 1/ rs only if indittíduals hqt¡e these f,.eedonts
that the stqte and its institutions will remain robust and. fr.ee. The
alternative is tyranny, conformity, irrotionality and stagnation for
both indit¡iduals and the stare. (1992:3; my emphasis)

Unfettered freedom of expression is the linchpin of a liberal morality that

underlies the regulation of ,obscenity'.3s 
Recently, however, the courts have

asserted that 'obscenity' does not constitute protected speech. For example:

The British Columbia County Courr in R. v. Red Hot Video Ltd.
held that subsecrions 159(1) and (g) of the Crimínal Code, which

^ 
3s This reflects-rhe courts inherently male srandpoinr. They view Ihe har¡n in pomography from the point

of view of ¡¡en's freedorn to masrürbate rather tran the women's har¡r, obscenity regulation is sirnilar ilthis sense 1o judges' inte¡pretation of rape - the harm is ahvays ha¡¡n for the rapist ralhe¡ tha¡ the woman,
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make it an offence to distribute obscene matter and which define
obscenity, do not offend the guarantee of freedom of expression in
subsection 2(b) of the Charter. The Cou¡t further held that section
159 could not be said to be vague, broad or un¡easonable. More
recently, the Manitoba Court of eueen,s Bench in R. v. Ramsingh
held that section 159 of the Criminal Cod¿ represents a reasonable
limitation prescribed by law and that can be dãmonstrably justified
in a free and democratic society within the meaning oisection I
of The Charter. The Court said that the purpose of iection 159 is
to protect society generally and that it is not unreasonable for a
democratic society to impose some limits on what can be viewed,
such as child pornography or sex with violence and hor¡or.
(Mahoney t984:46-47)

Both the conservative and liberal evaluations of pornography fail to take

account of the harms of poinography observed by feminists. By focusing on the

harm caused by pornography to the social order, or on the direct injury caused to

individuals respectively, both conservative and liberar perspectives overrook three

specific ways in which pornography causes harm: social harm, harm to women

and children generally, and harm to the participants in pomo$aphy. Ir is to this

conceptualization of harm that I now tum to bring the discussion to an analysis

of the Butler decision. Accordingly, for the remainder of this Chapter, I discuss

a feminist analysis of harm.

In contrast to liberals and conservatives, feminist legal scholars have

developed a distinct understanding of the concept of harm; a concept rooted in

women's experience ofharm (Howe 1990; Mahoney 19g4). The concept of harm

flows as a common theme throughout feminist writing on pomography and is a

concept which feminist organizations such as LEAF struggled to have legally

recognized n Butler. underrying the feminist philosophy of har¡n is a feminist
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conception of moratty; a concept that is informed by the principles of equatity,

non-violence and women's right to self-determi¡ation.

From a feminist point of view, sexual explicitness Der se is not inherently

immoral. The defining characteristic of immorality is the causation of ha¡m to

another human being. Feminist philosopher Helen Longino (19g0:41) explains:

What is immoral is behaviour which causes injury to or violation
of another pe¡son or people. Such injury may be physical or it
may be psychological. To cause pair to another, to lie to another,
to hinder another in the exercise of her or his rights, to exploit
another, to degrade another, to misrepresent and slander anothe¡ are
instances of immoral behaviour. Masturbation or engaging
voluntadly in sexual intercourse with another consenting adutt of
the same or of the other sex, as long as neither injury nor violation
of either individual or another is involved, are not immoral. Some
sexual behaviour is morally objectionable, but not because of its
sexual cha¡acte¡. Thus, adultery is immoral not because it involves
sexual intercourse with someone to whom one is not legally
mar¡ied, but because it involves breaking a promise (of sexual and
emotional fidelity to one's spouse). Sadistic, abusive, or forced sex
is immoral because it injures and violates another.

In short, according to Longino (1980:42), ,,pornography is immoral because it is

ha¡mful to people. "

Flowing from a harms-based conceptualization of pornography is an

articulation of the scope of ha¡m engender.ed by pornographic practices.

Pornography has been identified as causing ha¡m in three specific ways. The

following discussion summa¡izes this three tiered approach to harm.
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Three Tiered Approøch to Hørm:

Haì'n lo Sociery:

Feminists argue that pornography causes harm to society as a for¡n of hate

propaganda. Such propaganda advocates distorted images of women,s (and

men's) sexuality. Because of the distortion of sexuality through hatred, "[s]ociety

suffers ha¡m because hat¡ed contributes to the destruction of a free and democratic

society." The hatred encouraged by pornography undermines the principles of

equality integral to a democraric society (Mahone y 19g4:54). pomography causes

harm to society by promoting the ideorogy of women's sexual servitude as our

paramount life ambition.

Harm to Women and Chitdren;

In addition to the social consequences reproduced by pornography,

feminists argue that the mass production, ci¡culation and consumption of

pornography conttibutes to and encourages abusive and exploitative attitudes

toward - and practices against - women and child¡en. According to Mahoney

(1984:51):

The har¡n it causes is public, generalized harm _ the degradation of
women as a class, resulting i¡ assaults on institr¡tions, values and
practices ¡elating to marriage, privacy, employment and the family,
in a way not envisioned by mate moralisti. Many women's goais,
such as greater participation in public life, equal pay for work of
equal value and daycare, a¡e that much more difficult to achieve
when female credibility is assaulted on such a massive scale.

The influence of pornography on the social valuation of women and ch dren

constructs barriers to women's and child¡en's equal participation i¡ all spheres of
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social activity. Moreover, women are harmed when they are coerced by their

sexual pa¡tners into performing the sexual practices endorsed in and by the

pornographic mate¡ials their partners consume @ar.y 1979; Cole 19g9; Jones

1980; Russell 1980).

Harm to Partic¡pants:

The institutionalized harm caused by pornography can be distinguishecr

from the personalized harm caused to \.vomen and ch d¡en by the production and

consumption of pomographic material. The women and children photographed to

create the pomographic images - images they are forced to portray by the men

(and sometimes women) who conh'ol the industry - are physicany and emotionalry

injured (Lederer 1980). "unlike hair dyes and cigareces, rhe items consumed in

pornography are not inanimate objects but live women and child¡en who are

degraded and abused in the process" (Rush 1980:g0). The practices engaged in

by pornographers who employ3e women and children fo¡ the manufacture of

pornographic images cause these women and children real social and

psychological injury (læderer 1980).

In this section, I have illustrated the connection between obscenity

legislation and social power. Historically, obscenity legislation has been regulated

on the basis of its threat to power; regulation that was in turn justified by

reference to religious morality. More recently, violent obscenity has - at times -

been proscribed on the basis of the harm it does to women. Therefore, we have

- 
3e I use the rern 'employ' loosely here because women and especialy children ofte¡ fair to obtai¡

adequale wages fo¡ thei¡ rvo¡k in ûle se)r ûade,
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seen a partial shift in the legal understanding of obscenity as harm in feminist

terms. Governments have been particularly unsuccessful in their attempt to refonn

obscenity law. However, through particularly progressive precedent setting cases,

the test for obscenity has evolved over time to account for the feminist critique.

In the following chapter, I outline the Supreme Cou¡t decision in Butler. This

description is integrated with my discussion of LEAF's intervention in this case.

Finally, I provide a socialist feminist analysis of the Butler decision along with

ceftain concems relevant to the application of obscenity law post Butler.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Batler Decision

ln R. v Butler, the Supreme Court of Canada considered whether section

163 of the crimínal code viorated the freedom of expression guanntee in The

Charter of Rights and Freedonts, and provided a new comprehensive

interpretation of section 163(8)of the criminat coct.e. The events that precipitated

this case began in August of 1987 when winnipeg police seized the entire

inventory of a pornography video store owned by Donald Victor Butler who,

along with an employee, were charged with about 250 violations of the críntinal

Code for possessing and exposing ,obscene' material for the purposes of

distribution and sale, "Most of the seized materials were sexually explicit videos

or magazines for heterosexual men; a small number involved gay men', (Busby

1993:1). Butle¡ was subsequently convicted on eight of those charges and

acquitted of the remaining charges. In 1989, however, following the Crown,s

appeal of this ruling, the Manitoba Court of Appeal overturned the original

decision and convicted Butler on ar counts. At this juncture, Butler's rawyers

appealed to the Supreme Court, arguing that section 163 of the Criminal Code

infringes on freedom of expression thereby violating section 2(b)a0 of the

Charter. The Supreme Court rejected the ruling by the Court of Appeal,

reinteryreted secrion 163(8) of the crimínul code, and ordered a new trial for

- 
{ section 2(b) of the charter guarantees "freedom of thought, beliel opinion and exprcssion, including

freedom of the press and othe¡ media of communication.,,
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Butle¡.

The Butler case is significant in that it represents the first instance where

the Supreme Court of Canada interpreted and applied section 163(g) of the

críntinal code in light of the provisions contained in the charter. In the previous

chapter, I argued that the inconsistent interpretatio n of criminal code,obscenity,

provisions belore the Butler decision resulted i¡ an uneven application of the law.

In this chapter, I discuss the legal strategy of the Women,s Legal Eclucation and

Action Fund (LEAF). As LEAF is, in my view, the onry feninist organization

granted intervener status in Butler, I focus exclusively on the afgument they

presented to the supreme court. The Butle'decision is then evaluated according

to the criteria suggested by Cole (1989) outlined in Chapter Two. Finally, I

develop a socialist feminist analysis of the outcome of this case in terms of its

potential to effect meaningful social change.

The Wonten's Legal Education and Actiott Fu¡td:

The Women's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) is a national

feminist organization that participates in litigation to educate and compel canadian

courts to interpret and apply Charter provisions in such a way so as to promote

social justice and equality. LEAF and other equality seeking organizations argue

that the chartet' must be interpretecl in accordance with the purposes of section

15 and section 28. The charter's equality rights provisions - sections 15 and2g -

guarantee:
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15.(1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has
the right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law
without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination
based on tace, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age
or menral or physical disability. (2) Subsection (i) does not
preclude any law, program or activity that has as its object the
amelio¡ation of conditions of disadvantaged individuals oi groups
including those that are disadvantaged because of ¡ace, national ãr
ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical
disability.

28. Notwithstanding anything in this Charrer, the rights and
freedoms referred to in it are guaranteed equally to male and
female persons.

Orton (1990:8-9) argues rhat:

The legislative purpose of section 15 can be discerned from both
its language and history, which make it clear that section 15 was
intended to continue the guarantees of equal access to justice found
in the Canadian Bill of Rights (equality befo¡e the láw and equal
protection of the law), and, importantly, to go further to provide for
substantive equality (equality under the law and equal benefit of
the law). In particular, the history of rhe Charter's guarantees of
substantive equality demonstrates that section 15 was intended to
benefit individuals and groups which historically have had unequal
access to social and economic resources, either because of di¡ect
discrimination or because of the adverse effects of apparently
'neutral' forms of social organization.

Accordingly, LEAF's approach to Ch(n.ter litigation is purposive. For LEAF

members, equality is measured in terms of the impact legal intervention has on the

condition of women's social status. LEAF advocates equality of ¡esult,

recognizing that women's social condition of inequality demands that the courts

interpret the overarching equality mandate of the chartet in such a way that the

outcolne ofjudicial decisions contributes to the advancement of women,s equality.

In her study of rhe development of LEAF, Sherene Razack (199I:12)
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wdtes that the rùy'omen's Legar Education and Action Fund "... emerged from the

historical context of Canadian women organizing ir the early i9g0s for

constitutional guarantees of sex equality." The specific planning for the bi¡h of

LEAF began in August of 1984, nine months before section 15 of the cha¡ter of

Rights and Freedoms would come into effect (Razack 1991:46). LEAF was

organized due to a concern over how judiciar interpretations of the new section

15 would affect women's equaliry rights, particularly since most male cha¡ter

expefts failed not only to examine constitutional issues from women's point of

view, indeed, they "... seemed to have ignored the entfue history of women,s

constitutional lobby" (Razack 1991:37). Similarly, Orron (1990:g) nores:

Canadian women also knew that the concept of equality and
legislated equality guarantees have been interpieted in â variety of
ways by theorists and judicial decision make¡s over history and
a_round the world, with results that have often reinforced rather than
relieved the disadvantages of women and minorities. Therefore,
just as imporønt as obtaining the Chortù guarantees is the
participation of women and other equality seekers in the judicial
process of interpreting and applying Íhe Chat.tet.,s equality
guarantees. The Women's Legal Education and Action Fund
(LEAF), working with other equality seeking groups, has played an
active role in developing and advocating an approãch to section 15
that would make the legal right to sex equality effective in
achieving sex equality in Canadian life.

Hence, LEAF's mandate is to agitate for substantive equality by

encouraging "... a society in which the hitherto powerless, excludecl, and

disadvantaged enjoy the valued social interests (such as dignity, respect, access to

Íesources, physical security, membership in community, and power) available to

the powerful and advantaged" (Orton 1990:9). Moreover, LEAF argues that in
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order to ptomote sex equality in Canadian life, the courts ,,... must reject laws ancl

practices that reinfo¡ce and shape women's disadvantage, and support laws and

practices that promote for women the equal enjoyment of va.lued social interests

that have historically been availabre to men" (orton 1990: l0). LEAF members

¡ealize that equality must be engineered so that women and other disadvantaged

members of society are not onry Íeated as equals before the raw, but that the

outcome of that treatment w l be equarity of condition rather than perpetuated

inequality. LEAF is informed by the insight that too often the law treats unequals

as equals thereby perpetuating inequality; that inequality results when women are

treated the same as men. Accordingly, "LEAF's mandate is to promote equality

through challenges to laws and practices that contribute to systematic or

institutional inequalities" @usby 1993:2).

As a political public interest organization, LEAF,s intervention in the

judicial process is cha¡acte¡istic ofwhat Hunt (1990:31g) refers to as an important

feature of the modern politics of law: "self conscious selection and pursuit of test

cases .'. marks out one of the important cha¡acteristics of the public interest raw

movelnent." As a feminist pubric interest organization committed to furthering

women's subsrantive equality through legal suuggle, LEAF's participation in

Btuler (and many other cases cha¡acterized, as charter cha enges) is lustrative

of contemporary feminist counter-hegemonic politics. As an equality seeking

organization, LEAF is attempting to promote not only equality but social justice

and, in the process, transfo¡m judicial practice(s). Accordingly, LEAF,s
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intervention in Butler was consonant with its goals as an equality seeking

organization. In the following section, I outline the aim of LEAF's intervention

in the Butler case. The purpose of this section is to provide a context for the

arguments LEAF presented to the supreme court, which follow a discussion of

LEAF's aims in Butler.

LEAF's Aims in Butlcr:

In the spirit of advancing women's equality, LEAF intervened in R, y.

Butler.at Busby (1993:6) suggests that LEAF participated in litigation on

pornography because it provided the opportunity to "deliver an important social

and political message" and to voice a feminist legal opinion "on the relationship

between sexual subordination, sexual violence and the laws that legitimate this

violence." According to Busby (1993:3), LEAF,s legal sub-commiuee,a2

responsible for developing the arguments presented to the Supreme Court, had

four options in the Butler case:

[They] could have accepted the law as it had been interpreted;
suppofied a position that could have eliminated any criminal
regulation of pornography; asked the court to strike down the
Crininal Code provision and to invite pa¡liament to introduce new
legislation; or, asked the court to redefine the rationale for the
Críntínal Code obscenity provisions by focusing on its equality
implications for women and child¡en. Each option was assessed in

a'lt is impo¡rant to note that LEAF's strategy n Butle¡ - similar ro many of thei¡ orhe¡ cases - was a
¡eactive ¡esponse Io a situâtion in which t¡e cl¡a¡rc¡ rvas beirg used to ercde women's equality rather rlìan
a proactive arte¡npl to alter obscenity legislarion, ln other words, this case rvas initiated üy Donard victo¡
Butler.

ot The LEAF factunì i'Â. v. B¡¿rre¡ was co-aurhored by Karhreen Mâhoney, cathârine MâcKinnon, and
Linda Taylor in consultation with LEAF'. National Legal conmifiee. A broad consulration rvith e4ualiry
seeking groups, such as tlìât underalen n Keegstra and raylor was untenable due to tre lirnited time (ã
weeks) LEAF had in which to write the B tler factltrl,
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light of its implications for women,s equality and its effects on
substantive equality claims of men who are part of historically
di sadvantaged communities.

After ca¡eful consideration of social scientific and legal scholarship, the committee

rejected the first three options in favour of arguing that the supreme court

interpret the existing obscenity provision to promote constitutionally guaranteed

equality.

Informed by MacKinnon's analysis of pornography, the members of the

legal sub-committee sought to have the court recognize that pomography is a

practice of sex discrimination that harms women. In 19g4, catharine MacKinnon

and Andrea Dworkin d¡afted a civil ordinance at the request of the city of

Minneapolis which has come to be known as the 'Minneapolis o¡dinance.' This

ordinance defines pomography as an act of sexuar disc¡imination against women

on the basis of sex, which would give women the right to sue pomographers for

the harm done to them through pornography.a3 According to MacKinnon

(1986:45)' their "... argument is simple: tolerance of such practices is inconsisteut

with any serious mandate of equality and with the reasons speech is protected.,,

As MacKinnon participated in drafting the LEAF factum, a conceptual framework

which views pornography as an expressive form inequality takes and which harms

women is reflected in LEAF's submissions to the Supreme Court.

MacKinnon (1985:23) argues that defining "... pornography as a practice

ar Fo¡ a detailed discussion of tie ordina¡ce see, for example, susan co¡e, "The Minneapolis ordinance:
Fer rrist Larv MaJ<ing" inResoutccsfor Fentinisl Researchl Doc!¡nentatiok sut la RecheÌche Fentiniste,lgl5
pp. 30-31.
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of sex discrimination combines a mode of portrayal that has a legal history - the

sexually explicit - with an active term cenftal to inequality of the sexes __

subo¡dination." Pornography is thus defined as discrimination because it is a

subordinating activity - the opposite of equality - which is not protected by â

freedom of expression guaranree (MacKinnon 1991b). Busby (1993:1) argues thar

this ha¡ms-based equality approach to pornography asserts that the chorter's

freedorn of expression guarantee must be interpreted in view of tlte charter's

equality guarantees with a focus on pomography's harm to women. Since

canada constitutionalìy guarantees equality, LEAF sought to counter the charter

challenge of the obscenity statute on ha¡ms-based equarity grounds. MacKinnon

(1991b:810) has argued that "... any nation that has a constiturional guarantee of

equality can potentially defend a group defamation statute that is challenged as a

violation of freedom of expression on equality grounds." This is precisely what

LEAF proposed within the Canadian context. However, LEAF members realized

that for such an argument to proceed, the equality provisions must be purposively

interpreted to prolnote, in MacKinnon's words, ,'... equality in the application and

formulation of the law, including promoting a society in which all of its membe¡s

are recognized at law as equally desewing of concern, respect and consideration"

(1991b:810, n.46).

Members of the committee sought to connect this conceptualization of

pornography with women's powerlessness to illustrate that subordination is the

opposite of equaliry. According ro MacKinnon (1993:100-101):
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LEAF argued that if Canada's obscenity statute ... prohibiting
"undue exploitation of sex, or sex and violence, cruelty, honor, oi
crime," was interpreted to institutionalize some people,s views
about women and sex over others it would be unconstitutional. But
.if the community standards applied were interpreted to prohibit
harm to women as harm to the community, it was constitutional
because it p¡omoted sex equality.

Accordingly, pornography is conceived as a harm of gender inequality; a harm

which outweighs any social inte¡est in its protection under the freedom of

expression guarantee (MacKinnon 1985:25).

As this case invoked rhe charter to challenge the constitutional validity of

the obscenity clause of the criminal code,LEAF intervened specifica y because

of the impact a Supreme Court ruling in favour of constitutionally protecting

pornography under the freedom of expression guarantee of the charter would have

on women's equality. LEAF argued that equality is a constitutional value and

mandate; that the obscenity law, properly interpreted, is intended to protnote

equality. In short, LEAF demanded that the supreme courr take equality seriously

(MacKinnon 1993).
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LEAF's Position in Butler:$

LEAF's argument is rooted in its larger mandate, which is to eriminate the

discrimination experienced by historically subordinated groups (as it is perpetuated

in and through pomography) by relying on the Charter. In thej¡ words, ,,... the

charter is not neuhal on practices which promote inequality, but rather is a

constitutional commirment to ending them" (1991:13).

Fundamentally, LEAF's argument parallels that of MacKinnon,s. LEAF

argued before the court that "... pornography amounts to a practice of sex

discrimination against individual women and women as a group,' and that its

regulation "... can be constitutionally justified using a harms_based equality

approach which focuses on the actual harms done by and through pornography,,

(1991:2). According to LEAF,s factum (1991:15), pornography amounrs to ,,...

a practice of discrimination which disadvantages women and treats them as second

class citizens on the basis of sex, it also uses race and age to discriminate through

gender. Pomography sexuarizes racism and racial stereotypes and eroticizes the

vulnerability of children" (1991:15). Moreover, LEAF maintained that

pornography is harmful to gay men because it "... arguably contributes to abuse

and homophobia as it normalizes male sexual aggression generally,,(1991:15).

LEAF argued that some pornography is unfit for protecrion by section 2(b)

of the charter "... either because it constitutes a violent fo¡m of expression or

,,- 
4{ This discussion of LEAF's position in t¡e B¡rl¡¿l case is informed by the arguments presented rn their

"Faclum of t¡e lnterv€ner." Accordingly, I summarize üe arguments LEAî presented to the supreme courl
as they appear in their factum,
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because it is a discriminating form of expression proscribed by section 2g of the

Charter, which applìes to and controls section 2(b)" (I991:Z). According to LEAF

(1991:12)' "[s]ection 28 of the charter overndes every other provision therein.

It mandates that all rights and freedoms, including freedom of expression and

equality rights, are guaranteed equally to all women and men.,' LEAF submitted,

therefore, that "... section 28 engages section 2(b) before any recourse to section

1 and requires a balancing of speech interests and equarity interests. Fa ure to

strike such a balance constitutes a breach of section 2g' (1991:12),as

Nevenheless, LEAF argued "... further and in the alternative that under section 1

of the Charter, any infringement of f¡ee expression is outweighed by the social

interest of equality in society (1991:2).a6

LEAF pointed to a number of casesaT that inconectly reinforce the

traditional notions that:

women's naked bodies are indecent, sexual displays are immodest,
unchaste and impure, homosexuality is repulsive and sex outside of
traditional marriage or in other than traditional configurations is a
sin. (1991:3)

¡5 section 1 sra¡esi "me canad¡ø. charter of Rigrus and Freedonts guatanïees the ¡ights and freedorns
set.out in it subject only to such reasonabre lirnits prescribed by raw as can þ demonst¡abry justified in a fiee
and de¡nocralic sociery."

aó LEAF advanced r.his same ñ¡ndamental aJgument before tie suprene coüt in the both the Keegsrra
and raylor cases. ln úrese cases LEAF âsserted that the promotion of group hatred is a practii of
discrirnination (and a viorent forrn of ex_pression) which promotes inequarity, ãnd L therefore unpiotecred by
section 2(b) of the c hatter. Moteovet, LEAF atgued t¡at seclion I limitations on explessron a¡e reasonable
and justified when speech interests collide with equaliry i¡terests within a free and democratic society lhat
has e4uality as a constitutionÂl ma¡date,

ai R.v.Sidte¡ (1663),82E.R. 1036 (K.8.); R. v. Curt (1727) 93 E.R. S49 (K.8.); R.r,. Hicktin (1868),
L,R. 3 Q.B. 360 (Q.8.); R. v. Beater (1905), 9 O.L.R. 41S (C.A.); R. v. McCorntick lunreporea, Ont. Cá.ct January 10, 1980)i ¿r¡sl¡¿l v. M¡nistelof Nationar Retenue (1983), r49 D.L.R. (3d) 243 (customs app.);
¡eversed on other grounds (1985),5? N.R.386 (F.C.A.) (LEAF l99l:3).
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According to LEAF, it is this interpretation of sexuality that obfuscates the harm

pornography does to women (199l:3). As a result of the court's historic tendency

to focus on fransgressed morals, "[n]o recognition of the impact of pomography

on the status and Eeatment of women was possible when the only harms of

pornography were thought to be harms to the morals of consumers and infractions

of moral rules" (1991:3). LEAF notes, however, that,'[i]n Canada, obscenity law

has evolved over time to go beyond morality towa-rd a recognition of actual

harms" (1991:3). The amendment of the criminal code in 1959 to include sub-

section (8), which specifically defined obscenity as ,'... 'crime, horror, cruelty and

violence' combined with sex, as well as the 'undue exploitation of sex,", was a

pivotal turn in this direction (LEAF 1991:3). Nevertheless, judicial interpretation

of the obscenity clause continued to rely on the assumption that sexual

explicitness was the primary criteria for determining whether the exploitation of

sex in pomography was "undue," rather than focusing on the han¡ pomography

does to women. As a result, the courts tended to criminaüze "dirt for di¡t's sake,'

rather than noticing the actual harm done to women. Furfhermore, LEAF

submitted that judicial applications of the community standards test for the 'undue

exploitation of sex' tended to be "... gender biased insofar as its reference point

was male consumers and audiences" (1991:3).

According to LEAF (19914), the court's historic failure to notice the

substantive harm pornography does to women, coupled with the court's continued

focus on sexually explicit mater.ial as obscene, resulted in ,,... a host of problems,
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weaknesses' and potential legal disabilities for which obscenity raw has long been

criticized." These problems "... include vagueness, subjectivity, gender bias,

potential for abuse as a mechanism of censorship, difficulties of proof and

effective enforcement, and rack of compeling governmental interest to guide

interpretation" (LEAF 1991:4). Indeed, the courr,s inabiliry to cope with the

increase in visual pornography throughout the 1970s and 19g0s was seen as a

consequence of the improper application of the community standards test. As a

result of failing to base obscenity tests on the principre of ha¡m - which finds

harms to women to be conclusive evidence of obscenity - the courts have been

singularly unable to confol pornographic material. This material, according to

LEAF "... features incest, forced inte¡course, sexual mutilation, humiliation,

beatings, bondage, and sexual toÍure, in which dominance and exploitation are

directed primarily at women" (1991:4).

In particular, LEAF cites a number of casesas as illustrative of a hanns_

basecl test for 'obscenity' and which "... recognize the sex equalìty interest in its

regulation" (1991:6). LEAF noted that in wagner rhe courr found the mareriars

in question to be obscene because of the connection of overt violence with sex

and further that the materials were degrading and dehumanizing (1991:6).

Moreover, the court in Wagner, "... found that repeated exposure to these types

.^ l" ̂ * .:...O?y,t \ohkine Conpany Lrtt., ¿¡ atl, (1983), 3 6 C,R. (3d) 154 (Onr Co. Cr.); .R. v. Niclrols (1984),
43 C,R. (3d) 54 (Onr. Co. Cr.); A. ¡,. Rar¡sitgh et at (tg}4) 14 C.C,C. (3d) 230; R, r,. lt/agrer 1t085¡, ì3 C.fi.
(3d) 318 (Alta. Q.B.); aff'd (1986), 50 C,R. (3d) l?5 (Alta. C.A,): leave denied 50 C.R. 1:a¡ tri 1S,C.C.¡
R. v. Re¿l Hot Video Lt.t. (1985),45 C.R. (3d) 36 (B.C.C.A.)i leave denied 46 c.n. 1:o; xxv iS.C.c); n. v.
Fringe Product Inc., et al, (1990),53 C.C.C. (3d) 422 (Onr. Dist. Cr.).
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of pornography results in social harm," which it described as "... i¡creasecl

callousness toward women on a personal level and less receptiveness to thei¡

legitimate claims for equality and respecr" (LEAF 1991:6-7). In addition, the courr

in R. v. Red Hot video specified that obscenity law should be interpreted within

the context of section 28 of the charter LEAF i991:7). Here rhe courr stated thar

the harms of pornography cannot be ignored given the ,,... threat to women,s

equality" which results when male audiences are exposed to violent and degrading

material (1991:7). Moreover, the court expressed that the harms of pomography

"... constitute a threat to society because they have a tendency to create

indifference to violence insofar as women are concerned. They tend to dehumanize

and deg¡ade both men and women in an excessive and revotting way. They exalt

the concept that in some perverted way domination of women by men is accepted

in our society ..." (1991:7). Further, LEAF noted that in the dissenting opinion

of Helper, J.A. in R, v. Butler, t19911 1 V/.W.R. 97 (Man. C.A.) the circutation

of pornography "... 'muy lead to an increase in the incidence of aggressive,

ha¡mful behaviour and further can lead to attitudinal changes that are antithetical

to the Charter, specifically to s. 28 of the Charter (1991:7). Accordingly, LEAF

asserted that the notion that pomography causes harm to women is ,,... consistent

with a growing body of legal and social scholarship, evidence, expert and victim

testimony and official acknowledgment that pornogaphy is a systematic practice

of exploitation and subordination based on sex that differentially harms women',

(1991:7). Citing the court's decision in Towne Cinenta Thestres Ltd. tt. The
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Queen [1985] i S.C.R. 494 where the harm of pornography was seen ro constiture

"undue" exploitation of sex - independently of the community standa¡ds test _

LEAF noted that the avoidance of harm to women, child¡en, and society in general

is an implicit purpose of obscenity law (1991:8). Similarly, the court in Fringe

Product reinforced this articulation by referring to Towne cinema, recognizing that

in a society where "... gender inequality and sexual viorence exist as sociar

problems ... dehumanization and degradation constitutes ,harm' from which our

society has a right to guard itself against ....,, (1991:g).

Following theh argument fo¡ a harms-based approach to obscenity law,

LEAF argued that pomo$aphy is unprotected by the Charter's secrion 2(b)

freedom of expression guarantee. According to LEAF (1991:16):

pornography is not a form of political speech as traditionally
protected. It does not present a critique of the status !l!g or a
dissenting but repressed voice. Rather, it enrenches and embodies
society's most repressive and anti-egalitarian norrns, which is
indefensible in a society that has equality as a constitutional
guatantee.

Hence, pomography is an illegitimate fo¡m of expression owing to its violent

content. The harm of pomography outweighs its expressive value. Fo¡ example,

in lrwin Toy Ltd. 1'. ?uebec,ae the court decided that section 2(b) protects all

meaningful forms of expression (including conduct) except forrns of expression

that are violent (LEAF 1991:9). LEAF noted that the courts have made it clear

that a murderer or a rapist cannot properly invoke the protection of the fieedom

ae lrN,in To¡ Ltd. r,. Quebcc [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927
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of expression guarantee to justify violent conducr (1991:9). Similarly, the

supreme court in R. v. Keegsü'as, conf,irmed that acts of violence which induce

physical injury are not protected by section 2(b). Indeed, such acts of viorence a¡e

contrary to the "... value of gender equality [which] is embedded within section

2(b) itselfl' (LEAF 1991:13). Therefore, according to LEAF, the essence of

obscenity "... regulation is not to ¡estrict freedom of expression but rather to

prevent harm" (1991:13).

LEAF further argued that since sexual assault, physical violence and

coercion are proven features of the mass production of pornography _ violating

women's physical liberty and integrity - neither the physical acts of violence

themselves or the pornogt'aphy resulting fi'orn the physical acts of violetrce arc

protected by the freedom of speech guarantee (LEAF 1991:9-10). To support this

assertion, LEAF (1991:10) argued that:

This approach to coerced or violent pornography is consistent with
the way the United States Supreme Court treats child pornography.
Because using children to make sex pictures is regarded as chiid
abuse, the harm of their making is exacerbated by their circulation,
sex pictures of child¡en are regarded as child abuse. The Court has
thus permitted, consistent with f¡eedom of expression, criminalizing
the entire chain of sale and distribution, as well as possession, ai
a means of eliminating these ha¡ms. The Court also recognized
that in addition to harm to child victims, harms can occur to third
p¿rties; for example, pedophiles may use child pornography to
abuse other children.

Hence, the violent and coercive practices necess¿ìry for the production of

pornography a_re not legitimately defensible by the freedom of expression

50 R. v. Keegstra f l99ll 2 W.W.R. I at 106.
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guarantee. More precisely, nor is the actual material produced (in whatever form)

from pornographic practices.

LEAF (1991:11) extended this argument and submitted that, in addition to

overt violence, threats of violence coupled with explicit sex are unprotected by the

f¡eedom of expression guarantee. LEAF presented social scientific ¡esearch

indicating that men - when exposed to materials that define rape as positive and

a pleasurable experience for women - are significantly more likely to consider

sexual violence against women legitimate conduct, Hence, LEAF (i991:11)

argues that "such materials ... constitute direct threats of violence,,' which are

proscribed by Canadian law and when purposively interpreted using a harms_based

equality rational sanctions the regulation of pornography to prevent harm.

Additionally, LEAF argued rhar ,'de$ading and dehumanizing" forms of

pornography peryefuate the subordination of women. For example:

Such material has been shown to lower inhibitions on aggression
by men against women, increase acceptance of women's sexual
sewitude, increase sexual callousness toward women, decrease the
desire to both sexes to have female child¡en, increase reported
willingness to rage and increase the belief in male dominance in
intimate relationships, among other known effects. (1991:14)

LEAF noted that this evidence confi¡ms what women report of their own lives:

"that men abuse them through pornography,' (1991:14). Consequently, degrading

and dehumanizing pornography is found to cause ha¡m to women and child¡en as

well as to men by contributing to the notion that a woman's social status accrues

from her value as a sexual object -- depicted in pornography as one whose

primary desire is to sublnit in every way to male sexual desi¡e. Accordingly,
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LEAF (1991:16) argued thar pornography consritutes hate propaganda since it is

a verbal and pictorial fo¡m of defamation against women. citing the supreme

court's decision in R. v. Keegsfi'a, where it was held that the purpose of the hate

propaganda law was to promote equality, LEAF noted that pomography law must

be similarly considered.

Finally, as an alte¡native to the harms-based equality argument, LEAF

(1991:17) proposed - in rhe event the Supreme Court rejects the harms_based

equality argumenr - that the court apply section 1 or the charter tojustify limiting

the expression gualantee of section 2(b) by regulating pornographic material.

LEAF (1991:17) argued rhar:

Under section 1 this Court must balance the ha¡ms which flow
from regulating expression under section 163 against the harms
which a¡e actualized through the promotion of women,s inequality
through pomography. Sex inequality in society providés the
"context" in which pornography must be assessed for section 1

purposes. In this context, prohibiting pomography ptomotes
equality.

Accordingly, these limitations must be weighed against the provisions in section

1 within the context of promoting equality guaranteed by section 2g (LEAF

1991:18). Citing the courrs ruling in R. v. Keegstt'a, LEAF argued that ,'... the

very real harms of hate propaganda, and not its offensiveness, supported upholding

legislation against it under secrion 1." Obscenity legislation, if properly

interpreted, promotes the fteedom of expression of women (LEAF 1991:1g).

In brief, LEAF presentecl an a¡gument to the Supreme Court which

addresses the substantive harrn(s) engendered in and through pornography. LEAF
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argued that equality is a constitutional edict which compels the court to uphold

obscenity legislation. Indeed, the goal of obscenity regisration is to promote

equality for women. Placing limitations on misogynist speech not only provides

space for the voices of those who have been historically disadvantaged in this

a¡ea, it also promotes women's equality by recognizing that pornography is an

inimical practice analogous to hate propaganda which systematically subordinates

women (and children) on the basis of sex.

The Supreme Court Decision:

In February 1992, the Supreme Couft of Canada deten¡ined, by vinue of

section i of rhe charter, that the state is constitutionally authorized to c¡iminalize

the distribution and sale of particular categories of pornographic materials. while

section 163 of the cri¡ninal code was found to violate section 2(b) of the charter,

its violation is constitutionally justified in accordance with the principles of a free

and democratic society. section 163(8) remains the exclusive statutory prohibition

against obscenity. obscenity is defined in terms of what the canaclian community

would tolerate others being exposed to on the basis of the degree of ha¡m that

may flow from such exposure. This ruling recognizes that a link exists between

pornography and attitudes and beliefs; that depictions of sex coupled with violence

and sex that is degrading and,/or dehumanizing is 'harmful' to the extent that they

promote anti-social behaviour towatds women (and arguably men). As a result,
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the supreme court did not sEike down the obsceniry section of the criminal

Code. Post-Butler, the text of sub-section (8) remains in irs originat 1959 form

while the judicial interpretation has changed.

In its unanimous ruling, the court noted that, historically, courts have

sought to establish tests for the existence of 'undue exploitation' as a dominant

characteristic ofpornographic materials. Therefore, the court begins its discussion

in Butler by reviewing the judicial interpretations of section 163(g) employed pre_

Butler to determine if the dominant characteristic of materials is the 'undue

exploitation' of sex.sr In a statement which significantly clarifies the common

law definition of pomography, Sopinka, J., writing for the court, ¡efe¡s to three

tiers of pornographic material:

Pornography can be usefully divided into three categories: (1)
explicit sex with violence; (2) explicit sex without violence but
which subjects people to treatment that is degrading or
dehumanizing; and (3) explicit sex without violence that is neithe¡
degrading nor dehumanizing. Violence in this context includes
both actual physical violence and threats of physical violence
(1992:36).

It is particularly notable that the court stated:

In making [a] determination [of community standard of tolerance]
with respect to the three categories of pornography refened to
above, the portrayal of sex coupled with violence will almost
always constitute the undue exploitation of sex. Explicit sex which
is degrading or dehumanizing may be undue if the risk of ha¡m is
substantial. Finalìi, explicit sex that is not violent and neither
degrading nor dehumanizing is generally tolerated in our society
and will not qualify as the undue exploitation of sex unless it
employs children in its production . (1992:37)

5r Often this discussion is mistaken for lhe court's interprelation of the law. The cou.rt's iDterpretation
appears later on in the ruling,
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Thus, explicit sex that is neither violent or degrading and/or dehumanizing is

exempt from criminal prosecution.

From the court's review of the case law emerges three tests for the

existence of undue exploitation of sex: the community standard of tolerance test,

the degradation and/or dehumanization test, and the intemal necessities test (or the

artistic defence). The fi¡st test, the community standard of tolerance test, is a test

of our tolerance for obscenity which must be measured against that which the

contemporary canadian community as a whole "would not tolerate other

Canadians being exposed ro" (1992:28 emphasis in original). The second tesr, the

degrading and dehumanizing test, is a test for the undue exploitation of sex which,

if found to exist, would exceed the community standards test of tolerance

(1992:28). The courr srares thar:

Among other things deglading or dehumanizing materials place
women (and sometimes men) in positions of subordination, servile
submission or humiliation, They run against the principles of
equality and dignity of all human beings. In the appreciation of
whether material is degrading or dehumanizing the appearance of
consent is not necessarily determinative. Consent cannot save
materials that otherwise contain degrading and dehumanizing
scenes. Sometimes the very appearance of consent makes the
depicted acts even more degrading or dehumanizing . (1992:29_30)

Further, the court asserts that "[t]his type of material would fail the community

standa¡ds test not because it offends against morals but because it is perceived by

public opinion to be ha¡mful to society, particularly to \ryomen ... and therefore to

society as a whole" (1992:30). The thi¡d test, rhe ârtistic defence, is the last step

in a dete¡nrination of the 'undue exploitation' of sex. The court stated that
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"[e]ven material which by itself offends community standards will not be

considered 'undue', if it is required for the serious treatment of a theme"

(1992:33). In addition, the court nores rhat "[a]rtistic expression rests at the hearr

of freedom of expression values and any doubt in this regard must be resoìved in

favour of freedom of expression" (1992:38). Consequently, the court concluded

that these three tests would enable the courts to determine:

... as best they can what the community would tolerate others being
exposed to on the basis of the degree of harm that may flow f¡om
such exposure. Harm in this context means that it predisposes
persons to act in an anti-social manner as, for example, the
physical or mental mistreatment of women by men, or what is
perhaps debatable, the reverse. Anti-social conduct for this pulpose
is conduct which society formally recognizes as incompatible with
its proper functioning. The stronger the inference of a risk of harm
the lesser the likelihood of tolerance. The inference may be drawn
from the material itself or from the material and other evidence.
Similarly evidence as to the community standard is desirable but
not essential. (1992:37)

Finally, a number of questions were relevant to the court,s application of

the section (1) tests of the charter. First, the court deterrnined that the definition

of obscenity in section 163(8) provided an "intelligibìe standard" upon which to

judge the impugned materials. Second, the court determined that the objective of

section 163(8) is to prevent harm to society; that such an objective is valid and

consequently justifies infringement upon the right of freedom of expression.

Lastly, the court considered the violation of freedom of expression in section

163(8) in proportion ro the legislative objective of the law. In its application of

the proportionality test, the courr affirmed that s. 163(8) is directly related to and

add¡esses the goal of protecting society from harm; that its inftingement upon the
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freedom of expression is minimar, and therefore justifiable and congruent with

legislative objectives to protect society from harm.

The Supreme Court's decision jn Butler represents a significant

improvement over previous judiciar interpretations of obscenity law. According to

Busby (1993:9), the ruling:

ma¡ks an extraordinary shift in the traditional rationale for
obscenity laws ÍÌom community sta¡da¡ds based on a general
instinctive sense of what is decent and what is indecent ... to un
obscenity law premised on sex inequality and harms to \4/omen.

The Butler ruling establishes that the courts must dete¡mine, on the basis of

community standards of tolerance, the degree of horm that may result from the

consumption of pomography. Indeed, according to Busby (I993:9),LEAF marks

Butler as a feminist breakthrough. commenting on the decision in her recent

book, MacKinnon notes that, for the flrst time, a court of law has recognized the

inequalities faced by women. MacKinnon (1993:103) states:

Fundamentally, the Supreme Court of Canada recognized the reality
of inequality in the issues before it: rhis was not big bad state
power jumping on poor powelless individual citizen, but a law
passed to stand behind a comparatively powerless group in its
social fight for equality against socially powerful andixpioitative
gIoups.

In my view, the supreme court has shifted the ûaditional definition of obscenity

from one which views pornography as causing the moral depravity of men, to one

which views pomography as promoting unhealthy attitudes and beliefs towa¡ds

women and therefore to society as a whole. plainly, the traditional mo¡al

framewo¡k has been substituted with a feminist ethics.
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Given that fhe Butler ruling is considered - at least by some - a feminist

breakthrough, it is appropriate at this point to address the questions and criteria

set out at the beginning of this thesis. In the following section, I pick up on the

specific questions which form the basis of this investigation. Again, these

questions a¡e: Does Butler represenl an unwelcomed alliance between feminism

and the state? Or, does Butler represent an instance where state interests

converged with feminists' interests? Before discussing these questions, however,

I consider whether there is any evidence that LEAF's arguments had an impact

on the court's reasoning and rationale for its decision. Following my discussion

of the cenEal questions of the thesis, I assess whether the Butler ruling addresses

the substantive criteria for evaluating obscenity law outlined in Chapter Two.

Again, these criteria are: 7) Consider pornography practices, not merely pictut.es,

words or ideas; 2) Torget the honn wonten experience; 3) Make the law u,onten-

centred and not gender-neutal; 4) Make the ktu, women-ínítiated and v,onten-

drit,en; 5) Compensate the victints of pornogroph¡,; 6) Advance gender equality;

and 7) Permit ût'tistic a d educational dialogue on sexuality. Finally, I consider

fro¡n a socialist feminist perspective some of the potential consequences of the

Butler nling. This discussion will add¡ess some of the broade¡ issues raised by

Butler as they relate to the administration of the law.
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Analysis of Butler:

In my view, it is difficult to determine the extent to which the Supreme

Courf's ruling can be attributed to LEAF,s intervention, since nowhere in the

ruling does the court explicitly conf'm LEAF's a.rguments. Recall that the court

stated, contrary to LEAF's assertion, that section 2(b) does indeed infringe on

freedom of expression. Although the court dete¡mined that section 163 violates

section 2(b), this infringement of the charter is demonstrably justif,red under

section 1 of the Charter as a reasonable limit prescribed by law (L992:69_70).

In fact, it would appear rhat the courr wholly disregarded LEAF's equality

argument. In the decision there is no reference to either section 15 or section 2g

of the Charter, implying by omission that the court rejected LEAF's position.

Moreover, the court disagreed with LEAF on the constitutional question as to

whethe¡ section 163 of the Cri¡ninal Code violates section 2(b) of the Choüet..

Nevertheless, the coufi essentially agreed with LEAF that the objective of

obscenity legislation "... is not moral disprobation but the avoidance of harm to

society" (1992:47). Additionally, rhe courr noted that the objective of obscenity

legislation

... is of fundamental importance in a free and democratic society.
It is aimed at avoiding harm, which Pa¡liament has reasonably
concluded will be caused directly, or indirectly, to individuals,
groups such as women and child¡en, and consequently to society
as a whole, by the distribution of these materials. It thus seeks to
enhance respect for all members of society, and non-violence and
equality in thei¡ relarions with each other. (1992:6g)

ïVhile the court fails to explicitly srare - as LEAF asse¡ted -that "gender equality
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is embedded within section 2(b) itserf," it nonetheless acknowredges that part of

the objective of the law is the avoidance of harm and the advancement of equality

between all members of society, As the supreme court refers to the some of the

same legal authorities cited by LEAF, it appears as though LEAF's argument was

at least considered. In addition, the court (L992:51) draws a connection between

pornography and hate propaganda to determine if the objective of laws restricting

freedom of expression are legitimate to determine that restrictions a¡e indeed

justified.

Even though it failed to explicitly endorse LEAF's equality argument, and

rejected the argument that pornography is a practice and therefore does not violate

freedom of expression, in my view, the Supreme Court had to øppeor as though

it contemplated the feminist argument. According to Butler, obscenity law

violates pornographers' freedom of expression. However, the Butler ruling

establishes that the law is no longer intended to uphold sexist values and mo¡als

of a patriarchal society; rather, its intent is to prohibit sexually explicit materials

depicting violence and/or deg¡adation against women.

Does this mean, then, that Blttlet. represents an unwelcome alliance

between femi¡ism and the state - or - an i¡stance where state inte¡ests converged

with feminists' interests? To add¡ess this problematic from a socialist feminist

perspective, it is important to ask if the state (in this case, through legal

precedent), reinforces hetero-patriarchal and,/or imperial-capitalist ideology in

pÌactice. If the Butler decision can be seen to buttress existing practices and
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strLrctures then it is difficult to argue that the patriarchal legal practices have been

revolutionized. However, if the state, through obscenity law (in this case, legal

precedent), no longer promotes a view that sexually explicit material is inherently

criminal due to its sexual content, viewing it instead as criminal activity on the

basis of its harm to women, then certainly one of the traditional mechanisms of

the state's control of women's sexuality could potentially be constrained.

Given the state's historic inability to address the feminist movements'

demands that it adùess the problem of pomography, I suggest that state interests

in maintaining its hegemony coi¡cided with the Butler nial. In other words, it can

be argued that state interests coincided with feminist demands - rather than co-

opted femirist politics - since a legal framework now exists for a determination

of 'pornography' which departs from traditional hetero-patriarchal ideology and

practice. Historically, these interpretations have legitirnized and maintained

pornographic practices. Indeed, the Supreme Court notes that earlier

... attempt[s] to provide exhaustive instances of obscenity [have] been
shown to be destined to fail (Bill C-54,Znd sess., 33rd parl.). It seems
that the only practicable alternative is to strive towa¡ds a more abstract
definition of obscenity which is contextually sensitive and responsive to
progress in the knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon to which
the legislation is directed. (1992:64)

It appears as though the court was aware of the failure of the state to effectively

deal with pornography, and the¡efore took it upon itself to settle the matter in such

a way so as to satisfy the concems of the greatest number of interested parties.

In my view, therefore, the court felt the pressure of the feminist critique,

prompting it to add¡ess pomography in such a way as to incorporate a feminist
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analysis while remaining within the bounda¡ies of common law. In doing so, the

state was compelled to live up to the constitutional mandates of equality. Even

though the equality argument is insufficient in the decision, the court nonetheless

asserts that democratic principles compel it to constitutionally endorse obscenity

law.

Had the Butler decision failed to recognize the egalitarian principles of a

democlatic society, the legitimacy of the state would have been severely

undermined. The state had to appear responsive to public demands. In this

regard, it is notable rhat rhe canadian civil Liberties Association (ccLA) and the

Manitoba Association for Rights and Liberties (MARL) argued - conrrary to LEAF

- that section 163 unconstitutionally impinges on freedom guaranteed by section

2(b) of the charte¡' and rhat section 163 ca¡not be saved under secrion 1 of the

Charter, In my view, the Butlü decision marks at attempt by the court to satisfy

both LEAF and the ccLA and MARL in orde¡ to be seen as responsive to pubric

concem,

From this perspective, a feminist interest in promoting a harms_based

obscenity law premised on achieving women's equality coincided with the long-

term interests of the stâte to maintain its own legitimacy. Moreover, by

reformulating the tests for obscenity, the Supreme Court put the law into

contradiction with the imperatives of hetero-patriarchal and imperial-capitalist

relations. The Butler decision can be viewed as a resolution of the conflict

between feminists' interests in regulating the institution of pomography and those
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interested in promoting cunent gender relations through pomography. In my

view, the state has resolved this conflict in favour of feminists' interests by

supporting the obscenity law. Under Canadian criminal law, rationalizing

pomographic representations of women as a constitutionally guaranteed right to

expression is untenable once pomography is viewed as harmful to women. Hence,

the standard of obscenity law - one of the traditional mechanisms for controlling

women's sexuality - has shifted from decency to harm.

In Chapter Two I argued that current gende¡ relations are possible because

the institution of pornography capitalizes on the subordination of women while at

the same time conhibuting to the very conditions from which it benefits.

Pornography embodies the representation of power though sexual imagery which

extends itself into every other area of life. The extent to which the law prohibits

the production and circulation of pornography, therefore, becomes a measure of

the extent to which pornography can be eradicated. Nevertheless, this suggestion

should not be taken to imply that, if we eradicate pornography, contemporary

gender relations will automatically transform. Rather, I suggest that the power

relations - of which pornography is a part - can be significantly altered though

law.

If it can generally be argued fhat the Butler decision ma¡ks a shift in

obscenity law, then it is important to evaluate the potential of this change to

promote feminist aims. At this point in the discussion, therefore, I assess whether

the Btuler ruling addresses the feminist criteria for evaluating obscenity law
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developed by cole (1989). Berow, I consider each of these criteria in turn to

evaluate Butler's potential as feminist jurisprudence.

l. Consider pornography øs practices:

Referring to the findings of the F¡aser committee, the court fa s to accept

that there is "... any causal relationship between pomography and the commission

of violent crimes, the sexual abuse of children, or the disintegration of

communities and society" (1992:52). Clearly, the feminist argument thar

pornography is a practice not only of sex discrimination, but one which also

contributes to violence against women and children, has been ignored. The

Supreme Court is only willing to accept that pornography produces changes in the

attitudes and beliefs of its consumers. citing the evidence of the American

Attorney General's Commission on pornography (Meese Commission Report),

which contradicts the evidence in the Frase¡ committee Report, the court states:

While a direct link between obscenity and harm to society may be
difficult, if not impossible to establish, it is reasonable to p."surn"
that exposure to images bears a causal relationship to changes in
attitudes and beliefs. (i992:58)

Following the court's construction of contradictory evicrence, it refers to

Ity,in Toy and Keegstt'a a¡d the American approach in paris Adult Theau.e to

establish a link between pornography and ha¡m to society (1992:61). The court

concludes with the view that it is reasonable to assume that harm results "... from

the desensitization of individuals exposed to materials which depict violence,

cruelty, and dehumanization in sexual relations,' (1992:61). Moreover., in
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determining whether there is a "rational connection" between obscenity legislation

and the objective of rhe srare, Sopinta, J. (1992:61) nores:

I am of the view that there is a sufficiently rational link between
the criminal sanction, which demonsEates our community's
disapproval of the dissemination of materials which potentially
victimize women and which restricts the negative influence whicil
such materials have on changes in attitudes and behaviour, and the
objective.52

While the Supreme Court does not specifically add¡ess the practices of

pornography as they rolate to the speci{ic activities involved in the production,

distribution, and circulation of pomography, the ruling does however recognize

that pornography socializes people to act in ,,anti-social', 
ways so as to conFibute

to the "mistreatment of women by men." ln my view, the court does indeed

recognize the sexist social consequences resultant from the consumption of

pornography as fa¡ as it affects attitudes towards women. The court views

pornography as definitive practices only insofar as the activities presented in

pornographic materials are not transformed into "expression', simply by the use

of ce¡tain mediu¡ns (such as magazines or video) to convey nreaning. For

example, Sopinka, J. states:

... if the activity captured in hard core pomographic magazines and
videotapes is itself not expression, the fact that they are reproduced
by the technology of a camera does not magically transform then
into "expression": the appellant cannot hide behind the label ,'film,'
to claim protection for the reproduction of activity the sole purpose
of which is ro arouse or shock. (1992:42)

Here Sopinka gives away more than he perhaps means to! Clearly, pornography

52 Nole that in this passage the couf states that pornographic material affecls chartges in behaviour
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is recognized as "activity" captured in magazines and/or videotapes rather than

merely "expressions" of ideas.5r The production of pomography constitutes actual

practices captured or reproduced by technological means. Therefore, in my

opinion, the Butler ruling considers only the production of pomography a practice

-- more than simply pictures and words which express ideas. Moreover, since the

notion that the production of pornography is an activity exists as part of the

official record, the potential exists for it to be exploited at a later time to promote

a feminist argument. However, this court fails to ack¡owledge that pomography

is imitated in socio-sexual relations and that this reproduction of pomographic

ideology constitutes a practice as well.

2, Target the hann women experience:

Harm is the most salienr fearure of the Butlet decision. Cole (19g9:7g) has

argued that:

In order for a law to reach the ¡eal harm of pornography, it must
be concrete. It must consider the activities of people and not the
interpretation of pictures, If pornography is considered just a two-
dimensional artifact, the legal discourse will focus on philosophical
questions concerning personal taste and the meaning of
representâtion, rather than who is getting hurt by whom.

The Butler decision represents a significant departure from traditional patriarchal

notions of morality, which tend to find sexual explicitness inherently immoral

owing to the natue of sexuality, to a feminist notion of harm reproduced through

, -s] 
MacKinnon (1985:65) a-rgues that rh¡s is one of the only tlrings that obsce¡rity Iaw gets ¡ight; rat

"[p]ornography is ¡¡ore acf-like rhan lìought-like.,,
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pornography. In this respect, this ha¡ms-based determination of pornography has

a wider symbolic value, because the terms of the discussion have "... shifted away

from the tenain of sex and sexual prudery, towards that of d.iscrimination " (smart

i989:133). By shifring the terms of the discussion on pornography, a rraditional

approach is subverted.

Fo¡ the fust time in Canadian history, the Supreme Court recognizes that

women (and men) experience harm as a result of the "undue exploitation', of sex

inherent in pomographic materials. However, in the decision, the court assumes

that women live under conditions in which harm is absent and that the

consumption of pornography creates this harm condition. The court does not

recognize that pomography exists iz the first place precisely because of systemic

inequalities. Appropriately however, ha¡m is interpreted to undermine the

egalitarian principles of a democratic society. MacKinnon (1993:101) notes that

the court:

said that hatm to women - which the Court was careful to make
"contextually sensitive" and would include humiliation, degradation,
and subordination - w¿s harm to society as a whole.

In this respect, Canadian obscenity law has become more amenable to the

advancement of feminism in law (Smart 1989:130).

However, the Butler decision fails to address the thee tiered notion of

harm advanced by ferninists detailed in chapter Three. Feminists have argued that

pornography causes hann to society, harm to women and child¡en, and harm to

the participants in pomography. In my view, the .B¡rller decision fails to
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apprehend harm to society in the manner contemplated by feminists. Butler views

pornography as ha¡m to society in terms of is promoting conduct "incompatible

with its proper functioning," rather than ack¡owledging that pomography

reproduces hetero-patriarchal and imperial-capitalist ideology and, practice. Butler

does, however, recognize that one of the consequences of pornography is harm to

women as it is contemplated by feminists. The court acknowledged that hann

flows from the consumption of pornography resulting in ,'the physical or mental

mistreatment of women by men. " However, the court omits any substantive

reference to pomography's harm to ch d¡en. This lack of consideration fo¡

child¡en is highly problematic given the social scientific evidence of the ways in

which pornography is used to coerce children. Finally, Butler fails to consider the

physical and emotional harm done to women whose enti¡e reality is exploited,

abused and objectified in the production and ci¡culation of pornography,

3, Make the løw women-centred and not gender-neutrøI:

The Butler decision recognizes that pornography is more apt to have a

negative impact on women than on men. The court concludes that pomog¡aphy

is hannful to women because it "pred.isposes persons to act in an anti-social

manner as, þr' example, the physical ôr menta! misteatment of women by nten,

or perhaps what is debatable the reverse. " Elsewhere in the ruling, the court refers

to R. rt. Wagnü to descdbe the "¡ealities of the pomography industry":

'Women, particularly, are deprived of unique human character or
identity and are depicted as sexual playthings, hysterically and
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instantly responsive to male sexual demands. They worship male
genitals and their own vâlue depends upon the quality of their
genitals and breasrs.' (1992:57)54

Thus, the court seems to recognize the disproportional impact pornography has on

women as opposed to men. This is, however, not necessarily women_centred.

Simply because the court refers - a number of times - to women does not imply

that this is a women cenÍed interpretation of the law as contemplated by Cole

(1989). Nor, however, is it entirely gender neunal.

While this ruling recognizes that pomographic materials have a negative

impact on women insofar as they incite men to act in an "anti-social" manner, it

fails to comprehend the way(s) in which pornography contributes more generally

to the social consfuction of what is considered 'Natural' sexuality. Nevertheless,

this interpretation begins to add¡ess cole's (1989:63) criterion that "the law has

to accept the fact that pornography is not gender-neufal and that women cany an

unequal burden of the victimization that occurs in this practice.,,

A truly women-cenÍed law would grasp the importance of regulating

pornography to alleviate har1Jl in addition to promoting women's equality. The

court fails to recognize the disproportional impact pomography has on women --

that it contributes to the production of women's social, economic, and political

status as second class citizens. Rather, it contemplates harm from the point of

view of the consumer -- from the point of view of men. It is men,s experience

as cotlsu,ners of pornography which results in the mental and/oÌ physical

s In addlion, tlris is the only place whe¡e it is clea¡ that the c¡urt is refe¡¡ing trc heterosexual materials,
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misEeatment of women which informs this decision. If this were actually a

women-centred decision, pornography itself would have been viewed as

problematic. I¡stead, it is men's consumption of pornography that is the central

problematic resulting in a negative situation for women. Therefo¡e, the solution

is simply to limit men's access to pornography in order to promote a better

society, rather than alter the conditions which make pornography possible.

In many respects, the gender neutrality (as a lack of reference to women,s

harm) of the decision is problematic. The court's underlying assumption appears

to be one which views men and women as already equal -- pornography merely

thÌeatens this existent equality. What the law fails to comprehend is that

inequality between women and men exists as a structural condition -- a condition

which pornography helps to construct. In my view, this underscores the court's

historic tendency to ignore women's inequality, particularly as it is constituted

through pomography.

4. Make the law wonten-initiated ønd women-ilriven:

By its very nature, the criminal law cannot accommodate the criterion that

the law be initiated and d¡iven by women, unless women have access to the

mechanisms of the law by virtue of their positions within the state bureaucracy.

However, Butler does nothing to alter the obscenity law itself, which continues to

be enforced by police officers, crown atto¡neys and judges, In my view, Cole

(1989:65) argues correctly rhat:
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porno$aphy law relies on increased powers for law enfo¡cement
officers. Increased powers a.re given to police officers who decide
whether criminal charges should be laid; to bureaucrats who decide
whether films should be cut and how they should be classified; to
Customs officials who determine whether or not materials ought to
be allowed into the country.

F¡om a socialist feminist perspective, this is a particula-rly significant problem,

precisely because history has demonsEated that state power tends to be used to

furdrer the interests of the powerful (Cunie 1991; Snider 1991; Smart 19g9).

Snider (1991a:239) notes that law reform and/or public interest lobbying has

merely encouraged inhumane and repressive actions by agents of the criminal

justice system towards persons who are already the recipients of its systemic class,

gender and race prejudice. Accordingly, tinkering with the administration of the

criminal law often increases the degree of social control over people who are

defined as problematic - owing to their class, gender, or race location -as well as

promoting a politics which sees issues such as pornography as an individual,

rather than a social problem. Effectively, such an approach ',... obscures the fact

that the criminal justice system is based on a structure of exploitative relations of

production [and reproduction] that give rise to the very problems it purports to

resolve" (Snider 1991a:241).

If women's experiences of the harms of pornography a¡e to be the basis

upon which to criminalize pornography, then the system must be able - at some

level - to accommodate women's voices. Currently, this is perhaps possible only

through public complaints to agents of the state responsible for dealing with

pornography. Given that Butler recognizes that pornography promotes hann to
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women, celtain agents of the state r??d) be somewhat more amenable to adopting

women's - indeed feminists' - interpretations of pomography's abuses, and then

acting on them in a way that begins to address the systemic nature of

pornography.

5. Compensøte the victims of pornography:

Given that the obscenity law ¡emains unchanged, there is no compensatory

provision for the recipients of its harms. obscenity law itself fails to criminalize

the harm to women through the production, consumption o¡ imitation of

pornography. However, given that the court recognizes, on the one hand, the

harm of pornography, it would be interesting to see if the state would allow a

feminist claim for monetary compensation before a crimes compensation Board.

These boa¡ds are set up provincially to administer monetaly compensation to

applicants who are the recipients of criminal actions proscribed by the criminal

Code. Argaably, a clâim to one of these Boa¡ds - relying on Butler's assertion

that pornography causes harm to women - would be successful. If a woman could

demonstrate a causal linÌ between sex acts which were forced on her and

pornography, it is conceivable that she might win monetaty compensation.

6. Advance gender equality:

While LEAF argued that pomography must be seen as an issue of sex

equality, the court only refers to equality in its section 1 analysis by reference to
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the effect that pornogTaphy has in promoting unhealthy stereotypes in a society

which holds egalitarianism as an ideal. The court stated:

The effect of this type of material is to reinforce male-female
stereotypes to the detriment of both sexes. It attempts to make
degradation, humiliation, victimization, and violence in human
relationships appear normal and acceptable. A society which holds
that egalitarianism, non-violence, consensualism, and mutuality are
basic to any human interaction, whether sexual or other, is clearly
justified in controlling and prohibiting any medium of depiction,
description or advocacy which violates these principles. (1992:4g)

Hence, the supreme court states that egalitarianism is pa¡t of the overall objective

of obscenity law. However, the court does not view pornography as an issue of

sex equality pp! se; rather, it views pornography as an issue of ha¡m within the

context of society's constitutionally mandated egalitarian ideals. Indeed, the

court's articulation of ha¡m is ambiguous, viewing pornography as harm to women

in certain passages but harm to society in others. The ambiguiry has consequences

for the advancement of women's equality.

Butler recognizes equality as one of society's values, rather than

recognizing that the court has a role in promoting women's constitutionally

mandated right to equality. The court could have ruled - as LEAF argued - that

the obscenity law does not violate the freedom of expression guarantee because

canadian laws must be interpreted within the context of the equality guarantees

of section 15 and section 28 of the Charter.
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7. Perm afüsfic and educational dialogue on sexualit¡t:

With respect to a¡tistic and educational material, the Supreme Court

insisted that if there is any question as to the validity of the materials in question,

"... the courts must be generous in its application of the 'artistic defense,,,

(1992:63). It is important to note the distinction the couft makes between sexually

explicit material and sexually explicit material with artistic, educational and/or

scienrific merit, Sexually explicit materials with artistic, educational and/or

scientific merit a¡e protected by section 2(b) even if they are violent or degrading

and/or dehumanizing. The court differentiates between non-violent sexually

explicit material, sexually explicit material with artistic merit, and pornography,

thus allowing for sexual expression in a variety of ways including sexually explicit

artistic works.

In referring to materials that are sexually explicit, the court stated that:

... the impugned provision does not proscribe sexually explicit
erotica without violence that is not degrading or dehurnanizing. It
is designed to catch material that creates a ¡isk of harm to society.
(1992:63)

According to the court, "[t]he objective of the test is not to inhibit the celebration

of human sexuality" (1992:56). This objective is particularly evident given the

court's three tiered definition of pomography which, if properly applied, does nor

resfict sexually explicit materials. Specifically, the court cites West to note that

sexually explicit materials which are not violent or degrading and dehumanizing

should not be restricted:

Good pornography has value because it validates women,s will to
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pleasure. It celebrâtes female nature. It validates a range of
female sexuality that is wider and t¡uer than that legitimated by the
non-pornographic culture. Pornography when it is good celebrates
both female pleasure and men,s rationality. (1992:56)

Notwithstanding the essentialist overtones of this passage - an essentialism which,

in my view, pomography helps to construct - the court nonetheless asserts that

sexually explicit material is socially acceptable, indeed, socially valuable.

However, this passage encourages the celebration of particular sexual practices --

those which deny male pleasure and women's tationality. Hence, 'good'

pornography is that which reproduces dominant assumptions about men's and

women's so called 'Natural' experiences of sexuality.

By way of concluding this section, I suggest that, by recognizing

pornography is hannful, and that its regulation is constitutionalìy justified in

accordance with the egalitarian principles of a democratic society, the Butler

decision begins to address the issues raised by cole (1989). while B¿r¡l¿r fails to

adequately address a number of the requirements for a feminist obscenity law, it

is nonetheless significant that it identifies - albeit in a limired fashion - a feminist

analysis of the harm engenclered by pornographic practices. The limitations of

Butler perhaps owe more to the application of criminal law itself rathe¡ than the

specific tenets of the decision. In this respect, it may well be the case that, given

the uneven development of law, obscenity law simply cannot deal with all of the

criteria suggested by Cole.

Smart (1986:117) has argued that the idea of the uneven development of

law "... allows for an analysis of the law that recognizes the distinctions between
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law-as-legislation and the effects of law, or law-in-practice. " As a result, it seems

more useful to focus on the practice of law as a site of political resistance.

According to Smarr (1986:1i7), analyzing law in this way ,'... creates the

possibility of seeing law both as a meâns of'libe¡ation' and, at the same time, as

a means of the reproduction of an oppressive social o¡der." In the final section,

therefore, I focus on the broader implications of the administration of obscenity

law.

Towørd a Sociology of Obscenity Law:

A feminist conception of harm is articulated in Butler owing to the court's

identification of ha¡m to women and, therefore, society resultant ftom the

consumption of pomography. However, it is reasonable to surmise that, while a

narrowly feminist articulation of harm exists in legal precedent, it is an

crrt¡culation without the underlying fenitzíst analysis to support iÍ. Historicaìly,

police officers, Iawyers and judges have been irresolute about incorporating

feminist analyses into their practices. Indeed, as Cole (1989:66) argues:

these arbiters are not necessarily best situated to determine what
the harm of pomography really is. Some of them a¡e themselves
users of pornography; some of them believe that pornography,
unless there a¡e child¡en invoived, is a victimless crime; some of
them have trouble distinguishing between materials that a¡e harmful
and materials that aren't. Some have used laws to harass people
who a¡e not pomographers.

The¡efore, it seems likely that, in the application of obscenity law, the concept of

harm will be unde¡stood from a traditionally consewative framewo¡k whe¡e the
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harm condition is produced when society's consensual moral o¡der is threatened

by "anti-social" behaviour. Traditionally, the role of the raw - indeed the role of

the criminal law - has been to lestore order and to protect certain members of

society from harm (cunie 1990: snider i991). The historic mandate of obscenity

law in general has been to protect society from moral disintegration by

suppressing materials that engender wide moral disapproval. Indeed, Sopinka, J.

states:

The courts must determine as best they can what the community
would tolerate others being exposed to on the basis of the degree
of harm that may flow from such exposure. Harnt in this context
means thot it predisposes persons to act in an anti-socíol manner
as, for example, the physicat or mental misfeatment of women by
men, or what is perhaps debatable, the reve¡se. Antisocíal conduct
for this purpose is conduct which society formally recognizes as
incompatible u,ith íts propet' functiotti ttg. (1992:37, emphasis mine)

Note that the underlying assumption within this particular statement is one of a

societal moral consensus (albeit rooted in harm) which, if breached, would

destabilize social order. Notwithslanding any legal considerations, from a

sociological perspective this interyretation of ha¡m underscores an underlying

assumption of the law -- that its role is to ensure the proper functioning of society.

While the concept of ha¡m here has shifted its focus away from sex itself as

morally injurious to recognize that pomogaphy threatens women's autonomy by

promoting misogynist ("anti-social") behaviour, the harm contemplated is done not

to women, but to the proper functioning of society. From this perspective, the

Butler ruling can be construed as defining ha¡m in tenns of an amorphous

"society," rather than noticing that actual women are harmed.
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Furthermore, when Sopinka J. states that the objective of the obscenity law

"... relates to the actual causal relationship between obscenity and the risk of harm

to society at lffge" (1992:58), he reinforces the criminal law's traditional role as

an agent of social control. In my view, the court,s interest here is not with

womgn's equality, but with maintaining an assumed consensual status-quo; that

which is threatened by the existence of pornography. It is precisely because the

law fails to recognize that inequality exists as a systemic social condition that it

is singularly unable to address pornography as one of the ways in which inequality

is institutionally legitimated and maintained.

Alternatively, however, the language of the Butler decision provides a

window of opportunity for feminist praxis. In particular, it provides a potential

basis for a counter-hegemonic discourse on pomography. The principles

expressed in the Butler decision can be built upon by employing the concept of

social harm as gender-specific social injury (Howe 1990) to promote substantive

social - even social structural - change. According to Howe (1990:125), this

concept of social injury,

developed in relation to women's social injuries could ... become
a valuable tool for feminist theorists and lawyers wanting to devise
litigation strategies in which women's substantive difference - for
example, the way we feel the pain of sex stereotypes substantively
differently from men - will be taken into account by law refo¡m,

Indeed, given a feminist interpretation of Butler, the way in which pomography

differentially harms women is now recognized by legal precedent. Consider, for

example, the following passage with added emphasis:
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The courts must determine as best they can what the community
would tolerate others being exposed to on the basis of the de$ee
of harm that may flow from such exposure. Harnt ín thís context
means that it predisposes persons to act in an anti-social manner
as, for example, the physical or mental mistt.eatment of women by
men, or what is perhaps debatable, the reverse. Anti-social conduct
for this pu¡pose is conduct which society formally recognizes as
incompatible with its proper functioning. (1992:37 , emphasis mine)

Further, consider this statement the court makes when defining the harm of

pornography:

The clear and unquestionable danger of this type of material is that
it reinfo¡ces some unhealttry tendencies in Canadian society. The
effect of this type of material is to reinforce male-female
stereotypes to the detriment of both sexes. It attempts to make
degradation, humiliation, victimization, and violence in human
relationships appear normal and acceptable. A society whích hotds
that egalitarianÌsm, non-violence, consensua!ìsnr, and mutualiry are
basíc to any human interactiott, whether sexual or other, js clea{y
justified in conrolling and prohibiting any medium of depiction,
description or advocacy which violates these principles. (1992:4g,
emphasis mine)

Thus, pornography is no longer viewed as morally harmful, but has now become

legally visible as socially harmful because of the harm it does to women's social

status. As a result, criminal legislation proscribing obscenity can be interpreted

as a law whose purpose is to promote the gloup status of women -- a goal that is

constitutionally mandated and compatible with the principtes of an egalitarian

society.ss

Owing to the individualizing nature of the criminal law, however, obscenity

5t A critical feature of the judicial discourse is that when a judge -- in tiis case, sopinÌ<a -- states rl¡at
pomography causes harm, from a lawyer's poiit of view this stâlement becomes â¡ unc¡ntestabÌe fâct. It is
the judge's position of power lhat is tìe proof of üe verity of his statements. Power relâtions const¡ucf the
conditions wherein judges can articulate certain opinions which âre lhen considered Truth even in the face
of social scientific evidence to tie contrzu'y. Historically, this practice has been used to e)iclude -- rather úan
include -- women's experiences.
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law provides limited potential both for the regulation of all forms of pomography

as well as social structural change. one of the main problems with criminalization

is that it individualizes the artriburion of responsibility @itch i990; snider 1992).

Due to the criminal justice system's focus on the individual as the source of the

problem, its solutions often rest on putative measures designed to rehabilitate

and,/or punish the offender in order to protect society from further harm from that

individual. As a result, issues such as pomography a¡e solved by reference to the

individual rather than the social structure, thereby effectively depoliticizing social

issues. The consequence of criminalization is that only the person who is charged

with the crime is held accountable for the problem. With respect to pornography,

this deflects âttention away from the fact that pornography is symptomatic of the

present soc[dl syst¿r? because the law expresses it as the product of aberrant

behaviour. Viewed as an aber¡ation in criminal law, pomography effectively

becomes individualized and, hence, depoliticized. In fact, MacKinnon (19g6:3g)

notes that pornography flourishes precisely because of obscenity law. The

depoliticization of pornography through criminal law is perhaps one of the key

ways in which the law functions to deflect attention away from the social system

while giving the appearance of promoting women,s interests.

In addition, the underlying assumption of criminalization is that the actions

of the individual are 'intentionally' deviant rather thar the consequence of a social

structure that makes specific sets of social practices possible. In effect, the

c¡iminal law rende¡s the individual accountable for problems of a systemic
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character. Indeed, the law constructs the conditions that make sexual

objectification, subordination and exploitation of women a multi-billion dollar

industry. From this perspective, it is important to ask if the.Bu¡ler ruling will alter

the way in which the law is practised. History has demonstrated that agents of the

state lack feminist consciousness, resulting in sexist, classist and racist application

of the law. As Brants and Kok (1986:272) have noted:

Criminal legislation and the enforcement of criminal law a¡e social
processes which cannot be separated from existing economic and
other social networks and relations of power. The patriarchal ...
nature of society, as expressed in pornography, is reflected in
(criminal) law and the way in which it is enforced.

Smart (1989:133) argues that old problems remain when ferninists sirnply

give pomography a new name as either violence or discrimination. The problem

Smart refers to is pornography's construction of sexual subjectivity. I am in

âgreement with Sman (1989:133), who nores that:

... the pomographic genre succeeds by transforming the meaning of
domination into (natural) sex and thereby rendering it invisible. By
focusing on violence or sexual discrimination we continue to avoid
the real challenge of the dominant, pervasive, and routine regime
of representation which sexualizes and limits women.

This insight is illustrated time and time again through the pracrical application of

the law. For example, in a post Butler judgment (released October 19, 1993), the

Court of Appeal for Ontario rejected the Crown's posl-Butler arguments against

a number of ea¡lier acquittals, in addition to acquitting pornographer Randy
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Jorgensen on one appeal of two ea¡lier (pre-Butrer) convictions.s' The court

attempted to determine - in accordance with the principles of Butler - if the

videotapes in question constitute obscenity. what is particularly signifìcant about

this decision is the judge's inability to s¿¿ the way in which the pomographic

videotapes contribute to women's inequality. Admittedly, the videotapes which

the court found unproblematic contained no scenes of overt viorence. And yet,

scenes which display, ad nauseom, women anally, orally and vaginally peneFated,

engaged in cunnilingus with other women so that men can fi¡st watch, and then

penetrate both women, fail to be judged degrading and/or dehumanizing.

From a socialist feminist perspective, it is particularly problematic that

these practitioners fail to see that such pornography exists precisely because of

male domination. Notably, judges reject this theo¡etical analysis. For example,

the appeal court judge (1993:8) srressed the trial judge's characrerizarion of a

videotape entitled "Pretty 'n' Pink":

It's not about male domination. It's not about violence or anything
approaching violence and, if anything, the female is the dominani
character.

Apparently, pomography is degrading and,/or dehumanizing and creates â

substantial risk of harm only when it contains overt acts of violence. undoubtedly,

the fact that women are portrayed as sexually insatiable - actively seeking

_5ó 
ln this instalce, the court of âppeal deait wilh five obsc€nity appeals at once: R. u. 11 awkins, Jorgensett

t,, R, R. v. Ronish and Rottish, ørtd Jorgensen ar(t gl37lg Ontario itd. v. R and Sneenk v. R. The"appeal
cou¡l upheld the inilial c¡nviclions of boú Sneenk and Jorgercen atvl 9137 I0 onta¡io &d. disallowinj rìreir
appeals, but also disallowed the app€als of the c¡own in bot]¡ f/¿Í,*ir¡s and Ronish an¿l Ronish, Thi onrv
appeal rvhich was allowed ,tas rhal of Jorycrßet¡ v. x, AI ¡efe¡ences beÌow are to this judgrlent releæeä
Octobe¡ 1993.
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perpetual penetration - confrms in the judge's view that this is how women like

it. Indeed, according to Robert Payne, past Chair of the Ontario Film Review

Board, there is nothing wrong with such scenes in terms of the conununity

standa¡d of tolerance, for this type of sex is "sex for fun" (1993:9).

Such assertions epitomize the way in which pomography actively

constructs community standa¡ds. According to MacKi¡non (19g6:39):

The more pornography exists in a cornmunity, the mote likely it is
that community standards will de facto come to correspond to it.

Therefore, the problem of perceiving pomography is the problem of its

pervasiveness. Misogynist practices tend to look more like women having fun.

In my view, the social invisibility of the pomographic genre is its camouflage

against criminal regulation.

So, one might wonder what kind of pomography it takes for the courts to

recognize that such material is degrading and dehumanizing to women? In the

Smeenk ruling, given prior to Butler and upheld on appeal post-Butler, it took rhe

portrayal of

... a male engaging in necrophilia with a female lying in a coffin; implicit
violence in which bite marks and blood are viewed on a woman's bieast;
a male biting a female's vagina; blood smea¡ed on a female,s neck after
a man has performed cunnilingus and has had i¡tercourse with her; two
women zombies rising from coffins with rats crawling on one who then
performs fellatio and has intercourse with a male; and a male dressed as
a vampire who places a female, who is i¡ a washroom on the toilet, under
a spell and bares her breasts which later show bite marks and blood from
being bitten by his fangs, and the woman is apparently dead, (1993:21)

According to the Ontario Cou¡t of Appeal (1993:21), these films were described

by the trial judge as being "entiÌely concerned with sexual activity" and obscene _
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- owing not to their depiction of crime, horror or violence, but because of their

explicit nature. Note that this ruling was given pnor to Butler. However, the

Appeal Court post-Butlet' would only go so far as to say that the

... violence, vampirism and necrophilia shown in these films ... are patently
such as ro bring the films within the second of the Butler categóries. i
think it manifest that these explicit depictions of indignities to the human
body render the material degrading or dehumanizing and create the risk of
harm contemplated by Butler. (J,993:21)

one has to wonder if women would have had to be actually murdered for this

court to assert that sex with apparently dead women, covered in blood and

crawling with rats, falls within the rtr$ category of pornography outlined in

Butler? In this regard, the law fails to identify the power disparity reproduced in

and through mainstream pornography. As a result of this deficiency, the law,s

power to advance women's equality is severely limited. While the courts

acknowledge that the coupling of sex with violence is pomographic, they fail to

see the eroticization of inequality as pornographic.

In my view, the wider symbolic value of the law is more forcefully

articulated through practices such as these -- through the inter?retation and

application of the law. I suggest that the message of the courts, along with the fact

that the very same videotapes seized in Butler are available in most "adult" video

shops on Yonge Street in Toronto (MacKinnon 1993a), have much greater social

significance than the Butler decision's interpretatiorr of obscenity law contained

on file in courthouses and libra¡ies! Nevenheless, the public attention gained by

the Butler case has certainly served to publicize the contents of the ruling.
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Accordingly, perhaps one of the only ways to challenge the constitutive nature of

pornography is by expressing our outrage when the law is improperly interpreted

and applied by agents of the state (Busby 1993).s7

In this respect, it is important to question the extent to which feminism

participates in perpetuating the sexual status quo through an argument which

views only the most violent types of pomography as problematic -- does this

discussion accept the pârameters of a dialogue which is too limited for our

purposes? My concern - and this has been said before - is with pornography as

it contributes to the repÌoduction of misogynist sexual practices; practices which

include the so called 'benign' forms of pornography which the law tends to

ignore. Because these practices a¡e not consiclered problematic - either in law or

feminist sociological theory - is precisely the reason that tests ltke Butler can

legitimize all but the most violent aspects of pornography. perhaps I privilege the

law's power to define ths parameters of the pomography. However, in my view,

the legal discourse advances a particular definition of pornography that allows it

to flourish.

I have argued that agents of the state lack feminist consciousness to the

extent that they are unable to readily observe that pornography reproduces

women's subordination specifically when it fetishizes parts of women's bodies.

The fact that a post-Butle,' court (including the Crown attorney responsible for

57 This insight is perhaps nowhere more releva¡rt tha¡ in the state's repression of sexually explicir
materials produced by and for rvomen loving wo¡nen, It will take a great deal of feminist âction and
educarion in o¡der to stop r.he state from disçriminating agailst sexually explicit lesbia¡ ¡nate¡ials,
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articulating the harm of pornography) failed to find pornography _ in which

women's every orifice is served up as entertainment for men - as socially harmful

underscores the inability of most legal practitioners to see ha¡m from a socialist

feminist perspective. If anything, Butler's asseftion that porno$aphy causes

attitudinal harm could have been reflected in this recent decision. However, the

court seemed to be more concerned with proving that the pornography in question

was more ha¡mful to society, rather than being ha¡mful to women's social status.

In my view, the court's lack of vision contt.ibutes to and legitimotes the

pornographic status quo. As long as legal practitioners fail to understand the

systemic nature of pomography, the law will continue to perpetuate and support _

by omission - the institution of pornography and its construction of no¡mative

hetero-patriarchal sexuality. One has to ask: to what extent does the law _ by

framing a discourse as to what constitutes pornography - contribute to, or subvert

existing social sexual practices? It would be useful for feminists to engage in

resea¡ch which undertakes to describe the hanns of pornography from the

standpoint of women.

In my estimation, legal practitioners of crimi¡al law will continue to ignore

all but the most violent forms pomography. The application of obscenity law, like

rape larv, will capture only the most brutally violent materials - including those

with children (if they notice the children) - and continue ro ignore mosr

helerosexual pomography. The legally consÍucted tine which it d¡aws limits what
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can be socially considered pomographic. In this respect, the insfitution of law

buttresses the institution of pornography.

As the foregoing discussion suggests, it is unreasonable to expect that

feminist tools will be readily applied in a politicized manner. In my view, history

teaches us that feminist tools tend to be depoliticized in various ways. It is

important, therefore, to recall that feminist principles in law do not in and of

themselves alter social conditions. politicized practices alter these conditions.

Therefore, I conclude that the feminist principle of harm articulated in Butler

provides only an opportunity for insurgent social practices. The potential is

severely limited by the fact that obscenity law is d¡iven by agents of the state who

are subject to the sociatizing forces of pomography. Nevefiheless, vr'e can

continue to hold them politically accountable for their misogynist practices.

Holding people in positions of power publicly accountable for thei¡ actions is an

empowering - counter-hegemonic - act which can propel the system further along

the path of insurgent change.

As we have seen, this strategy is reflected in LEAF,s engagement with the

state in Butler. By demanding that the supreme coult uphold the constitutionally

guaranteed right to equality, LEAF engaged in a feminist struggle. Basing their

argument on the existing legal discourse reinforced a specifically fe¡ninist

definition of obscenity which resulted in a Fansformation of the legal basis for

determining obscenity. According to Hunt (1990), the process of counter_

hegemony involves a reworking of certain elements of the prevailing hegemony
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to introduce new elements that ultimately transcend that discourse. Indeed, the

litigation strategy ernployed by LEAF involved articulating a particular discourse

on obscenity, with the support of cases such as Rankine, Ramsingh, Wagner,

Towne Cinema, and Red Hot Video -- cases which contained elements of the

prevailing hegemony yet aìso contained the seeds of counter-hegemonic feminist

principles. LEAF simply challenged the Supreme Courr to live up to irs own

established principles. The Butler decision moves the interpretation of obscenity

away from the traditional discourse towârd a feminist discourse predicated on

harms to women.
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis has been to evaluate the potential of law to

promote feminist concerns. specificatly, my focus has been on the criminal raw

of obscenity to dete¡mine - from a socialist feminist perspective - whether the

supreme court's interpretation of obscenity law in Butler represents an instance

where a feminist interest in dealing with pornography coincides with the state,s

interest in maintaining the long-term legitimacy of contemporary social relations,

In Chapter One, I outlined a socialist feminist paradigm. This framework

then provided the basis for my evaluation of the relationship between pomography

as an institution of hetero-patriarchal a¡d imperial-capitalist society and the law

as one of the mechanisms employed by the state in its role as a mediator and

legitimator of social relations. In Chapter Two, I argued that pomography is an

institution of society which contributes to the social construction of sexual

subjectivity. The problem of pornography is the problern of gencler reìations --

pornography is constituent i¡ and constituting of human consciousness to the

extent that most of what is defined as pornographic from a socialist feminist

viewpoint appears normative to most. In this regard, I contend that pomography

contributes to the mai¡tenance and reproduction of social sexual practices by

naturalizing inequality through violence and coercion, making it appear sexy. In

short, pornography sexualizes power. In Chapter Three, I outlined the history of

obscenity legislation in canada. The purpose of this chapter was to contextualize

current obscenity standards in Canada, I illustrated the way in which the legal
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view of pornogtaphy has shifted from a concept rooted in classist morality, to a

concept rooted in an understanding that pomography harms women and child¡en

on a number of levels, owing in part to feminists' organizing for change. In

chapter Four, I outlined LEAF's snategy as an intervener in the Butler case and

the resulting supreme court decision. Finalty, in my analysis of the Butler

decision, I d¡ew on my theoretical paradigm set out in chapter one and concluded

that Butler represents an historical moment whe¡e the state's interest in

maintaining the legitimacy of social relations coincided with feminists' interests

in criminally regulating pornography. on evaluation, it was found that Butler dìd

contai¡ the seeds of a counter-hegemonic feminist analysis. while feminist

principles have begun to be a¡ticulated in law, some cautions were raised as

regards the administration of law. This discussion raised some questions about the

limitations of the law in terms of its underlying assumptions and the inability of

its practitioners to comprehend the broader sociological consequences of

pornography. I conclude thât it is precisely because there is a difference between

the law-as-legislation and the law-in-practice that Butler can be viewed as

providing the potential for insurgent feminist praxis.
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Directions for Future Theory, Reseørch and PoliticøI Activism

The discussion in this thesis ¡aises a number of considerations for theory,

research and political activism. In Chapter One, I discussed the idea that language

produces human subjectivity to argue that pornogaphy is a cultural product which,

like language, shapes human subjectivity with a way of thinking and acting in the

world that has particular material consequences.

The instiìution ofpornography produces a particular discourse within which

ideology circulates. Pornography constructs a gendered subject and normalizes a

set of relations through which male power augments itself. In this respect, it is

just as imporønt to study pornography in order to understand material reality as

it is to study economics or philosophy. If one of the goals of feminism is the

eradication of the gendered subject, an analysis of pornographic texts could

illustrate the ways in which pomographic practices normalize gendered power.

relations. This deconsûuction of the gendered subject produced in and through

pornography is one of the ways we can begin to question the ineviøbility of

gendered power relations.

Similarly, legal texts consûïct a particular set of power relations -

objeclsubjects relations - which are gendered. In this regard, it would be

interesting to see if legal texts justify the no¡malization of power relations that a¡e

gendered in and through pornography. To what extent does law reproduce

pornographic objeclsubject relations which reinforce and normalize the status

quo? I think it would be interesting to see the extent to which pornographic texts
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and legal texts operate using the same underlying assumptions about women's

Nature, thereby buttressixg one another and strengthening gendered power

relations.

Since the ends to which legal and pomographic texts are put are more

important than just the texts themselves, it is particularly critical to resea¡ch the

impact pomography has - including law designed to regulate pornography - on

women's lives. If we can identify the ways in which the institutionalized practices

of pornography intersect with the institutionalized practices of the law - to

illustrate their relationship to each other and identify the ways in which such

practices reproduce power and domination - then we can begin to challenge those

practices which reproduce and no¡malize power relations. For example, by

actually monitoring the application of the obscenity law, post-Butler., we can see

if the law is being used to challenge - or reproduce - power. When the law

reproduces power relations, feminist aclivists can hold the practitioners politica y

accountable for their sexist practices. Feminist activists, theorists and researchers,

by identifying the interconnections betweèn pomographic texts, legal texts and

their implementation by humar agents, can begin to alter these practices to

eradicate the relations which reproduce domination.
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